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WINNING DESIGNHere’s the proposed $3.6
million SJS College Union as seen by Phi Kinzli,
senior conservation major. This is the drawing
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Council Reaffirms Position;
Larson Answers Opposition
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nee’?" 1’ Bees Condemned
The Big Vote
To Electric Chair

ii the biggest single
San Jose State students will \ iilt I..iii. .rro
issue ever placcd before them.
111. t
itr 1,131 C..111.7e
The students will ilea ldil
on whether to tav tlicimelves for the building
whether the) ev,11
desire the building.
All of the arguing. debating, persuading: all ..f the posters,
leaflets, signs. slogans: all "f the (harp s and countercharges, the
letters to the edihir all will mob a china x....iisisting, quite simply,
of the filling in 1,1 one of two ovals on the ball, it.
The Union campaign has been a lassie battle. one that has
taxed the imagination of the guiding fol.., in each camp. One side
purchased a fullpage ad in the Dail’,. the ..tlicr side dropped leaflets
front an airplane. One side 1...,sted fan. v po..let, the other side
changed the words on 11...111. Both sides are iii earoest, fighting for
what they believe k hest for the school.
It will be your de. i-ion.
1 be Spartan Dad% ha, allied itself with the slih. ii fat or of the
Union. We have felt. and still do feel. that San J. .se State needs a
student center. The insufficient present college union. the . noviled
cafeteria, the lack of a central on -campus gathering place proves tbis
need day after dav.
There are no plans whatsoever for the State to construct any
kind of a student center here. But there are plaits to build another
cafeteria, a bigger library. and to provide a big enough auditorium.
There is no 83.6 million sitting in the bank ...dile% het, for the
students to spend for a union. for Wholarships, or for libtarv hooks.
It’s $3.6 million which the students will raise for the express purpose
of building and maintaining a union.
SJS needs a union. If unions are not needed, then why do GOO
colleges air-ads have them, and why are another 200 building them?
Ifs no falsehood that this is the onlv chance SJS students hill
have to build a College Union. If this vote fails. there ’is ill not be
another one.
It took 35 years to get this ele. lion. Kos long will it take to
get another?
Vote tomorrow- and v
N’es!..
J.A.

ITHACA, N.Y. (UPI) Cornell University scientists are out
to sts.,ek the venom out of honey
bees. They it., It by "electric
chairs."
Bee venom has not been widely used In this country for
medical purposes because sufficient quantities for analysis or
clinical testing have never been
available.
But, Prof. Roger A. Morse,
agriculturist at the New York
State College of Agriculture,
and graduate assistant Allen W.
Benton now report they have
I,erfected iin elect lical apparatus
for inass collection of the venom.
The device a wooden frame
over which copper and steel
wires are stretched -fits underneath the brood chamber of a
colony. Alternate wires are
charged, the others grounded, so
when a bee touches any two consecutive wires the circuit is
completed.
The shocked and infuriated
bee then stings a piece of nylon
parchment taffeta stretched
taut on a glass surface. When
dry, the venom can be scraped
up with a razor blade.
An average of 20 hives must
be "milked" to obtain a gram of
venom, he said.
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In the Heart of Sonora Pass Vacationland on Highway 108
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THE SKI LOOK
BY PANDORA
IN GAY
MULTI -PASTELS
ON WHITE!
Whether you ski or watch
from the side lines,
this sweater
will cover many of your
outdoor plans!
All wool with delicate
pastel colorings.
Back zipper;
sizes 34-40.
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BAY AREA OFFICE:
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By DIANE MAUZY
Feature Editor
With less than a year preceding the presidential election, forecasting has become a national pastime. In the calm of mourning,
silhouettes of political ghosts already are reappearing. The Democratic corner is less confused but just as challenging.
Barring unforeseen circumstances, President Lyndon B. Johnson will be difficult to beat in ’64. His most immediate election
problems rest in providing some sort of a program record and
creating a public image.
President Johnson has dedicated himself to his late predecessor’s
programs and ideals far beyond the requirements of tribute. But
as personalities change, so do policies. Johnson will adopt his own
ways of approaching and handling pressing problems.
It is said that our new President is a tough-minded, hard-fisted
political realist. He undoubtedly exerts a powerful influence in and
on the Congress. A dedicated and sincere man, he nonetheless knows
how to compromise, wheel-and-deal and "get things done."
Just how much success Johnson will have in motivating a
lethargic Congress, remains to be seen. The new year will hasten
the end of our "unity out of tragedy" and bipartisanship will
probably assume its enormuos proportions.
The gap between the Capitol and the White House extends
beyond the famous 16 blocks, as President Johnson realizes. Knowing the effectiveness of rhetoric and sensing the mood of the nation,
perhaps the President will appeal to the people to press for action
in Congress.
Presently, President Johnson must create a public image. His
"Let us continue . . ." speech not only enabled the nation to
breathe in -et1:416F Fla- it auto
gave the public its first genuine
impression of the new chief. BeSpattxmaily
cause Johnson does not publicly
represent the youth, vigor and
Entered as second class matter April
24, 1934, at San Jos, California, uncharm of the late Mr. Kennedy,
der the act of March 3, 1879, Memhe will he judged more on what
ber California Newspapers Publishers
he actually accomplishes.
Association. Published daily by AssoPresident Johnson, it is asciated Students of San Jose State
College except Saturday and Sunday,
sumed, will be visualized as a
during college year. Subscription acgood and dedicated man; an
cepted only on a remainder-of-semeseffective President. His credo is
ter basis. Full academic year, $9; each
less of ideals and more of "the
somester, $4.50. Off -campus price per
copy, 10 cents. CY 4-6414Editorial
possible."
Ext. 2383, 2384. 2385, 2386 Ad.’s,
It would seems, then, that the
Rising Ert. 2081, 2082. 2083, 2084.
Democratic ticket could be enPress of Globe Printing Co. Offic
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Miss Kathryn Cassin
Named Campus Tour
Representative
Miss Kathryn Cassin, for the
fifth consecutive year has been
appointed campus representative of Howard Tours, the original college and travel program to the University of Hawaii summer session and Pacific. Applications tor next summer’s trip are being accepted
now by her by calling CY 32049.
Next summer’s tour of 57
days to Hawaii costs $549, plus
$9 tax. This price includes
rOundtrip thrift jet between
California and Hawaii, campus
residence, and the most diversified Rine’ ary of dinners, parties, shows, cruises, sightseeing
events, beach activities, and
cultural entertainment; plus all
necessary tour services.
Waikiki apartment livin g,
steamship passage, and visits
to Neighbor Islands are available at adjusted tour rates.
Steamship travel, however, will
he at a premium. Therefore, interested steamship travelers
should apply very early to protect their reservation-.
In addition to I lawn ii, !Inward Tours offers a 44 -day program to the Orient, a 57-day
circle World program, and a
46 -day South Ametica summer
program. All three trips offer
six upper division University
credits under the auspiees of
San Francisco State College
summer session. College men
and women, school teachers and
other adults may call Miss (’its.
sin for further information.
Telephone CY 3-2049.
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He prefers Rough Rider bt.cau,
they’re contour cut for comfort
and natural good 1001,, We ha:,’
Rough Rider slacks in all
the favorite styles, colors and fine
fabrics. Stop, look and choose!
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Action -tailored
to fit better,
look better,
wear bettsr!
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Open every night until Christmas
Attractive gift wrapping with all purchases
When in doubt give a Wardrobe GIFT CERTIFICATE
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Santa’s thinking about
the good time he’s
going to have at the
STRAW HAT when
Christmas is over.
Fortunately, you don’t have to
wait that long ... come on out Fri. & Sat.
nights and enjoy exciting

FOLK MUSIC
while you consume a delicious

Pizza Supreme ... 15, off with this ad.
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International Restaurant
Tropicana Shopping Center
Phone 258 8474
King and Story Roads
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Committee derive its $9 tier slit dent per semester cost estimate
for the student union?
The Committee’s figuies, or

lack of figure’_. doesn’t indicate
an answer. Does this include
planning costs, furnishings, and
equipment? The College Union

47/
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88 GOOD USED TV’s

flooieZ. ’

Our record-breaking soles of new TV’s have overloaded us with
trade-ins . . . Some perfect, most are usable, some need a small
tube, but every set a big buy ... and all must be sold!

FIR ST COME FIRST CHOICE
DOORS OPEN DAILY 10-10

here’s

$095
7 and up

where you save on over 200 new sets

We are franchised dealers for Packard Bell, Motorola, Admiral, and Olympic. We offer you these bargains on new tele19" PORTABLE
THEATERS
TELEVISION
HOME

23" CONSOLE
TELEVISION

visioTnVsel:EREO

$199.95

$99.95

$159.95

HOME SERVICE
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_
S 1.99
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Sun. 111-6
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maintenance costs, conservatively estimated at $200.000 annually, must also be paid esery
year. This means that the total
cost to SJS students for a student union will be $668,000 per
year for the first 10 years of
operation. Considering a maximum enrollment of 18,0(g)F7rE.
students, the minimum cost per
student year would he $36, plus
the present $15 a year to maintain the ASH.
We have a choice. We may
elect to pay $668.000 a year for a
student union. But what of the
students to come, the students
who will bear the brunt of the

SJS Writer Offers
Evaluation of Union

VILLAGE TV EXCLUSIVE
6 month full exchange guarantee. Frill
amount paid allowed on trade-in within
60 days! You get 6 months free use!
our serrive costs titi less

ALUM ROCK AVE.

Second, the $3.6 million
principle must also be paid back
during this 10-year period. Third,

A4551
Patrick IlleffPrmin
A I 02K

VILLAGE TV & APPLIANCES
2347

more realistic figures could be
derived. First, the interest on
this loan, based on the declining
balance methoil the least expensill. if all interest payments! will be $108.000 per

cost, the students ii to %A ill have
no choice? Do we hair. the re.aht
to impose this burden of $51 per
year on them, in addition to ’la.
usual expenses of tuition and
books?
John Dorn

MANY MORE VALUES FOR THE HOLIDAYS
Stereo-Portables
$39.5
Clock Radios
$19.95 I
771 Transistor Radios $12.95
Table Radios
$11.95
As

Coolant tee doesn’t seem to know.
Assuming the students of San
Jose State College could obtain
a loan for 10 years for $3.6 million, and MUM Imance this plan
at a liberal ti per cent, some

PHONE 259-0198

Editor:
In regard to the recent CollectUnion proposal, I would like tic
make several facts clear, and
also suggest a means of evaluating propaganda.
II. Student funds and stati
funds are two entirely differen
areas which are too complex lic
explain simply tin a 30(1-w 01
letter). but let it be known In
students cannot fix themsek,...
mandatory fee to finance institutional materials or facilitii-such as:
a). renovation of Tower Ilall
hi. construction of an auditorium.

41’ 41{TA

DA ILY-2

el construction of a stadium.
di purchase of library &mks.
2). Assuming that the tuition
fees remain constant $45.501,

the price of tuition will not exceed $54.50 at the height of the
union progressive scale.
Sc The proposed Student
rr11.,11ill not be a "play pen"
beeause of some recreational facilities it will, instead, serve the
dual function of physical relaxation and social congregation
In 195h the NItirray Survey (, r -

mitto

stated. the college

s

ii -

dent . . . "should be entering a
community vs ith an intiIlectual
rind social climate of its own.
and ... he will learn much Irom
his teachers, but it will seem to
him afterwards that the things
he was given an opportunity to
learn from his contemporaries
were more valuable still." The
library and cafeteria, serving
their designated purposes, leave
no place on campus for students
to meet and exchange views.
In conclusion, I would like I c
ask all students who are .-Thcerely interested in their union,
to shed their passive shells and
Investigate the issue from both
sides SO that they may make an
evaluated decision then sole!
Jerry (1. Spotter
ASB A:4245

Bob Pisano Clarifies
Source of Ad Money
Editor:
Anticipating a charge of student moneys being spent on the
t’ollege Union Educational Campaign, I should like to comment
on the source of the funds used
to pay for the advertisement
which appeared in yesterday’s
’tartan
The Advertisement was paid
;did sponsored by the Spartan

Voundation, a non-profit prisate
foundation created five years
aLip by a group of cisic-mindecl
ettizens of San Jose to further
,.,orthy programs at San Jose

a:tiite College. In the past Sparis Foundation has citntlibuted
,ss,trti many programs includ’lig: the Music Department pro’rams, the athletic programs.
the lionors Clnvueation pro- Lin’ ,r1,1
’IN Associated
I

cc

"

i!

1;ik,‘

Iris

Made of high density polyurethane loam reinforced with 19
oz per square yard fiberglass.
All boards art built with true
routed stringers and multiple
laminated wooden ski gs. Assorted design and colors. An
ideal Christmast gift for son or

daughter.

$94.50

9’8" $99.95

,

Complete kits from ’54"
BUILD YOUR OWN AND SAVE!

LOG CABIN
PLAY HOUSES

Pre -Fab Cabin
4 v
so easy to assemb’e
and 2 roof sections make assembly a c
Genui ne log cabal appearance. Cr r
Special.

4’ x 5’ size
5’ x 7’ size
Order now for Christmas Eve Delivery!
,

THRIFT-PACK WRITING PAPER
100 SHEETSREG. 39c
NOW

9

While They Last

ENVELOPES BY EMPIRE
Regular 10c Pack
NOW

While they last!
-

YOUR Ho/HE ’LUCITE’
FOR THE HoLkOkNIS WALL PAINT

\c,occk

rip-

hew
1,I, i,,,,fla
111.Sti
I men
,t only for their aid in this
edit( ational campaign, but also
ciiI

I

tor all that they have done for
San Jose State College in the
past.
Bob Pinang,
ASR Viee-President

r

?trip 4

This easy to use paint in
white & package colors
Custom colored
53,

The Ideal
Christmas
Gift . . .

Jose s Complete

DuPo.t

[’calor

0.00 0000
ADJUSTABLE

HARDWARE
AND SHELVING KIT

alb

$4"
YOU GET

3 Pme Shelves
4
3 Pair Shelf Brackc 0
2 Standards, Gold F
pluswe stock the following f.n.shes in adiustabh

4

shelf hardware:
NICKEL, BRASS, ALL’mlNIUM,

4

BRONZE, GRAY

and BLACK

PLYWOOD
GRILLS
For artistic effects, room
dividers
size 151i" X 64"
Pendleton’s gone "Ivy
League"-the classic look fir
gentlemen young in spirit’.
The shirt is new, but the exacting standards of quality
have bccn 1111.111/1.1111Cli by
Pendleton since 1$6 1. ( la, 10.,
plaids and tartans return itilor-bright after mat hinc
You ii cc ant set cral patterns.

$14.95
Short and Long Sleeves

NOW ONLY

13.99
_

1OBEVERLEY STAIN KIT. (CHOICE OF FINISH COLOR
MN MON. THRU SAT B TO 530

. . that we are now taking

reservations for spring semester housing.

290 South First St., San Jose
Thurs., Fri.

FR TA, IN

DEFECTIVE

RENTAL_

414 E. WILLIAM AT 9th, SAN JOSE,CALIF.

GF;?\11C
CY7-81177

Open ’fil 9 p.m,

We your Bankarrericard or
Ike Fast National Charge Plan

All parking Collets validafed
Open Every Night Until Xmas

WILLQS,V
31Q1.11.L.7-tr.
zit:4w ,faircet

41444,113,14 161t
STOP SHOPPING 750 WILLOW ST. FIEF PHONING. 2064058

4APART.N

Tuesday, December

DAILY

10. 11r..!

Sophomore Wins
Chess Club Tourney

’COMMENTARY 11183’ TONIGHT
science, discussing "Constitution
"Commentary 1963" is ill leaUnder Fire." tonight at 8:15
11111. Dr. Theixlore M. Norton.
,1* politic., I
Ant p101e
over KSJS, campus station.

Hay

W,44141,44.Makj.ig04,..k..a/aja,,LWASIMAJWIZSMAIIMA

sophonmre, scole,1

rir.d Mare win in the
Club’s Swiss Tournament beat
recently.
Schutt had a perect of 5-0
record, folltaved by Kim Shafer
with a -1-1 record
Beginning Friday at 2 :tit p ri
itt the Student t ’rain Loofa,
the Chess Chili is spititoring Iiii
tournaments, a itionstei
tournament oral a doable-. tournament.

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

Keane Prints
lOcro oil
4D

Complete Line of Art Supplies
Grumbacher. Permanent
Shiva
Weber Watercolors
Windsor Newton

4

*STUDENTS ENTITLED TO 100o DISCOUNT

4
4

Lyke Magazine Goes
On Sale Tomorrow
How can the poem imd the
ci ..1ing noise

the quality of

the tone,
the 111O11/11
told,

the habit and

be set down alive?"

Steinbeck

asked

this of

Monterey’s Cannery Bow in his
t nos el, "Cannery Row.’’
Steinbeck did it in his novel,
and in iw Lyke magazine does it
photographically with a seven-

SAN
JOSE
STATE’S
FEATURE
MAGAZINE

yte

BEST LYKE EVER!
Lyke

Doll .... Like Wow!

Fiction
Jimmy

All Custom Frames &
Standard Frames
Available On Short Notice

Fashions
Humor
Feature Story

70

PARKS

GOES ON SALE

Picture Framing

DECEMBER 11, 12, 13

332 E. Santa Clara
293-1793

After singing for three years and achic kir
8;
Streisand has decided it, put the tvo togetliel The gonthi,,,,
has brought her into great demand for Tv
companies, stage productions, and auditorium personal ,ppelt,:7
throughout the na ti on. She met ’oval demands sshei,
N ie AiiAdifuilit.ii,uti:isi
.
.s
recently at the San dosseit’is6tlt

page !MITI( trial featuring St einbeck’s "Cannery ROW."
"Excerpts from Steinbeck’s
Monterey" is the headlining feature in the Christmas issue of
Lyke. SJS’ national award -winning feature magazine, which
goes goes on sale tontorrow
morning at 7:30. Sales will iontinue through Thursday, 4:30
p.m. from booths located in front
of the Cafeteria, Bookstore, library and Seventh St. between
the wtmien’s gym anti the home
economics building.

SOMP has ile..cribed her as a Bette 14,
smuttily, eflectisely performing with mimic
and resounding, art hilly controlled son,
One of the most important goal, id
achieve uniqueness.
Keeping up the. II:11141[mA is riti

STARTING TOMORROW

(?21’ttiM11- rtrtffnirM1171/TintlYrnffiltiltritrerVIttini

The ,
ing
FUCLIItY
and Sic
CUllAge
Itelna

,i11,1
IrttLit

inCILWIP
ing"a’
ture, pm

;mist

"r .14,

u

BARBRA STREISAND
St misaral. "It takes more work III get and keep
hair mr
than to keep it curly," she commented.
MiSS, Streisand has released I svo albums. aptly entitled
First Barbra Streisand Album" and ’The Srvond Barbra §tt
Album." Besides cutting record,. she also ;iplpt’:t I’..i,y TV pa
of Jack Pam., Bob Hope, P iib (;:irlanti. and Ed S
The
eious singer aLso has perforriuNI in solilt If the ggigiri’s ag)
spots, including the hungry i in San Francc-c.i cml the Rjup
in New York City.
ON BROADIWAY
Acting is another facet of Mi.gs Strecgcgr
r Making
debut in Broadway’s "I Can (iet It for
she’wol
"Tony" award for a supporting role gi
meirtor
r’
The singer plans to continue her Broadls
it
shortly to the a ventat of bright lights to stag g,
Funas r
by Isabelle Leonard.
greet in.
Perhaps a Streisand .cd
deadyou better not cry, Santa
:watt.
Oh
I,
.
on which to conclude an
p illy

’11

have lit
dents al
gin at 9

exhibit
sebedub
A131
Fifty
go to 1
-and rile
-Il
the Gall
Stade
ships r
Id year’s a
.}:tert,
McGee
tieawrig

INN

singer.

Interior Designe
Form New Group

FORMAL FASHIONS TO WELCOME 1964
WHEN THE WEATHER’S WARM . . .

A nett
formed
railed ¶ h.
Inter:
-:
1 eri.,r dee ,!
lit, FiNiker
The e
’tied to appear tiJnight a’
in the cafeteria., Room A.
Atmsfrong
be Robert

For "Black Tie Evenings . . .

THE
T1 \ElP)

Stud
Art
Dec.

ReKUI
In the
pin, WI
p,m, Sir
adryiLiSil

Other features include a high fashion layout of coats for the
coed, "Here’s to a Warm Winter:"
"How to Cheat the Clock," an
article on the use of pills and
stimulants by students during
exam times when they have to
stay up late to cram; "Modern
Exam Grader," a story on how
IBM exam grading works; and
"Mad. Ave. quips," a photographic spoof of the advertising
of New York’s famous financial
district.

"Black Tie"
and the
WHITE
DINNER
JACKET

r I

"

Also included in the feature
magazine is an article on the
pros and cons of motion pictures
filmed by U.S. producers as opposed to those of foreign producers in an attempt to find out
which is the better art form.

Durante

Monterey

By STAN NASCIMENTO
Fine Arts Editor

For its Christmas issue, Lyke
interviews the "old man of comedy. the "schnozz" Jimmy
ante. Durante gives his views on
comedy and humor, and tells
Lyke, "Ya try ta keep it clean.
That’s the main essential of anybody in this business. Yo’ll never
get anywhere ... with any kind
of off-color comedy."
In the Christmas spirit, Lyke
asks its readers, "Do you believe
in Santa Claus?" Lyke thinks
so and offers an interview with
a part-time Santa as proof that
St. Nick does exist as the spirit
of Christmas.

ON ALL ART SUPPLIES

4

Around Town

"New Tonesfor
DINNER
JACKETS

puIi.,,
f tom rind f wo:
to attend

’)PII

ysel,
Theatre-goers, pari)-goers, wedding.s ... for every
black tie’ event about town,
find this conifortable single-breasted tuxedo with satin shawl
collar the perfect ...phloem to your good taste
evening wear. Troo 1 1111. Ii tin’ coat And for the
newest fashion f,.,
vest of matching or
fancy fur

For vanes, proms, weddings and other SpringSommer formal evening occasions tor in tropical
climates throughout the year) flawless formal dress
calls for this single-breasted white dinner jacket.
Proper with black dress trousers.

For -II bite TicFormal Events . . .

) our basic wide

PARTICULARLY FOR THE DAYTIME WEDDING

When it’s
When it’s
Formal . . . Semi -Formal . . .
THE
THE
CUTAWAY SACK COAT

to elegance . . .
our Gentleman’s
(;etitleman
for every
formal occasion . .
our modern Rental Service
/.

101f

The
Full
Dress

After Six

’I lie Oxford :tray cutaway coat and striped trousers
’id the proper elegancy to strictly formal daytime
ss’’tidings and other occasions. Comfortable, lighteight and correct.

111.1,

BY RUDOFKER

WOOL TROPICAL TUXEDOS

$72.50

Dignity of style, conibinend with ease of tit make
the Oxford gray Sack Coal .o,i1 sltipi..1
favorite for semi-formal
iime sset1.1,,
other occasions.

WIIITE DINNER JACKETS

THE TUXEDO SHOP

A rose
is a rose
but is a
diamond a
diamond?
(

RIMINDERS FOR THE GROOM
Plan honeymoon trip, making reservations well in advarr,
Apply for marriage license, taking bride-to-be, of touts"
Select gifts of best man and ushers.
Order flowers (for the bride and her attendants, her moth. your mother . .
plus boutonnieres for yo, if atterldan,
Put minister’s fee in an envelope and give
best men.
Give wedding ring to best man to hold.
Avoid last minute rush by taking care of part, ,r,g, traveler’s
checks, etc , ahead of time.

IP RING

Lord West

A spectrum of handsome shades highlight the singlebreasted dinner nolo. Colorful . . . perfect tor
evening formals iii Spring and Stimmc-r Mr in tropical climates throughout the year). Chigoe Id k
dress trousers.

front $37.50

35 SOUTH FOURTH ST., SAN JOSE

petted
IL’s easy to pick a
rose. Diamonds takes
an expert
More knowing. Let
ka
help you choose. Our
earned
edge of gems has
niembershiPtil
us a coveli7.
Society.be
the American Gent
es%
Choosing a (I iamond
ideanurnlexprrience.:
a
pidarg
falling in love...or
Come in ands*.

arose

limiter American

Gem S’

1 BLOCK NORTH OF SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

FASHION INFORMATION AUTHENTICATED BY

Northern California’s thshibutors of formal wear rentals

THE FOLLOWING FINE CLOTHING STORES ARE AGENCIES FOR THIS OUTSTANDING FORMAL WEAR
VIERRA S CLOTHING

BACHELOR SHOP

RUSSELL HUSTON

BUD PARKER’S MEN’S WEAR

THE VILLAGE STORE FOR MEN

2041 FIRST STREET
LIVERMORE, CALIF

463 ALVARADO STREET
MONTEREY CALIF

LOS ALTOS, CALIF

931 N.MAIN STREET
SALINAS, CALIF

LE PIANE’S MEN’S WEAR

YOUNG’S MEN’S WEAR

SCHIPPER DILLON CLOTHING

136 NORTH SANTA CRUZ
LOS GATOS, CALIF

JOE WHELLEN’S MEN’S STORE

MOSHER’S LTD.

404 SAN BENITO STREET
HOLLISTER, CALIF

428 MAIN STREET
WATSONVILLE, CALIF

16 NORTH SANTA CRUZ
LOS GATOS, CALIF.

113 TOWN 8. COUNTRY VILLAGE
SAN JOSE, CALIF

GARDNERS STORE FOR MEN
231 lot ST
GILROY, CALIF

1224 PACIFIC AVENUE
SANTA CRUZ, CALIF.

LEIBRANDT & PUGET

WALLACE MEN’S WEAR

CHRISTOPHER’S STORE FOR MEN

THOM’S CLOTHES FOR MEN

1216 PACIFIC AvENUE
SANTA CRUZ, CALIF

328 MAIN STREET
SALINAS, CALIF

NEW PLAZA,
SUNNYVALE, CALIF.

133 NORTH SANTA CRUZ
LOS GATOS, CALIF.

MORIO
Cambrian Park Pioso
Ant.
Camden at Union
Phone 377-1464

Budget terms
Open Fri.

1-ORIG1NAL DEF

Student - Faculty
Art Sale Slated
Dec. 20 in Gallery
holdThe Art ’Apartment is
ing uts Third Annual Student Faculty Christmas Art Auction
Dee. 20 in the
and Sale until
college Art Gallery.
Items up for sale and auction
include V. islet color and oil point jags, drawings, ceramics, sculpture, prints, weaving, and jewelry. The Mitre than GOO works
have been created by faith stube.
&gat; and faculty, arid prices
gin at
, Regular hours of the display
in the Gallery are 9 a.m. to 4
Arrt. weekdays and 1:15 to 5
p.m. Sundays. There will he no
admission charge for either the
; exhibit or auction, which is
scheduled Friday night at 7 in
A133.
Fifty per cent of the proceeds
go to the contributing artists,
and the balance is split between
departmental scholarships and
tile Gallery’s operating fund.
Students receiving scholar: ships made Tars:able by last
’ .year’s auction sale were Darrell
flert, lloward Memoir), Dennis
McGee, Nancy Nlinard, and Linda
Seawright.

Senior Wins Kaucher
Interpretation Contest
"I miss tint) at ill,
the rain"
This is part oi toe ..111,10111

../,

11.1111111i
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1,111itt-n

liii

i
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Language Dept. Has Answer for Christmas Greetings
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MARIAN STAVE
. . . $50 reader

(Advertisment)
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KSJS LOG
90.7 Mc., 65 Watts
TUESDAY
4 28Sign 04:30Spartan Show
5:00N ion
5:15Doctor Tell Mr.
5:20AperitIt
6;00-Twilight Concert
7:00Eastman Band Favorites
7:30Exploring the Child’s World
8 00News
8:15Commentary 1963
8.30Best Music On.Off Campus
9 OT-- Sign Off

VOTE NO!

j

SERVICE!

Choice of any color
Cli:aning and
Dewaxing
Hand sanding and Priming
C Masking and Air Dusting
3 -Coat Enamel
Factorytype Spray.ng
ISpray
2 -Year Wroten Guaranree

FENDER REPAIRS $1.00 UP
You Never Need Wax With A Paint Job From

E AUTOP4INTING.

850 THE ALAMEDA
OPEN DAILY 7 30 to 6 PM

(Advertisment)
’ II

r

INCLUDES:

(Advertisment)

SAN JOSE

286-1881

SATURDAY BY APPO:NThaENT, NO EXTRA CHARGE

(Advertisment

VOTE NO!

VOTE NO!

UNIONIZE

DON’T

UNIONIZE

RICKEY’S six-story tower hotel cost $11.00 per square foot with all
fixtures. The proposed College Union will cost $25.00 per square foot!

DON’T UNIONIZE
We need 500,000 new library books more than
145,000 square feet of PLAYGROUND!!

DON’T UNIONIZE

ti

DON’T be misled or intimidated by mass propaganda campaigns!
VOTE NO on December 11 and 12!

DEFils."071

VOTE NO!

VOTE NO!

1

(Advertismenf)

*

Of the 8,484 square feet allotted for cultural activities1,500 square feet is for television and toilets!

VOTE NO!

11

THREE COATS FACTORY -BAKED ENAMEL

(Advertisment)
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Art Show Opens
At Montalvo Today

VOTE NO!
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,!brtte Inside Pitch Team Still ShakyGlines

IC,

Cal Wins Tourney

Spartans Grapple Fresno
,

restling team battles
runner-up Fresno State Friday
San night in dual meet competition.
Warien king, it Ifr-pound grappler and heavyweight Don Anderson successfully defended their
titles for the Spartans in tho
seventh ,L11111Ial San Jose State III\
Wrestling Tournament
(rein Saturday
A strong University of California at Berkeley team captured the tournament championship with the Fresno State Bulldogs finishing second ahead of
San Jose State.
Cia,
California had four individual
Jose State’N

".tira

n I I le Illf

5,

or

champions in the tournament ssith
Fresno claiming three titles and
San Jose State two crowns.
An amity to I67 -p )(Ind contender Chet Belknap prevented the
Spartans from winning the tournament
Belknap’s knee buckled during
his first match and he was
forced to oithdrass from the
competition. 115d Belknap been
able to continue on, he %% mild
has.- rentled for the championship.
Spartan coach Hugh Mumby
stated that Belknap had received
a good draw in the scheduling and

All-American
Base Kingsley, fora:it-it .in the
Spartan soccer team, was named
to the 1963 All-Arnerlcan soccir
team by NCAA officials at Rutgers l’niversity Monday,
would have had to win only his
first match in order to he in the
finals.
"Had Belknap wrestled in the
finals," stated Mumby, "he would
have gained eight additional points
for the Spartans." The additional
points would have given San Jose
state the championship by one
point with a 74 point total. Cali.
fornia had 73 points and Fresno
167 points in the final tabulating.

You meet the nicest
people on a Honda
Maybe it’s the incredibly low price. Or the
fantastic mileage. It could be the precision
engineering. Or the safety and convenience features. But most likely it’s the fun.
Evidently nothing catches on like the fun
of owning a Honda. You see so many
around these days. And the nicest people
riding them. Merry Christmas.

Fresno State edged the Spartans by one point in the tournament and will give San Jose
State is strong contest Friday in
the Bulldog gymnasium.
Tournament winners Don :Nel1 son. Joe Rossie and Steve Johan;,.,:enklead the Bulldog wrestling at -

HONDA
hugest seller!

,

OPEN THURS. NIGHT
kOne of the nations
oldest and largest
Honda dealers
PARTS
SERVICE
SALES

COSI HONDA
1401 W. San Carlos St.

21?S-7295

HOURS: 8 to 5:30 Monday thru Saturday

Dan SWPI1S011. 137 -pound wrestler and 117 -pound Loren Miller are
tire outstanding performers on the
San Jose State frosh team. They
will lead the Spartabahes against
C’ollege tomorrow afteron at Tabrilk).
Swenson is undefeated this sea,on while Miller has only suffered
,ne loss. However. the Spartahahe
’cam can’t seem to get going on
he victory trail. They have been
defeated four times and will be
looking for their first win against

ie neser a good team in
!December."
445 eiGIV:2 Pt17,14That was this year’s frank apTilt& SEA5ctt’S 31C, 64166,
praisal of the freshman basketball
i/te -c74A 464
team after its first three games1
of the season.
"The offense staggered a lot of
the time, especially Friday night
against Cabrillo," said Coach Dan
By DAVE NEWHOUSE
Glines. "We are going to have to
perform !letter defensively in NCI
Sports Editor
, to win consistently.
In the final 10 minutes of San Jose State’s 58-56 victory over
"We haven’t conic close to
Portland Friday night the Spartans t brew away passes. failed to playing 40 minutes of strong hasscore a field goal and struggled to narrowly arise what had been an ’ ketball yet, but in January we will
18-point lead. It was the best thing that could have happened.
’start bombing a few teams." he
The Spartans, a young team, learned in one Portland surge that
Spartababes entertain San I
The
T
college basketball is a 40-minute proposition. It doesn’t take long added.
Francisco State frosh Thursday 1.
to lose a big lead if things aren’t going your way.
Friday’s close-call with the Pilots steadied the Spartans. SJS, night at 7 in Spartan Gym.
Now then the 13th
eame back Saturday to outscore Portland 4X-’2X in the last halt and
25-17 in the last 10 minutes for an impressive 74.61 victory.
RALPH’S PIZZA
Coach Stu Inman saw the value in Friday’s Spartan lapse, "Get945 The Alameda
ting ourselves trapped like we did, really helped the team. It taught
SAFARI4.
them how to fight their way out of crucial situations." Inman said.
aqrk- fay
297-5900
’ME VAlif
wrtiNOlye, ,toto, mil T: usR Die CttupLR Inman was impressed by the shooting power of the team, which
Free Delivery
numbers six sophomores. seven juniors and only two seniors (Harry
Edwards and Al Jancsii on its 15-man roster.
Saturday’s win was the biggest of the year for San Jose, which
has taken three straight games without a loss. The Spartans play away
The
at University of Arizona and Texas Western this weekend.
1347 McKee Road
Where do the Spartans figure to show their strength anti where
Open 9 A.M. to 2 A.M.
do they need to improve? Both factors were obvious against Portland.
Happy Hour 5 - 7 Daily
ENTER ST. SAMUEL
of
addition
San Jose has become a good shooting team with the
a potential Spartan great -St. Samuel Saffold. S. T., as it’s wise to
call him (he’s 6-4 and 200 pounds) has scored :IS points in turn’
NOTHING HAPPENS
games. He also has 30 rebounds, although he’s yet to start his first
YOU CONNECT . . .
UNTIL
varsity game.
Host and Hostess Gift Ensembles by Richard Rosen, combining
Edwards, in Inman’s words "has played the finest three games in
a row in his three years here." Edwards followed Saffold with 17
a handy aid recipe book with a beautiful gift.
points Saturday and had nine rebounds, which for Harry, even at 6-8.
"A Guide to Pink Elephants," a drink mining guide connects with
is a good night’s work.
a chrome plated bar tool $2.00. "Say Cheese," recipe book
connects with cheese spreader $2.50.
Inman is fortunate at the guard positions. Ron Labetich directs
the offense and settles the team when it becomes ragged in its play.
"Tomato Well Dresed," salad book with smart salad set $3.00.
Jancsi has to be watched (13 points Friday t and Gary Gresham, like
"Terrace Chef," barbecue book with salt and pepper mill $3.00,
Labetich, is best at guarding his man close.
"Spicemanship," cook book with salt shaker and pepper mill
The Spartans have depth. Inman played 10 men Friday and used
$2.50.
and
the
first
night
scored
but
one
man
one more Saturday night. All
with Spirit" wine cook book connects with bar tool
-Cooking
only two missed the mark Saturday.
$2.00.
Where must the team get better in order to make a commendable
Smart Unique Practical
defense of their West Coast Athletic Conference Christmas tournaOther gift suggestions: Books for persons of every age and
ment championship?
taste Engagement Calendars Art
Calendars
W(’AC TOURNEY DEFENSE
Wall Hangings Magazine
SobsoriptIons
San Jose will play four games before the WCAC tourney. This
Gift Certificates
will help, for Inman Ls still looking for a definite starting lineup.
Two Blocks from Campus on Second Near S.-in Cados
By the holidays, he should have more of an idea of who to play where
r, another soph, at tlu.r
With Saffold and Frank Tarrantts
forwards, San Jose State would be a stranger rebounding threat. The
Spartans have been beaten 39-37, 50-41 and 60-49 in this category.
295.84
260 South Second St.
AO far this year.
Experience is something that Inman may have to wait anothei
year for, but he’s wisely playing as many men as he can.
Then there’s defense. This is the backbone of the Spartan game:1
harrassing the opposit ion into making mist ;Ikea with pressure guarding.
To such a young team, defense has conic relatively easy. Inman
credits all three Spartan victories as "defensive wins." In other
words, he has the tools to make his machine go.
It’s going to be an interesting season.

Osu
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PASTEL PATENTS BRIGHTEN
YOUR HOLIDAY SEASON!

Excitingly new \Ir. Easmili puffin,
patents for now and dun sr.hoir, ,,,1 a;
our Downtown, Valley Fair, Willow Glen
iii

1

REED’S

331.1007,C.9
FINE

SI-10

."=)

Catab Apple Red
White Lightning
Buttercup Yellow
Peppermint Pink
Crystal Bhie
\ride
Chocolate
Black

SKI
SALES
Heads,
Skis
Northlands,
Kneissls,
Kastles

Id! NEW Head
;s for rent

and
group rates

Private

Boots Henke,
Koflach,
Nordica

Poles, Boots,
Car Racks

Stretch pants
Bogner, White
Stag

Low weekend
rates
Stretch pants
and parkas
available

Meggi Sweaters
Use our Christmas
lay -a -way

CALL
258-5305

REED’S SPORTING GOODS
3151 Alum Rock Avenue

MONOUN
JOHN

JOHN

Make this a
Diamond Christmas
LEAN’Si But

or

Silver
Jewelry
Photography Equipment
Electric Appliances
Luggage
Sporting Goods
Of

a Variety of Christmas toys for all ages by ...

Mattel
Transogram
Gilbert
etc.

Sns

11,

.11 sl

DAHNKEN-LERMAN
,
Wholesale Dioriboni,

16 E. San Fernando

277.3642

Osuna, Reed Tangle

TilegdaL,

.1art0itt,S111.
11. 111111IN 01.1111111011,11111,
Iii’ It;i1hriiiil interestl. fAerN
Reed Won I
idle in 1957, ss title i1161111illg the .S. MI111.11.11
wale
JOS(’ Sial(r. ’NO years ago, NCAA singles and (halides.
OL :4111
For further information and iid.
court star ssas the top-

fti.

me blond
amateur in the United mission prices, contact the AthCanadian letic Department office in Nlers’s
He has won the
crown and three Gymnasium
singles
Liiional
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"BORN TWICE"?
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OPEN TONIGHT
’TIL 9:00
Roberts Book Store’

Miller’s

by 0 tri 1’1

eV-
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now

552 S

Bascom
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Running sell hot
Ihe benefit tit’
keen pposition front outside,.,
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e It
1:inee. in 47:14.7.
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f heir
preiLiinis best
for Ilie mental
volopet if ion race Icy (wore than
VI, seconds. Nos
IS, the team
ran IT Iii, hest time in 1111. 11:111011

ESTED FRIEND

creorge Rios, pushed hard all lb.s. I,y upstart Dave Lowt-r,
?alto in 9:21.6, four se, -,1
his previous best.
Lower scampered home in 9:215,
114-seeond improsement over hi-.
,-1,,eking three ...seeks ago.
Frank Slemp was a
.orprisine, 00111 in 9:2f4.6. Marcel
f 1.0 11 I I ri’i,hpri ,;(1-1,1W ferl’ 1.0110 )!
-1 .:1) II.
and
11rure
,ped in at

Reply to Box 11791, Palo Alto

110WrVP 1.,
I Ile
freshmen s irlustily. seised up their second
straight national cliampionhip.
()illy I SC :nol Oregon State
%sere! K1% All tattitle chances at
bettering the former S,IS clocking nit IT 10.
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skis make
great skiing
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GAVCY4-5544
400 S. ist St.

CY 5-7238

"THE CONJUGAL

"EUROPE IN THE RAW"

BED"

’’EVE AND THE HANDY MAN"

- Students $1

- Students 5’ TIC -

-

Y 7TOWNE C3060
1433 THE ALAMEDA

SARATOGA

14502 BIG BASIN r9At

, -.0 .!l’i !

"LORD OF THE FLIES"

"SUNDAYS AND CYBELE-

Students $1.00

STUDENTS - $1 CO

Se Rel,,d,

Alma and
"VIOLENT
"DEFIANT
"PLAYGIRLS

Almaden Rd.
MIDNIGHT"
DAUGHTERS"
AFTER NIGHT"

’’STUDIO
1st & Saa Salvador

CY 2.67711

"UNDER THE YUMYUM TREE-

GOTCHA-Harry Edwards (22)
picks off a rebound in Saturday night’s 74-61 victory ovar
Portland. Tom Nichols of Portland challenges Edwards from
the right.

HEAD of course!

Gat
TtIclutnal, son of finii
coach Bob Titchenal, was honio,
twice on the Golden Gate Conti ence roaches team announced t .-

Cope & McPhetres

(;

2931 El Camino

CAN ,
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SKI SPECIALISTS

a perfect way
to say

.
Marthl

SINGING

CONTRACT

LOST AND FOUND IC

MODEL AND SHOW
FOLK

HOUSING

GIRL ROOMMATE
...,, r

HELP WANTED 141

CH N

"GIRL FEVER"
"TOWER OF LONDON
"VAMPIRE"
"SEA NYMPHS"

ALL THE
FAMOUS BRANDS

APPROVED

Mar-’

CHN

South Screen
AlcLINTOCV"WIVES AND LOVERS -

STAiNS

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
HONDA C110,

i969 Alum Rocs ALA,

:I sophomore at San .1!..!
!. 0:19 named to tl
team at linebacki r
offensive unit at

fir-,
and t.,

night until 9:00 until Christmas
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"THE L-SHAPED ROOM"

the first lime in

Head Skis give you the last word in pleasure, the fast
word in racing. They’re engineered to bite and track,
(eel and turn like no other ski ... made to last as
long as your love for the sport. Come pick your pair
and ski for yourself.

Open every

could be the hest treOurtail
rier topsail JO 111.1.,, L I
rine fffff rt
’

. tr., much.

cusililSit

skis?

11.a, -

lito possibility that thr fr,
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,
..1.1.1.10..
national lo
,.it
ha.rr-mile 11.1.41141 rd. 47:09.2

4 rlidn’t

born at least once, but some people 11400 been born
Ereryone has been
latter are called Christians. Their second Liith has awakened
teie Th,
into spiritual life: As fully complete human beings
thew from spirituel death
they enjoy daily fellowship with their Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. The
the indwelling Holy Spirit are wonderful, miraculous, and
second birth and
emphatically real. As Jesus said "Do not marvel that I said to you, you
wind blows where it wills, and you hear the sound
must be born anew! The
whence if comes or hither if goes: so it is with
01 it, but you do nof know
3,7,8), There is indeed an answer to
r.reryone born of the Spirit" (John
the human heart and a meaning to life. In our pragmatic age
Ike needs of
r yourself that Jesus Christ is indeed
ng God. Find out for yourself; don’t
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Frosh Near National Title;
Almost Eclipse NCAA Record

times has IM.111
State
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PERSONALS 171
AUTOMOTIVE 121
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transportat n
’L. $125. 739.1157.

FORD.

1. Call Erik after 5

UST SELL1

’ to. V-8. 1st come,
.’,2 2169, afternoons

NIERC ’

or, R11, Excellent
’n!!. 297.3785.

HEALEY.
BUICK

!

FALCON ,

LIFE INSURANCE

4’

rondition. All ac i’37.7096. Don.
- -facf, stick, w/w.
292-8975.
DI, stick. RH,
Now tires -brakes,
-.ail. CH 5-1795.
,- roes. Bost of.
297-0682.

PL;f CPE

.’t Ong, P -H, VERY
, k-derson. CY 4-6019.
IS PONTIAC
Lith or best offer, Call
FOR SALE 131
HENS...SKI:800,7S, /3 6’,’2N.
G -,d
4,, ’
!’ I $20 293,1756
......CORD PLAYER. Po,.
mot._
!re. 29243 16.
i.. .‘401.A c sj.- 1
e., radio. 576 South
basin
- i
--. Gilson- -83st
Tenor A.1-c-ond.
IsEceR ’
797 1805 after 5.
IC GUITAR.
qaemony-Hardly
’’ "’
i6. 29/-6147.
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HEY JOE
,

292 52t110, International Hal, 45;
’9- A 6t . 7.
BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT FOR 2. Xmer
paid. 297-8363. eves
’
KILLION HALL eppr. hous, contr. for
Berbera, 292 4104.
At
16,
I I
WOMEN’S APPROVED HOUSING 292 7029.
,
f
C
MEN’S APPR. APT. --- Contract for sera-,
No. 8. 293.5831.
’MALE ROOMMATE WANTED: To shere
Ac’ 9 295-1089
,
w/2
WOMEN’S APPR. CO N TRACT. 10
meals/wk. Phone in rooms, w/w carpet.
ing, new walnut furniture, adjacent to
SJS. Gay Binoley, 292.5727. Leave num.
bar if n -t in
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE. furnished I
bed,8357 affr
GIRL WANTED, Approved Betty Lee
unt! 351 S. 11th. CH 3 4955.
Hall. Us-.
NEED MATURE MALE roommate to
share apt with 2. 531 121 N. 8th. Apt 4
APTS FOR RENT. I 3 bdrm. ($1501
and I 1 bdrm. ($110). Garbage and
wafer paid. 628 5 10411. 295.8232.
9058N1,,TRAcC,THS..,FO,R, sSkApLE. ippr._ Lip.

1

’Oh)

WOMEN’S APPROVED CONTRACT -

rc w

is then dee,

SERVICES (al
TV RENTALS
$10 month
Phone 292-3451
EXPERT TYPING SERI/ICE
Day Or night. 258-4335.
AUTO INSURANCE. Premiums fine.
8 student, no e e better rates. Lowe,.
-it to YOU. Everyone insured. CHET
BAILEY Ins, 385 S Monroa, 248-2420
EXPERT TYPING -Saratoga Avenue.
S.,..,,, Creel, area. 152 7355.
I TYRIN.GrD.ONE ,IN (1s4y F129,,M7E.3F7ast, cc. ,
FAST,

!

ACCURATE TYPING

TYPING IN My2,:H4,?INI3,1,.!3. Professional ex.
TRANSPORTATION 19)
ROUND TRIP RIDE NEEDED to \A., L
, betwee,

, .

AnP,FROVED APT. confrere Ion
inc. 207 9679. Larry.
SO’ 111
UNAPPROVED MEN’S repdence consemes.
’’a-’, a .a eb o raw and/or next
io, sin ,-,,,, -,,,, 793 BE74 (Housel_
GORDON HALL - Approved contract
L/./,/ stunt. 292 3654.
_.1
_
MEN’S APPROVED APARTMENT ‘,; , , i
samuLiar. 1....sird. 461 S. ton, Apt 6

TV
(soda Magares
trey Saturday

WILL DO TYPING IN MY HOME.

WANTED

Easy Terms
ADVERTISED ON

To place an ad:
Call at Spartan Daily
Ad Office, J207, 1:30-3:30
Send in handy order blank
- Enclosed cash or check
No phone orders

The new Schwinn Buddy is the
latest bike designed for the growing boy 5 to 7 . . . and mod
advanced . . . genuine Schwinn
quality throughout . . . Tops in
value)

I

Complete Ski Rentals

STAMS

Other models from $32.95
Lay-a -way now for Christmas

PAUL’S CYCLES
133 ’The %lameila
’293-9766

SKI SALE NOW ON!

San J ose

Open Mon. thru Fri. 8:30 to 9:00 p.m.
Sat. 8:30 to 6:00 p.m., Sun. 10:00 to 5 p.m., ’ti) Xmas

EQUIPMENT
FOR SPORTS

414 Town & Country Village

k

fir
241-0257

Pi

fl WS Will Collect Goods Co-Rec To Hold Friday Deadline for Squaw Valley Winter Trip Christm
SJS Military Unit Friday at College Stomp Union Discussion
The
But Cau
DASLY
!Wernher 10, 1,4,

SSPARTAN

Reser% a mons for t he Squaw ; i tee. I he Student Ali airs Bum- "Jo
Valley Winter Carnival $25 trip muss Office or the College Union. dinner, a
u
Winter Carnival will include
set for Feb. 2, 3, and 4, must be
Activities lodging in Dlympie Village for tan ment and a vaylel:
the
in
Friday
by
made
A free-for-all discussion on the

Has Most Delegates
At Conference

The v.sociated Women Students
:AWS: v,11.1 collect canned gixxis
iiir needy families at Friday night’s
All-College Stomp at the Santa
Clara County Fairgrounds.
The canned gOLAS will be given
to needy families at Christmas
time.
Tomorrow’s Stu Parks Show at
5:30 p.m. on KNTV. Channel 11.
will he devoted to the Stomp,
Sara’s Wilson, Capitol recording

SJS had the largest delegation
at the Pershing Rifles fall convention at the Umversity of Santa
Clara last weekend.
Robert Egelston, Andy Malovos.
Dave Robinson, Al Miller. floh
Barrett, Gary Sumner, Tom Keller, and Rich Pearson represented
the local unit.
Col. Chester Amy, new ri
mental commander, and his
from
:’,:
greeted delegations
,
New
Mexii:,
Francisco State,
Job interviews are held at 303
:
State, Texas Western University.;i S.
Ninth st. January graduates
Arizona State, University of Santa
are requi-sted to make appointClara, and San Jose State.
ments at the Placement Mee,
The Pershing
ADNI234, prior to the interviews.
Rifles hold is ii
ventions in the spring and I.
Next spring’s convention will ;:i TODAV:
Phil,s, corp.: electrical and meheld at Arizona State in mid-Apr:I
S.! -: ’sill pn,bably be host 1:::
,1,1m,..t1 1.11:zultvnrw. math.
Kaiscr industries Corp.: electri,:on:iiiitIon Ifl 1",;!
the
,.al engineering majois.
California Packing Corp.: any
:, interested in sales.
’tem’ Calamity & Surety Co.:
liberal arts majors.
TO11).tli:
1". !A. Treasury Department: la,Elect"
Board, 2 to II/11. ( ’01- ’
!We MOW’S.
:..ii Union ,11,-,..11/11r1111, r’. ,n!
Garratt-Calialtan Co.: chemistry
.4p3r(4111 thrio4i311 1.1.1101( %hip, !.
and chemical engineet.ing majors
piii. \125ii
ttipartstai Spear,. t; :ii p m. Eli. male enly..
1’, S. Public Health Service:
1 Isi
Christion ‘Wiener Organization, tilii,i1),4 in biological science. English, foreign language. journalism.
7:30 p.m Memoral Chapel,
AM’S executive meeting, :1:140 philosophy, public health. fxsycholp.m . Co11,2e lain .WS latinge. oLry or social science --male only.
Perin Mutual Lite any major.
1 ;
1,..%:1.:
C.Ded arriiir%
-; ... ’
field its,: - ! r
Social Affair. ( II lllll !MeV. ’.2 ’A
p.m . Al :;:12 a;
Vssn., I ::
Women’s Iii’, ’’sum

Job Interviews

Spartaguide

artist now appearing in San Jose. proposed College Union will
’will make a guest appearance on discussed at tomumm.:s
Co-Rec
the show.
I
at 7:30 pm. in the Women’s Gym
The Stomp Friday night will ,
.
and WG21.
feature rock and roll singer Bobby
ASH
Pres. Steve Larson, Vice
Freeman, a hootenanny, and a
battle of the bands. Tickets. at $1 Pres. Bob Pisano. and student leadleach. may be purchased this week ers Tom Volz. Charlene Ilyatt.11
: at
ticket booths in front of the
John Hendricks, Jack Perkins, and
Bookstore arid the Cafeteria and
George Drake will speak before the
at the door Friday night. The
dance is open to college students topic is thrown open for student
opinions.
iinly.
- --- --

soiis

Women’s

Spartan Shirids, 6 15 p.m.. aetises. Cafeteria !Loom B.
112
p.m., ci
Social Work Club, ;
161.
Circle K ( bib. 1 30 p.m.. Ca1:4tetia Rem 1;
I.T. Club, 7.30 prn . Cafeteria
11:tont B
Independent Housing AWOL, 715
S Fifth Sr.
p m
Lutheran Student
Campus (’hi’’! in Center, :100 :4
10th St.
("hi Sigma Epsilon, 2 p.m. 1 146-B
p
2
Democratie ( bib.
(’afeteria
w .1 ,r,’
TO 108 ROW :
, 7 p
rifted Nat
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Need a Xmas Gift For a Skier?
Cornet in and select a gift fo fit your budget
from our large selection of

5,

Sweaters

Jewelry
Goggles

Women

Parkas

Ski Locks
loot Cases

Soles

HEAD SKIS
BOGNER SKI PANTS

We especially need competent and experienced typists
and secretaries, but we also get calls for many other categories
of office work. (Without a car, your opportunities will be more
limited than if you have transportation).
We suggest that as soon as possible you register with one
of the Peninsula offices listed below. You’ll love those weekly
paychecks!

r.
24 -Hour Ski Report
Latest Snow and
Road Conditions
Call 286-3313

We rent the Best

No Fees Charged
We pay YOU and weekly ! !

Free Parking
In The Rear
Open Fri. 7-11

Pants

Ski Cases

(Students and Teachers)
If you have had previous office experience, you can work
on temporary assignments for Manpower Inc. during this comthe
ing holiday vacation in the offices of our customers on
Peninsula wherever convenient.

Come ’n See
HEAD’S
NEW SKI
THE MASTER

SAN JOSE’S FINEST SELECTION OF
SKI SWEATERS!
Imported from Germany, Austria, & Sweden, plus the
very finest domestic brands! Color & warmth in the
height of fashion, on skis or off!
FROM

Manpower, Inc.

9reentatt:6

2858 Stevens Creek Blvd. San Jose
800 San Antonio Ave. Palo Alto
1815 El Camino Real Burlingame
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THE BROTHERS OF

application:

t5,140
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MERRY CHRISTMAS

Grand Duel
Send $1 fin
pectus, tra

Best Wishes
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THE BROTHERS OF
DELTA SIGMA PHI
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NEW YEAR
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A PROSPEROUS

TANKS
REGULAFO
BACK
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SPEARGD
FLIPPER
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The Ladies of

Sruir:;11

ALPHA PHI
ditagesesseugaOuggesseetememPaseseIas

HUMIDOR
; SMOKE SHOP
339 S. 1st St.
,

A JOYOUS NEW YEAR

1

WISH YOU ALL

Tin, Bum III k\I ()\110
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FROM US TO YOU
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\\ 1,11

Christmas
Cheeeer
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CT 7-4,53

The Brothers of

* Imported Pipes
and Tobaccos
* ktisrschaern and
Calabash Pip*.
* Smokers Accessories
* Complete Stock
of Ifoqatinos
end floperbacfro
* Sewn.. f. Plablo
Coilege ()un)fy. Sort..

SIGMA
NU
Wish You

SEASON’S
BEST WISHES

t
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:hristmas Season Is a Happy Time,

Toesilay, norombor 111 inc..

Tradition of Gift
Exchange Begun by Romans

bit Causes Problems for Teachers
01C1WI

ott to

Cali(. (UPI)
,oits tiine, except
!Ile Pt.0)11C school
if and
II’ 11111,1 decide
celebrate it in the class-

For insfaiwe: should there lie :i
nativity scene in till’ 5e115011...
Should the children sing Christmas
carols? Should they hear the story
of Christmas as it is told in the
Bible?

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10

Exchanging gifts un Christmas up
p.
Day is basically an American tra-iwrapi.o p.ickage
dition,
wrapped in red alio
Many Europeans exchange gifts gold -leaf seals l’o.
on New Year’s Day instead. Christ.; represent the Fu
MaS is strictly a religious day in ,
"protect ion." the fir tree
most parts of Europe and is not ’1 ieg long
or
celebrated with gaiety, visiting tree
.
which meant -so
and gift-isising
life and inany SIMS tor
STARTED BY ROMANS
pistil
The gift -giving cust1/111
Welt to the time of the Roman
Lalpeross livart about 27 II
;c:’, A.D. It was customary to s i.
a gift Ii, the Emperor lit the star,
of the New Year to WW1 him good
fortune.

1963

’All I Want for Christmas Is .

California Deputy Attorney GenSupreme Court’s
For despite tne
June., and earlier eral Richard Mayers, a specialist
rcispat last
tribunal. there in church -state law, made this
obal- loan the high
...s :tiiiitelines for the servation:
js.,hil
adoheistrator to rot "The (Supremel court said that
the government is neutral when
dealing with religion." But, he
said, this is not an easy doetrine
to apply when assessing a purlieular Christmas celebration in a particular school.

At first, the gift was likely to
be a branch of bay or palm which
the whole populace felt obliged to
send. But, in time, the gifts became something more elaborate
and costly to win the Emperor’s
favor.

"You have to risk whether it is
given, or intended. as a religious
ceremony," he staid.

JOBS III EUROPE
Unlimited travel grants and
European obs such as lifeguarding, office, shipboard,
$400
resort, etc. (wages to
mu are available to all college students through the
American Student Information Serviie, 22 Ave. de la
Liberte, Luxembourg City,
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.
Send $1 for a complete pros.
pectin travel grant and job
applications. and an air-mail
reply.

That is not an easy question
when many persons argue that
Christmas observances are not
necessarily religious but a part of
folklore.

SPREAD TO EUROPE
Later. the Ftomans began giving
each other presents and sending
special greetings to friends and
relatives. FlOrT1 the Romans, the
custom spread to Europe.
The ancient Chinese also celsbraied the New Year by exchanging gifts, and they are responsible
for introducing two Christmas dee.rating techniques gift wrappine
:snit paper honey eornh,

Dr. Max Rafferty, supeHnterstent of public instruction, is
toward that point of view, lie said
that he favored the presentation
of Christmas pageants in the
schools, complete with carol singing and readings from the scripture, "provided that it was given
to the children as a celebration tI
a great holiday, common to all
Americans."

CHINESE SYMBOLISM
The Chinese liked to incorporate

"It should be," he added, "a culturally directed program rather
than one devoted to any kind of
sectarian religious indoctrination.

CHRISTMAS CHEER With Christmas just
around the corner, these two coeds paid a visit
to old St. Nick to give him an idea of what

CY 4-8962

Call for Appt.
lobbi Cocanour

66 E San Fiernando
(Between 2nd & 3rd Sri

Everything on sale for

SKIN DIVERS
December 2nd to December 15th
SALE

Reg.
TANKS
REGULATORS
BACK PACKS
READY MADE SUITS
SPEAR GUNS
WEIGHT BELTS
FLIPPERS SLIPPERS (BLUE)
4 H.P.OUTBOARDS
SURF MATS
DUCK FEET (BLEW
SURFBOARDS

206 OFF

$ 54.45
29.95
22.50
56.00
14.95
18 00
5.95
119.95
25.00
14.95

$38.95
14.95
12.50
26.50
9.50
6.95
2.95
69.95
12.50
8.45
15,3 OFF

all items except custom
suits and weights

FREE AIR REFILLS
During two-weitk sale with any
purchase over MOO

STAN’S SKIN DIVING SHOP
554 S. Bascom, San Jose
Phone 294-7717

1671 The Alameda
.
294-5660
Nobs rf T. Heck* C I. U Genie,

English Yule ’Charitable

10 % Discount to College
students and personnel
Open sic days a week.
Mon .Thurs .Fri. ’til I p tn.

"yfrit,,, 17,
CONNECTICUT
MUTUAL LIFE

EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
CLEANING & DYEING
ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR
For Quick Dependable
Service Corn, to
43 E. Santa Clara

they would like for Christmas. On Santa’s lap
is Fran Adler, junior English major. Waiting her
turn is Nancy Wehrheim, junior education major.

larry nelson

In Dickens’ Words

/,
0 riity 3 (bear. ly Sa.fn)11.
Styling.
Permanent Waves,
Heir Cutting,
He.r Coloring.

,PARTAINI ID111 Vitt

LONDON I UPI.
t’hrist mas
in the bind of Charles I)iekens is.
is he put it. "a good time, a kind.
forgiving,
charitable,
pleasant
time."
He wrote the words in 1843 in
his immortal "A Christmas Carol."
Dis story of goodwill through the
transformation of the miserly
Scrooge illustrated that together
with its religious significance.
Christmas to Britons means family
la ’tins ins a nil eelebra t ions.
Charity brought about the namtr.f(’hiisittiis .i.
ing of The 11:ly
"Boxing is
Ii,’ holiday I.
.ri
tradit in n
trads-"

mas lives in a snowy country.
The modern Christmas men.
tistially turkey and Christ
pudding. Up until the 17th con..
it was boar’s head, served
ceremony in the evergreen -d"
’ aux’ halls of the feudal lords
opened their homes
! !,,
.
tenants for 12 days ol
ing from Christmas e e. I..
(esti% i ties were forbidden
puritans era by act if Paul a:’
%NItt St l’1:51 I II
,! .
llos....ee. ii:’
’,it decoration, which dates I.
pre -Christian times, st
-cis. Holly and mistlet
paned in the 115th centurs
t’hristmas tr(.1., which vs..
(lured to Britain by Prince Aii..!
of Germany., hushand 54. Queen
Victoria.
Another Vietorian innos
was the ChrittIIIIIIS card. The 1.
II,.
knovin ons is
.
.1.0111 Callitoll
three Secrlets
eh,* hung of t he
iorian
.... men .

le a
Christmas here le. .
mixture sit Amerie:s
And NOW Years as. with the exception of Scotland. the Ness Year
generally celebrated \stilt less
Is
111,i1111,.! th,in in the United States,
holiday,
aside jos: ..
For children. Ise 21 bran:.
presents from "Father Christmas,"
the English vs.rsion of Santa Claus. ,
They hang out st.wkings on ChristlisaNI
mas Eve and find them filled in the
( in!
nisrning.
Although the card is
DOWN CIIIMNEY
Father Christmas, who rides have caused a certain arilue,!
through ths. iii in a 1...U1,10(.1.- criticism for allegedly enciiiii’aging
.11%1v:1s sleigh. is supposed to Cottle alcoholism IX’CIIIISe the familv
glasses, the idea caught sa.
down the chimnes svith the i ft
The scientific ails:11.s
tints’ Ilefore Chretonis
S. site
s-oungsters write a letter to him ! 20th century has e bro..
saying what they would like to III.W
lireceive and, after parents have in Dickens’ day. A message
I.,
taken a surreptitious glance at the the sovereign is broadcast
delivers. is to thestighout Britain and Ile
list. 011e
ii this’ mousse:0th on Christmas this I
let it watt up the elliamss
it’. because Queen Elizabeth
Cre;111.11 bY
’
in the mail tsix, often expecting it child early in t h..
141 pilt it
ir, she will be heard op
Adresse(’ to (;rei.nland or Iceland
,ins and not appear ot I.
I.’..ther Christin the Iseliet th

Playing a vital role in the grow iii
and

expansion

of

an

Jose

state.

the Spartan Daily presents with gurat
pride,

the

best

and

colorful

most

supplement in the school’s histitr,
the Peacock.

We at Globe Printing began sharing
with the Spartan Daily in its earliest
production. Since then the small lout
stage tabloid has grown into One of
the finest daily newspapers on an%
college campus. We are indeed proud
to have been an integral part in the
Spartan

Daily’s

progress.

and

are

grateful to their exceptional staff for
the

continuing

partnership

in

its

mechanical production.

ktul

it

is with great

pleasure that

f ;lithe Printing has been able to share
in bringing the students information
about their proposed student union.
e at Globe Printing would also like

11181N111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

to wish everyone a very Merry Christ-

What Other Drive -In has HOME MADE ITALIAN PIZZA
but GINO’S
PIZZA 95c and up
ITALIAN SPECIALTIES
SOFT DRINKS

CHARCOAL BROILED
HAMBURGERS 244
FOOT LONG HOT DOGS 30c
SANDWICHES

moo
520

Jim.

(nxi _At, 6)00

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111NR1611111111101111101111111111111 IOIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIOIIIHIIRIIIII

mas and Happy New

ear.

or For YJ1
!a-41PARTAN DAILY
FIRST
The

AMENDMENT
Amendment to

First

the

Constitution of the United States,

BY

PATTY GIVENS
mom extreme something is, the
among other things, gives the peoWhat has happened to femini- Isexier it is.
ple freedom of speech, press, and nity?
For example, we have the "new
Supposedly, it has been mis- look" in faces. A glance at the
the right to petition government
placed in favor of a new brand of finished product may be a great adtor the redress of grievances.
female identification called "sex vertisement for cosmetics. but it
hardly contributes to old-fashioned
’This sex appeal Is portrayed in a femininity.
st.,riety of external appearances.
REVEALING
All of these appearances lead a
Bathing suits and cocktail dresperson to believe that sex appeal is ses could conceivably be more rekisoil on the assumption that the vealing, but not by much of a

There is an

OPTOMETRIST

’ margin. Then. has to be sitine material involved at the exorbitant
[ prices charged for such items.
College students, however, canj
not always depend upon bathing
suits and cocktail dresses for sex
appeal, so they have developed a
specialized brand to accompany
situ al clothes. This brand depends
greatly upon the way a girl manages to drape herself into position
in a chair, with leg -display calculated to the best advantage.

the same problem as her sister, the
"Sprawler." Each forgets that she
is wearing a skirt, and limbs are
unashamedly exitosed.
In contrast to the "Pigeon-toed"
unlovely, there is the very selfconscious "Arched -seductress," who
points her toe and strains her ankle
in an unscuccessful imitation of
Mata Han, perhaps?
The "Contortionist" is the gifted

Eyes Examined
Prescriptions Filled
Contact Lenses
Lenses Replaced
Frames Repaired

WATKINS

Hail

Good Cleaning and Fin;shing
"Finished Work

CONTORTIONIST"

"ARCHED SEDUCTRESS"

You’ll find that’ Hank

293.0705

specializes in

The

ALL STYLES OF HAIRCUTS
4

Committee
Scrutinizes
Food, Dress

Dorm Members
To Man Booths
Inter-Dorm

Council

an-

nounced at a recent meeting that

Barbers To Serve You

dorm members will man two of

DANGLER

the six voting stations for tomorHenry Watanabe
Owner

F

-Th4rs.

9 a.m.-6 p.m.

1,,W’S

rd Sat.

9 a.m.-7 p.m.

Union election.

and

Thursday’s

College

A total of 232 man hours will be
supplied by student volunteers
from both the men’s and womeir>
dorms, according to IDC Pres, Bob
Bailey.

SALE

In last week’s IDC meeting it
was decided that "Spartafavi- "
the college residence hall bulhai..
(list rihuted to dorm students eke]
semester, would be re-written. This
will be the first major revision in
the bulletin since it was originated in 1961.

SKI
EQUIPMENT

A committee designed to do the
r\ i’don
will be elected at next
IDC meeting, hut at present
members are contacting other
,..eges and universities for ideas
- io how bulletins at other schools
tt organized. The IDC hopes to
t,i,er about 30 reports.

CLOTHING

Moulder Hall won the inter,t trill competition trophy for haygiven the most blood during
.
campus blorx1 drive this SeMCS.H.t residents contributed
. the ritlyrr

NEVER
BEFORE SO LOW
SO EARLY
STRETCH PANTS
Regular $39.95 Men’s and Women’s
Dumont SLIM -FITS. A superbly tailored
European Stretch Pant of the finest
Swiss stretch yarns Many Colors

82995

Regular $24.95 Men’s and Women’s
stretch pants. Excellent quality Wind
Variety of Colors.
& Water repellent

SI795

PR

$15.95 stretch pants in sizes 4 to
in Black and Electric Blue

KRYSTI SKIS
A happy combination of Hickory Laminations
coated in brilliant Red enamel
Kofix-type base Has excellent turning
and running abilities A ski for beginners or experts. Reg. $35.95

s2995

QUILTED PARKAS
b, I taw ’,am
Long or short
Roll Hoods
and plaids For men, women

and children

Priced

from

12.95 to

Sampler
The
perfect gift figthe Christmas Holiday

24.95

Only $2.00 lb.

HAHNEHAMM BOOTS
Best for the average skier because: they
have strong inner counters, hinged heel,
thick inner padding and speed lacing
and are priced right. Reg. $35.95

Tim

SECRETARY
PR

RYAN’S

RELATIVES
BUSINESS
ASSOCIATE

Open daily 8 A.M. to 6.P.M.
Closed Sundays
Thursday till 9 P.M.

10th & Santa Clara

294.9131

Phone 269.6592

The Chanfitif cane
Dance to
Rytlunn and Blues

IT’S
Ss

Jazz

Music by

Till new rr...a:

The Silvertones and others

This moforcycl
speed.

10th and William

Come and gel
away fbr

Memberships available

Just Like Having Your Own Private B.B.Q.
. .. We Furnish The Cooking And Patio
DELICIOUS
CHARBROILED BURGERS
(ALL with lettuce and tomato)

DELICIOUS DINNERS AND
SANDWICHES

Deluxe ... Sesame bun ... 25c

Chicken Basket

Chuckburger . . . Sesame bun,
Kosher Pickle . . . 39c

Shrimp Boat

49,
lit
.891

Spare Rib Basket

1/4 lb. Steakburgair, French Roll
Kosher Pickle . . . 59c
French Fries
Vz lb. Extra Large, French Roll,
Kosher Pickle ... 890

15c or 29:
251

Shakos

890
SPECIAL CHUCK BASKET
LARGE PIZZA
EXTRA LARGE

69c
99c
$1.25

"CHANGING SCENE" Folk Music Fri. and Sat. night 9.12
HOOTENANNY TUESDAY NIGHTS

BIG BEN

Order: 294.8344

Telephone

460 E. William

HERE FOR THE BEST

ELSEWHERE FOR THE RE’S’

FOREIGN CAR

EXPERT REPAIR ON ALL IMPORTED CARS
MOTOR

AND TRANSMISSION OVERHAUL

I \(

San Jose
FOREIGN CAR SERVICE

,.f.rvief, hours at

cnIttrl

180 So.

V.11,11
i

EAS)
TERN

57 SO.

The students don’t like waiting in

(1,1.11111,1 t’

Al

TV

LUBRICATION

friends

,.1 the iirolikm,

Ti
MTH

IGNITION

is :ova her thing the ,tudents like.

,1k,..1

QUA
WRITER
LO

TUNE-UPS, BRAKES

the students to

litlf. fo’ Ill!,

OLI
A

Closest complete
foreign car
service . . .

dishes," Fran said. l’he social eon-

-,111, lint, With 111111-

135
P

Rib Eye Steak sandwich, frond,
,
roll. Kosher Pickle

never have to wash

1;1,1

anp!
phone

by Carolyn Kinet

mu It Itehinrl the

Market
Just south of San Jose Library

286 1100
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TENTH STREET
PHARMACY

"they

CT Fiv,ricr rr

(fr a sty 1/. ..7a .,
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’

OFFICE

PERSONNEL

that

.

,

.--

POSTMAN

SP( Hai ING (MODS
1717 Park Ave.
San Jose
CY 4-3655

The members are Ken Merrihew.
president; Bill Gellerman, vicepresident ; Jim Gaebe, ,errotm.,.
Dean Jaeobson; trea-urer: (till
Robins, sergeant -at -arm -I Ed Fuller. historian: Mike Laster.
chairman; Vendel Marques, ()leder.
master:
Ittidrigs, house manager. .I..fin I hank, Itieh Cnieer.
Slen, 11,, k. Dave Ecturonn. Mike
(Thick (miiiridYe. ken
Maelii, I
Peter,ori and Paul

"SLACKS ORIENTED"
"PIGEON-TOED"

By RICHARD T.%11.1.ENT
tood preterences,
The
and the drcss of 1.200 SJS students
are of major concern to Fran
Junta, senior elementary education
major from Mountain View, Calif.

Fran, chairman of the Inter I >ormitory Food Committee %%inch
is a subcommittee of the InterDormitory Council, said juke box
music vs. FM music, melted ice
cream, dress standards, cutting in
line, are problems brought before
It) .11 DIE BLOCK
ps and robbers isn’t just a the Food Committee.
game for the men at 567 S. 8th St.
The Committee also receives
These men are the men of Chi complaints and compliments from
Pi Sigma, professional police fra- the dormitory students who eat in
ternity at SJS. The fraternity, the eollet;e cafeteria.
which was founded in 1935, conRELAIN COMPIAINTS
sists of male students who are enrolled in a course leading to an
These complaints and compliA.B., A.A., M.A., B.S., or Ph.D. in ments are relay,,,1 to Michael Dolpolice, police science, criminolotty,
an. manager ml The. cafeteria. bs
penology or anv other direct lv reFran and the tither (7orninittee
lated field at the time or their ini- members. "The Fond Committee
tiation.
semes as a liai,on between the
He went on to say, "Usually WIF
cafeteria and the residents," said
biggest function each semester
Fran.
the pledge crime. Pledges commit
They do not tell the cafeteria
a mock crime and actises apply
police techniques to apprehend what 1.,miii 01. what not to
ehipt iii Rather. theN make recommend:,
pledges. The actives elec,
police who lakes over the responsi- tem, based on the opinions ilf dot ii
bility of administering the func- residents.
tions of the Chi Pi Sigma Police
The setting of dress standards
Department."
and their enforcement are the
Some of the climes committed in
major problems this semester, acthe past have been mock murders,
cording to Fran. The students derobberies, burglaries, kidnapping
cided to have such regulations and
and assaults.
gak e tho Inter-Dormitory Count il
The purpose of the fraternity is
and the Fr.hr01 Committee the [NAVVY
tr. "develop ii Co111111.11 bond of fine
to set and tot, ,te them, she said.
nail-hooil. I,, sanet i1
their princiS’I’l DEVI’S (111.1ECT
ples of comradeship hy tlevrd ion to
a mutual helphilrits-, and P. Illrr.hirrI
iii luiving
Srmo, tHrl,nt
ther their educ:iiional. protessional
Fran,
intereo.:
and sneial
hoot ’,OM’
"
Am’ ling 1,, M,t iihew. the luNthere would lie
tthirtmly aids the individual %sly,
plans to work in laki, enforcement
Another 11.-praHilJility at the
by helping him make personal conFood Continillee is to help maintacts that will be of value to him
tain good conduct in the caleteria.
throughout his career and extrositv
him to the type of work he %kill do
One thing which the students
in his career.
’ appreciate about the cafeteria is

Pledges include Bill Vervill,.
Pohert Paiek,
Anders-on. Ilopt
built and Nicti

CHRISTMAS LIST
S2995

Police
Group Holds
rime
OC

SJS

A

Watkins’ Cleaners

:SPRAWLER OR

Alma Center, 1488 Alma St.

Plain

CLEANERS

2 -Day Service

HANK’S BARBER SHOP

Prints

245 soul

Yours with a Call to

Welcome

Phone: 292-0507

Many styles

Movie

Personalized Cleaning witli
Door to Door Service-.

Blocks from Science Bldg.

16

to
FaillitY Si

developing
rentals -

E. San Antonio

Junior

Special

Cameros
r Projectors

Optometrists

11/2

Si

decide for yourself.

Dr. HARVEY GOGOL
Dr. ED E. POTWIN
87

pm. mmlii
’this wantrY
the
ui by

Delta Sigma Phi
fraternity and
coed who manages one leg beneath the AWS are sponsoring fliristma,
appendrubbery
door decoration contests
her, with another
this year.
age slung carelessly over the proThe AWS contest is open
to
has
person
truding knee . . . a
to
women’s living centers {in
see this pose to believe it.
campus
the
are
and the Delta Sigma Phi
In the same category
compoi
"Foot swinger," and the "Shoe- tion is limited to
fraternities.
in
dangler," who believe that sex
motion is sexier.
But are any of these poses sexy,
at all? Look over the photos, and

"SLACKS-ORIENTED"
Perhaps the most classic example
is the "Skirt Tugger." ’This Miss
arranges herself into a leggy position, only to discover belatedly
that her knees are showing. Shyly,
she tugs at her skirt, careful not
to pull too hard, but making an
effort.
The "Slacks -oriented" coed has

at your door

BankAmericards

AWS. Delta Sigs
Back Door Contest

Appearances Replacing Femininity

Tuesday. December 10, 1963
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In Zoology Museum

Skulls, Skins Kept Here
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BILL MANDER
h.’,

Los Gatos

354

2130

Open 8.8; Sat. to 5.30

00

OLIVETTI
A QUALITY TYPEWRITER AT A LOW,
LOW COST

PLUS
TAXES

TABULATOR MODEL

WITH ALL STANDARD MACHINE FEATURES

^

YEAR GUARANTEE
ALL PARTS AND SERVICE
ONE

EASY
TERMS

FREE PARKING
NEXT TO OUR STORE

ROBERT S

TYPEWRITER CO.
I

St

/

;

\In Mt (n)!)

St!.! S

57 SO. 4th ST.

1(.1 \ /

CY4-1215

BY JACKIE ZIMMERMAN
To determine whether an author
it It’ what is attributed to him I
t.e mitell like the process to dell -ill ine blood types, according to
’11!
Cook. assistant
pitt-sirof foreign languages. As
esplained by Mrs. Cook, the aude-miens of an author’s writing,
a in Ito, Mood
r.an only determine Inn inir,
Mr- r
1,1-r.sently rloing staii-tical 111-M 1....1/11r1eh II1,1,11Ieh on
the iitithentieits of the works of
Friincois Rabelais. Sixteenth LenItiry French physieian, satirist and
humorist.
In her research she hopes to
compare Rabelais’ fifth book with
thi’’ rest rif his vivirk. Mrs. Cook
ladies,. Mal Itabelailis ssi.ote lull
14111 hook but feels the re.,
was ss ritten by another author
t In the pdst. r511,1, have felt that
Pali/dais did not author his fifth
Look led tires eiitild never us,
1.10111,11w/11 to cimduci
el,n
experiment.
.%5VARItED RESEARCH GRANT
Al or receiving a $250 faculty research di -ant, Mn. Cook proceeded
to coot Met research in comparing
elltetlee patterns and
svord length This researeh is much
like that used recently to determine the aut hem tilts of certain
.leffersonian patters and some of St.
Paul’s epistles. Mrs. rook says that
,..tt fat. as she krotws. tot study of
ibis kind has been made on French
tem.
%Vitt] the twit, ol her husband, a
itheiliatedan %silo is programthe problem on IBM cards,
suit h I he 113M
NI!
II!!!

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TWO S

1ACOS
Busy Christmas Shopping?
Stop for a refreshing MILK
SHAKE break at Tico’s Tacos.
Phone Orders CY 7-8421

DEFECT

1,,i

III,’

4th and St. James

’11./1

/

Crest 11101040p
-4t ’,troot
Enjoy Smoking

41

1/111,

11,..

I,

I.

1,1

I

I

SMOKE A PIPE!
T,y one of our selust blends of finis
or dosi.stis tobacco. Just
.-ghi
the ol,,,,,minating pipe

nit.

OPEN

LSTUDENT
MAKE NO BONES ABOUT ITYou are looking at the skeleton of
a six-foot sea lion that Jean Norton, senior wildlife conservation
major, assembled by herself last spring. Jean is one of the student
technicians at the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology in S244.
the museum :is a "1.,,or,-,Itory for ircimisnion
It
- kill
.
birds and to:mut-oils 1..i research e.111(.1..C,114
.jr,led Pu
s
i
pUrpOSes :MO 1l
tissrua of Mr.
Fornira.l.0 ii th the IN Angeles imin’s Suit- ru Si Jo.J.
County Museum. Dr. Morejohn now report
iiiiirul the -Mill or-di t teaches classes in vertebrate mu- inc, from it
oti i
seum methods, advanced roam- propraty I liii, tret
lesel
otology, beginning zoology, and in 1.1).orilin. I /1- Nlor.,- Iola] - is it
genetics.
t,.,ni-.:iru, ri Pi-i -to ii.,1
BISON SKULL
eerit Is and
him it
ssoillit
Dr. Morejohn said that most of tionatr 1 oi Mr. museum.
the specimens are collected on
firdr1 trips, although many are priII iii,! v, ben the new Sti,ne,
vately donated by students and I Iii liii us i- constructed on S. h’it,
faculty members. Most of the mam- I Street, iht, museum will he rhie,
main and birds are native to North to the ness st
tire.
America.
museum is
th
The 1111,-1 ’-n-.- nit alir I -1,4 I
it

cards punched according to certain words and sentences used l*
Rabelais.
,11

In her tests Mrs. Cook is studying the lengths of words, the study
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your life insurance dollars from
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Messiah’ To Be Presented
By Combined Music Groups

3S0 TO SING HANDEL’S MASTERPIECE
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Image of Santa Today
Came From 1800’s Poem
\-

More than :150 student members Sharon Gabe,’
(’ha -c, i,a,
lot 5.15’ combined Glee Clubs, generai chorus. a cappella choir and me m hers
College Symphony Orehestra will tenor. and rilw
combine their voices and musical both assoeiine
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in theiMusic
talents
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yea
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titled "A Visit Vi,.111 SI. NAtht/.:1,,.
was publistie,1 ii 1823. St. Niiik
’rote Moore. wilt; chubby and
plump. merry. lit elN and quick.
"A right jolly old
But Santa remained con,:st,nil:
inconsistent with
tion until the 1861rs when a
caricaturist of that perosi Thi
Nast, began draw int.
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Claus 011 Magailfa, ci pr -a,
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42 East San Antonio
Downtown San Jose
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YOUR car for service

We pick up and deliver

Lubrication Our Specialty
Complete line of

Auto Acce;sorier

Corner of 10th & Santa Clara

286-6190
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to r. standing)
assistant professor of music;
Frederick Loadwick, assistant professor of music;
Sharon Gilbert, junior music major; and Jennifer
Chase, music major, are directed by William
SOLOISTS AND DIRECTOR(1.
Edwin

Dunning

Senior Social Science Major
Makes Plans for the Future
SI 5101.5 N (.0X
%Alm criticize college students for not having goals should
take a close look at Don Osborne.
21 -year-old seniiir social science
major from San Jose. Don is a
man who plan- iiir the future.

"ONDINE 51
By Giraodoo.
A Orono Doportnattat Production

Wednesday thru Saturday, Dec. 11-14
Curtain SAS p.m.

College Theatre
SJS Students 50c

Gen. Adm. S1.25

is pul.lic auHis long -ran
the citv of San
ii- liii tin
but he is not waiting for
: iruation to begin his work.
Since July, Don has been direr tor of Happy Hollow Park, a 7i
acre children’s playland at Senter
and Keyes streets in San Jose.
FORTY HOUR WEEK

Box Office 5th and E.

San

Fernando Sts.

Open 1-5 p.m. Weekdays

Erlendson, professor of music and director of the
a capella choir. They are practicing for the
"Messiah," the Music Department production
to be presented Dec. 16 in the Civic Auditorium.

load since entering San Jose State
in the fall of 1960.
Don, or "Ozzie" as he is called
by his friends, became acquainted
with Happy Hollow in the Spring
of 1961 when he was named a revreation leader at the park. His first
assignment was driving "Dante."
the thirty-foot dragon, a train -type
children’s ride.
Later he moved to the puppet
theater, where he produced and
directed the puppet shows per_
formed twice daily.
PUPPETS A JOB
"Believe it or not, it’s quite a

Besides a forty-hour week at the job making
[’ark,

Don

is

taking

nine

those puppe ts,"

units Don, "and then
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Christmas Ball
This Saturday

It

LAST FOUR DAYS

of
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ing nionev
Directing the composition, which
was written by the German composer in 1712, will be William J.
hillAie
professor of
Erlendson,
since 1931.
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Special Nit:flow Ratvn

Independent Housing Assn. and
Newman Club members are cosponsoring a Christmas Ball Sat today at Mary Ann Gardens.
Bids are on sale now to IHA and
Newman Club members for $2 a
couple and $2.50 for other students. They are available at Fountain Hall, 69 S. 10th St.
Playing from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
lat the dance will be the "In t milers."
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GET YOUR MONEY’S WORTH
Ls_

ous dialogue. No business like show
business, huh?"
According to Don, one draw hack to his work was the costume
he had to wear while on duty
iturtle leotards and a green felt
jacket. "I felt like Buck Rogers or
a Mouseketeer," said Don, "but the
kids really liked it."
Don heard about the director!ship during last spring semester
but thought he didn’t stand a
chance. "I didn’t even have my degive," he said. But Frank Bramhall, superintendent of recreation.
! thought differently and chose Don
as the new director.
PLANS PI HER’ RELATIONS
The position requires Don to suitemise approximately 15 employees, take care of all budgetary mat and meet with officials On all
concerning the park.
.,
lain’s immediate plan is to
i-rmulate a public relations pro\iram tor the park. "We’re due tor
a lot of expansion and I want to he
:eaily for it," he said.
Don will graduate from SJS next
I ill. and plans to continue his job
a’ the park
Oh yes. his responsibilities will be
- lightly increased after JanuarN
25 when he nuirrics Patricia Mar Si.,1/. co-ed.
’Ira an ex -San

Chri

When mealtime comes, visit the Main Street Hid Brim
for a well prepared dinner at a price that will out
any budget.

Sp

Choice of:
FOUR ENTREES and
20 SALADS

All you can eat for . .

$150
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EE
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32 Sol TII 1-11isT ST.
293-2011
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LO’s Face It, Why Luce It?
%he 15,ovee
I,’

Goldt

FLORSHEIM

25 S. 3r

Cst

Christmas Carols
Began in Italy
In 13th Century
l:ith century.
Francis oi
villages to display the nathe
trilty scene and act out
Chiistmas story in pa,sion play,
Later, carols were composed to c,;
along with the plays and the ens tom of
carolling through the
streets: cot started.
One ot the most beautiful minims involving carolling is still oh sit \ ed in Austria every Christmas
Beginning with the family
living the farthest ftom the villagc
h it re h, torch -bearing randierform a procession through the village. At each house, the procession is joined by all the inhatiitants. Eventually the entite village is part of the procession is
it arrives at the church steps.
.

Follow the trend to slip-on comfort in these sleek,
skin-stitched slip-ons in black or perfecto brown.
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VALLEY FAIR, 2801 Stevens Creek
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McDONALD’S
RI E TM

Our profound thanks to the 3,000 purchasers who helped make the
issue of TEMPEST an artistic success

... the talk of the town!
100% PURE BEEF HAMBURGER
CRISP GOLDEN FRENCH FRIES
CREAMY OLD-FASHIONED SHAKE
prepared and served with extra
McDonald’s mean goodness in food
care. Everything is so inviting . .. so spotlessly clean. The service is fast
and friendly. Its the pride of the community for family food ’n’ fun at
prices that please you. Come in any time.

THIRD and SAN CARLOS

Look for us some time in January
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STUDENTS
COMM.
$2.50 per hour
and full

Weekends, evenings
work. Teaching
time summer
machine demonstrations and
sales.Financial assistance and

scllolarship funds available to
those who apply NOW!

Call Daly City
WY 2-0550
Collect!
9.4 Monday through Friday
for appcintment

Mr. Kimball
111101.111.......111M111I

Christmas
Issue
Special

SKIRTS 55’
Regularly $.89

,

S*A4

Golden est
Cleaners
255.3rd

San Jose

CY 2-1052

What’s Christmas Cheer Without
Those Wonderful Presents --Ties?

IDC Enters Third Year at SJS

By BILL S01.11USV
With the Little 500 bicsele raci
now successfully established at SJS,
it is interesting to note that the cosponsors and organizers of this annual function have received practically no acknowledgment for their
efforts.
The Inter-Dormitory Council, a
relatively new and rising college
organization, celebrated its second!
birthday when it went into operation this fall as the official brain
of the diamitory system at SJS.
INTRA:KATES ACTIVITIES
The purpose of the IDC is largely an organizational one as it integrates activities that hike place
within the six [’orlon.]
But IDC Pres. Ill !sole
believes that the duty it Ho’ e
make the dorm resident,. isia,
strong, feel more a part ()I their
living centers.
"We want Si, get people ()iit 1,,
have fun. Mans. people feel whisi
they move into a dormitory that
all they are getting is a roof over
their heads and food without having to cook it themselves," Bailey
said.
He emphasized that student participation would be the primary
key to the success of II of
SUB-COMMITTEES
The IDC consists ()I two subcommittees, the Inter-Dorm A,t
vities committee and the Cafeteria
committee,
Bailey pointed out the various
social and service functions that
have been arranged through the
council. Weekend exchanges are
held six times each semester, once
in each dormitory; the IDC coordinates the construction of the
Homecoming Float which is the
joint production of all six dorms.
Also the all -dorm orientation
dance, the Inter-Dorm Play Day
and picnic, the training programs,
for hall officers, and the sponsor- I
ship of athletic contests and recreational programs are events going through the auspices of IDC.
At present an IDC (7o-1:cc is under
consideration.
NOT ALL SOCIAL
But IDC is not all social. The
other standing committee, the
Cafeteria Committee, setvcs; as a
liaison group between the students
and the cafettnia7manageirient. In
its establishment of Cafeteria dress
standards, this committee aspires ,
to promote appropriate dress habits in the cafeteria. The If )C has
taken it as its responsibility to enforce the accepted dress code
drawn up by the Cafeteria Committee.
The inter-dorm government also
consists of a Contml Board which ,
appropriates funds for the cultural
enrichment of the residence halls.:
Examples of such expenditures include library purchases. high fideliFIRST CHRISTMAS I’ %1IDSI
The first religious ( lii istmas
cards were published in Belfast,
Ireland. in 1575, the same year
that Isnuis Prang. is prominent Boston lithographer, became the first
American to produce Chi istmas
cards on a commercial scale
Thirty-five percent of this year’,
Christmas cards contain I ii.; is

%FIT SN

NEW YOfili
lin The
someone a
stick 50 51,1
Christmas season ,- upon us and terns whd,r, it is almost isn;is
with it Christmas ties. Sot,, the to mak,. is mistake.
women who buy 75 per cent
neckties

men’s

in

the

ol

Unde :

States an appeal to reason mei
return to the classics
Manufacturers load the shes ,
each year with wild and imp. oi
able designs to the point when,millions are returned the day atter
Christmas by unhappy males who
wouldn’t be caught dead in a tie
that was; inspired by a child, * cover or the aurora boreali-

SALES

RENTALS

IN SAN JOSE

75 SOUTH 2ND
CY 4-2322

man
and
let him pick
os
you feel compelled no htly

Open Thursday until 8 30 p.m

SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND
SACRAMENTO
BERKELEY
SAN IOSE
N MATEO PALO ALTO

Girls

Girls

Gi rls
HEAVY REMINDER
Bob Bailey, Inter-Dorm
Council president, is reminded of his duties to
uphold the standards set forth by the dorms,
by enthusiastic IDC members prior to a meeting
in the formal lounge of Markham Hall. Front
row, left to right: Frank Bardsley, Jane Stewart,

(1)forFmiraslt iwearn
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ferent
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FORMAL
WEAR

Discounts

Jill Hall, Jill Voorhees, Linda Salem; (threatening with the mallet), Carol Schultz, Linda Root
and Dave Dimmick. Looking on from the back
row are Sandy Krelle, Cathi Pitman, and Jerry

on all your Beauty Needs!
HUNTINGTON BEAUTY SUPPLY CO. INC.
Wholesalers & Distributors of Beauty Products
2nd at San Carlos
256 S. 2nd

Parsons,

ty sound systems, and art works court for the separate dorm judi- once, IDC consisted solely of the
,ix dorm presidents
for the hall lounges.
ciaries.
srezinagrogninoitcnufinoitenuf
vvof the present goen
Another branch of dorm governIn the fall 0( 1960, the six dorm
body.
ing
ment is the inter-dorm judiciary presidents got together in the hope
which hears eases of offenders of
dorm regulations when violations
have occurred on an interdorm
as an appellate
scale

of conning up with H. unified governmental setup tor the recently
constructed residence halls.
During the first year nit it, existI

I
OWN CONSTITUTIONS
to draw.
Each dorm was
up its own constitution Alter each
of the constitutions was approved
his the president’s committee. the
emb ryo !DC. under the chairman -hi; of Jill Hall, drew up its presof goals,
Amer a v.ear of organisationa
li
oarless the IDC was reads to gi
inil.. effect in the fall oi 1901
\Vit Is several new dorinitorie,
1,11:1111,-; Into existence on the S.IS
eampus within the next few years
eont a i n i n g accommodatid.ns for
nearly (inutile the present amount
of students. the ID(’ will be 1;ih, log rin added significance
While still in the 1,11jidiri_
ID(’ is trying to incrisod nine
ot its functions to include (nose ol
the present dorm students. It has
in sight a future which will undoubtedly see it as the largest living group organizational body at

ek rate hrst
aid VI To Cbi
atican Christmas as Pope
Christ- he makes his traditional Christmas
’s i ’rrvj I
.
hill. was a slain holiday address. This year it probably will
!deal with peace. It will be broadii Italy.
The Vatican. in the heart d.f cast around the world by Vatican
N’arte. also was suffering, despite Radro.
On Christmas Eve, Pope Paul
its World War II neutrality. There
wasn’t enough food and there was will say midnight mass in St.
Peters Basilica and afterward. as
even less cheer.
GiOVanni Battista Montii was a is. the Italian custom. probably
monsignor with the Vatican Sects- will dine with close friends -norlariat of Stale and, as was his mally Vatican prelates.
custom, he had invited SI1111.
There is almost certain to be
friends to hear midnight mass and , turkey on the table for Christmas
then eat with him.
dinner, although chances are it will
One of the toasts that night was 11 onns
’s ;1;11
ta( o roast
I
li 1.1
simple: "To peace on Earth and maybe a vegetable or two. and a
goodw ill to all men."
on ill
not rod.re
glass inf wine
Nvars later. Montini make up the rest of the dinner.
I’Venty-t
post
traditional
also skill hake the
Fairing Christmas morning and
midnight dinner in the Vatican.
inost of the (lay. the Pope will
VI.
Paul
Pope
But this time he is
t
h’s
chapel t
This will he his first Christmas
pray. Al mid-day he will appeal
as Pope. hut thiso. close to him
at his window oserlooking St
believe he will spend the ,tis
Peters Square to give his blessing
In.- has in the past. Naturalls. the
anal possibly make a few remarks.
emphasis will be on the religious.
Christmas for the Pope begins. Otherwise, Christmas is a quiet.
!Ns’ :O. %OWN ri’llgions day iteide the V.iticar.
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To cover any outfit and any occasion . . . beautiful
imported mohair blend sweaters now at a very special price at M. BLUM’S . . . A blend of 55’
mohair, 38% wool, 7% nylon in handknit cardigan or
v -neck styles . . . Choose yours in white, pink, blue
red, maize, or beige.

Sizes

36-40.
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The wise man
guards against the
future as if it were
the present
PUBLILIUS SYRUS
The future somas
sooner than
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now.

Financial planning
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insurance
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World’s Fair Hits
New York City
Next April 22
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Pending recognition as a campus
organization is the newly organized
Independent !lousing Assn.. which
is offering membership to the 3.i441
San .hise State students living in
;wpm\ ed campus housing.
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wish to assess themselves mandatory fees to finance the union.
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Trustees issuing bonds to pay for
a federal loan financing the actual
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Frankfurt in West Germany.
At Heidelberg. a U.S. Remy spokesman sai tithe ADN repod 0 is
being investigated.
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This is the Peacock, San Jose State’s color supplement to the
Spartan Daily. It’s unique among American colleges in that it’s the only
color supplement in the country.
This is the Peacock, so named because it’s often as colorful as its
namesake in the animal world.
In this issue of the Peacock. you will find . .
. stories about the College Union campaign, its history, the vote
tomorrow and Thursday, and how school and student body leaders
feel about a Union
pages 4-9
. the wonder of a snow-covered slope high in the Sierras and a rundown on Northern California ski spots, conditions and fashions.
See
pages 10-11
that the Galloping Ghost, Red Grange, is still on the move and
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page 12
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page 13
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page 15
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page 21
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page 22
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page 26
. how an SJS professor viewed Old Mexico on a business and pleasure
trip there last summer
page 29
what another SJS professor did riding Japan’s railroads for an
entire summer
page 31
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the Union but will nevertheless be
RI JET TRAINING mottlArr FOUND SABOTAGP:D
WASHINGTON (UM --Defense Department officials disclosed assessed the mandatory fee, and
yesterday that Si jet training planes. have been discovered sabotaged co Whereas the presently proat William.,’ Air Force Base in Arizona.
posed College Union program
The sabotage, the tuinotincernent said, consisted of the cutting places a gross overemphasis on
of electric wires leading to the gears of the T38 supersonic trainers. recreational activities at the exThe department said that the FBI and other military security pense of the cultural.
investigators have begun an inquiry but no culprit has been found,
Be it therefore resolved that the
All planes of the type were immediately grounded for further San Jose Democratic Club urges a
inquiry.
"no" %lute tax the College Union
proposal.
ARMY SERGEANT DEFECTS TO EAST GERMANY
BERLIN (UPI) ---A U.S. Army sergeant has defected to Communist East Germany and has asked for political asylum, the East German news agency ADN said yesterday.
’rho official Communist agency identified the sergeant as James
Carl Moore of the U.S. Third Armored Division at Gelnhausen, near
Frankfurt In West Germany.
At Heidelberg, a U.S. Rrmy spokesman sal dthe ADN report Was
being investigated.
PAULING WINS TWO NOBEL PEACE PRIZES
OSLO, Norway (UPDLinus Mulling, a leader of the ban- t he-boolb
A tape n,cording of to speech
movement in the United States, and two International Red Cross
organizations received Nobel Peace prizes yesterday in ceremonies given by Russell Kirk on this campus in the fall of 1961 will he
before King Olav V.
Patiting won the $.50,000 prize for 1962, which was not awanled featured at the meeting of Young
until this year. lie won the prize for physics in 1954, aryl is the only Americans tor Freedom (YAF
tonight al N in CH162.
man to have won two Nobel prizes.
Kirk is regarded as one of the
LAWYERS LINE UP TO DEFEND JACK RUBY
DALLAS (UPI) Famed San Francisco attorney Melvin Belli leading spokesmen for the "New
visited Jack Ruby in his cell yesterday and indicated he might help Conservatism."
Prof. Kirk allso has a nationally
defend the slayer of Lee Harvey Oswald.
Belli was accompanied by attorneys Sam S. Brody of Los An- syndicated column In many newsgeles, J. H. Tonahill of Jasper, Tex., and DCfereie attorney Tow Ho. papers, and edits the "University
Bookman."
want.
/...11,1,.

By STEVE AGOSTA
.Calling the Rumford Act a "conservative solution to a major so
dal problem," Assemblyman William Stanton spoke yesterday as
a guest of the Democratic Cluh.
The Assemblyman fmm the 25th
District slated that the only people
the act will help is the middle elaSsi
Negro. He added that it does not
solve the largest. problem, the
ghetto. "Let’s face it," Stanton
said, "minorities in California live
in ghettos or other types of concentrated living groups."
Under the Rumford Act it. is
against the law to discriminate
in housing in California. Stanton
pointed out that about 60 per cent
of the housing in California is involved in the act. He added that
single family homes which are
not publicly assisted are not included in the Rumford- Act.
At the present time’ the California Real Estate Atisieiation is
circulating an initiative petition,
attempting to constitutionally defeat the Rumford Act.
Stanton, referring to the initiative, said: "There is no doubt that
it. will he defeated and it is firlabtNI that it will eser get to the
haHot:"
The State Assemblyman concluded that he dreads to see the
initiative come to a vote because
"It will’ cause a rupture in the
community and the people will
be hurt."

a Explains Union Cost
25 Per Square Foot

You Meet The Nicest People At

e4agc.’h

’ahje.4e
St.

Booths are located at the EngineeringBuilding,
cafeteria, breezeways of the Recreation and
Education Buildings, bookstore and library.
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Tape of Speech
To Be Featured
At YAF Meeting

the proposed SJS College Union cost approximately
foot?
been the recent question of student opposition to the
s. Steve Larson yesterday afternoon explained why the
4ructure will COSt more a foot than Sr1 f NI I other C,
e Bay Area.
Cal, San Jose City
*
*
*
. Santa Clara all crest
about. $20 a square foot. At the
same time, none of these is a.s high
as the proposed SJS Union,
HIGH-RISE UNION
SJS must have a high-rise structure- about six stories - because of
the small building space allotted.
ASB attorney general Bill HolHiggins and Root, local architects, made the original space stud- ley has been asked to investigate
ies of the union area behind the the circulation of posters concerncafeteria.
ing the College Union vote which
These architects determined bear the name of Sigma Chi frawhat the union will cost if it is
ternity.
constructed in the specified area.
Chuck Grehmeier, Sigma Chi
When a building is higher than
three stories, the firm said, extra president, said yesterday that the
costs are involved.
fraternity has no connection whatIt costs more for air condition- soever with these posters.
ing and fire sprinklers.
Grehmeier said, in his opinion,
EXTRA EXPENSES
also the rosters are the work of an
transportation
Vertical
anti -union group, and there is abcauses extra expenses. This is the
transportation of men and ma- solutely no authorization for the
fraternity name being used on
terials upward.
In fact, two-thirds of the con- these posters.

Attorney General
Investigates
Union Posters

struction cost will go for men and
materials and the rest for the
vertical tran.sportation, the architects said.
Cal’s five -story College Union ia
the highest of the three student
centers that emu $20 a square font.
San Jose’s pmblern, however, the
architects point out, is the small
building area.
The space is behind the cafeteria
and hounded by the industrial Arts
buildings and was leased by the
Board of Trustees in 1961 to SJS
students.
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College Union Vote Today Polls Open 8:30-7:30
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School, ASB Leaders Urge Union Approval

Tiiesellay. Decemix

Dear Student:
You are about to decide if the students of San Jose
State will have a College I. nion. Before you use your privi
lege of voting, you should understand clearly what the
consequences will be of your action.
If the vote is faaorahle, %ou will provide future generations of students with a focal point armlluui which their
college years can be woaen. No such renter of college life
now exists. Th. present College I. it ion is no more than an
office building, %here one small part of the intended purpose of a College I utittit can he executed. The College. U
vou would provide through your positive %we, eould be
used by erery student who comes to San Jose State, for it
could proaide the means of answering the normal needs of
all alio utilize it.
The primary purpose of a College U
is to serae
as an adjunct to your education. This is done by prosiding
facilities and programs %%here the stiolent maa learn about
others and apply the principles learned in the, classr
A College Union is much more than a building: it is a
center of the entire college t’t,ultnululuits Where all the diversified components of that conutttittits mao e
together in
the hope that greater excellence will be preioided.
For 35 years, students, facultv and administration have
fought to achieve the goal of a College Union at San Jose
silo against ignorance
State. The battle has been waged
and misunderstanding. Now, the results of this fight will
be determined by your a ote. Tiie responsibility for pro
aiding a College Union for the generations of students to
follow, rests with you and the casting of your ballot.
I am convinced beyond all doubt that the greatest
contribution that you can make to future students is an
affirmative a tile.
Respectfully.
Steve Larson, President
Associated Student Body
San Jose State

German ’Christ Ch

NUEltNitERG,
Noeritherg’s :1111i:it kin
dream cisme true rot
Everyone kimews Santa Chops’
workshops are at the North Pole. trout three to 103.
The name means "Chri
Anyone who has visited Nuernbenc
in December knows his showroonsi fair.’ Here in southern t
are right here.
Santa Claus is credited t
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SEASONS GREETING
America’s Most Beautiful Ilufbrim
SPECIAL
STUDENTS’ DINNER ...

$149
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SHOP EITHER LOC

19 South First St.
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COOPER $500.00
Wedding Ring 50.00

*

56.50/Week
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ICE CREAM

ERWIN
$350.00
Wedding Ring 39.75
53.50/Week

SNOWBALLS

Box of 6, with candles and doilies

400 North First St.
4

ELLIOTT

Spartan Daily Peacock

San Jose

Dear Student:
A College Union is the unifying center of college
coalman
institutions of higher learning across the country. It pr....
services, comforts, and facilities needed by members of a cuTi I.he
In a college such as ours, where half the student body
and commutes daily, a College Union building is especiallyIive
provides commuter students with opportunities for social VaIu
ry
for the few who belong
fellowship otherwise reseed
"41tae.
to cam
groups. And it provides resident students with a program :I:
college-wide activities to widen the range of social contacts aiwi
loyalities. Thus, a College Union program increases
everyone.,ha
tunities for self-realization through satisfying leisure
-time actirjes
The proposed College Union would of course not
duplicate
ent facilites commonly included in a Union complex -_ saeh an,
store, theatre, or concert hall. We would therefore be
free
available space to multiple purpose rooms for c,mferenees, to fir,
dances; lounges for those who want a comfortable place !motto,.
to
meeting rooms and offices for student organization.o; a sit aaa’
other
services;
and
and
office, bank,
recreation areas for essmIsis,
howiieg
iards, hi-fi listening, and televiewing.
It is truly unfortunate that many students now enroll,’ a, san
State will graduate before our College Union could
become a ale.
hope, however, that this situation will not cause therm
tohesitate ty
for future generations. In rnuch
for a College Union
the sarne,
as is shown by every senior class when it unselfishly
leaves bee
class gift for the enrichment of campus life for all who folk.,
student now enrolled - freshman to graduate - has
the
to ensure that future generations of Spartans can enjoy a finpc_,
Union as part of their educational heritage.
JOHN T. WAHLQUIST,
Presiriat,
San Jose State College

36 Years of Work
At Climax Tomorrow
Nearly 36 years of work for a
SJS College Union will reach a
climax next week. It will be the
showdown.
Next Wednesday and Thursday
may be the only chance for SJS
students to vote for a union.
If two-thirds of those voting cast
"yes" ballots, construction of the
union will begin in 1965-66, with
completion in about two years.
MANDATORY ASSESSMENT
Major financing of the union
will come from a mandatory assessment of each student during
the next three academic years and
after the union is in use.
Students will vote next week_ to
indicate if they wish to pay these
extra fees.
The assessments, if approved,
will rise on a graduated scale over
the four-year period.
FIRST FEES
The first union fee of $1.50 a
semester ($3 for the year) will be
collected next fall.
At the same time, during the
1964-65 academic year, students
with six or fewer units will pay
75 cents a semester ($1.50 for the
year).
The scale climbs to $6 for a
full-time student for the 1965-66
school year ($3 a semester). Those
with six or fewer units would pay
$3 for the year ($1.50 a semester).
Each student would pay $12 during the third year ($6 a semester).
Students with less than seven units
would pay $3 each semester ($6
for the year).
And, finally, the fee in 1967-68
would be $9 a semester, $18 for
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the year. Students with
fewer units would pay 19 f.7
year. $4.50 a semester
This means that the studs!.
pays the most for the uni!
get to use it the most.
For example, a student
senior next year would
a semester. lie would
use from the union.
However, the freshman rev
will have paid $21 by the
his junior year, 1966-67 I.
begin using the union in ltt1’
TOTAL COST
The total fees this fresh:har
have paid by the end of to
college years will be
The decision to hold the
union election this semester
after Chancellor Glenn S
staff granted San Jose....
San Diego State colleges the
ahead early this semester
San Diego passed its union
posal in late October, With
per cent of those voting
"yes."
SAME FINANCING
Financing of the San
union is the same as propse;
SJS.
Fresno State has set no dri
for its election. The college
design its union first and
hold the vote.
The advantage of holding
election before designing the:
ing, as done at San Deg
planned at SJS, is the then’.
will be higher on the IgioM
for a federal loan.
The loan would only CT,l’e7
cost of construction of
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$200/ Weak
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OPEN EVERY NITE ’TILL 9 p.m. and SUN TILL XMAS
Whether you prefer modern or traditional,
you’ll find beautiful settings by Keepsake ...
smartly designed to bring out the full beauty
and brilliance of the diamonds.
And, the famous Keepsake Certificate--

signed by our store and Keepsakeguarantees
a perfect center diamond (or replacement assured). You also receive protection against loss
of diamonds from their settings for one full
year and a lifetime trade-in privilege.

NO MONEY DOWN

AHIRSH&SON
19 South First St.

1109 Lincoln at Willow

OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT IN
JUST THREE MINUTES
(Take your purchase with you irnmediately11)

DOWNTOWN
CY 4-9343
WILLOW GLEN
CY 4-7943

PAY NEXT YEAR
Save Your Cash
Use Your Credit

SHOCKS
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MUFFLERS

Complete BRAKE
SYSTEM REBUILDING
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:ollege Union Backed
ASB President
145,800 square feet of
hat can
for you?
oge Leon do a building? A
just
fill it be your friends and
to meet
social activities? A
gipate in
pool? To
bowl and play
a haircut? get for $3.6 milbat Will You
,.
Union
roonents of the College
more than just a
it it will be
ding
physical accomm ’pie actual
important." emphaOn is not
president.
;Steve Larson. ASH
MEANS TO AND END
the building
titer he believes,
an end.
, he a means to
rbat is this end?
Committee con[he Planning
as ’program,’
ies of the Union
,building,’" reports Dr. Dwight
Journalism and
sel. head of the
Department.
’rising
Bentel also is chairman of
college Union Planning Comte.
Lniversities not only have to
be
jlt subjects, they also must
oed to give young human bean opportunity to stretch
r mental powers and to learn
rthtng of their fellow human
says Dr. Bentel.

"If a university is to provide
this kind of inspiring experience,"
he adds, "attention must be paid
to the total environment in which
students are placed."
Larson feels similarly about a
union.
"The union is the center of the
college community, the place
where students congregate, relax
and express ideas," according to
Larson.
And the union will benefit all
SJS students even commuters.
COMMUTER BENEFITS
"The fact is," Larson asserts,
"in many college communities the
commuters reap the most benefit
from unions.
"Commuter students are interested in education as a business,
but they also want to participate
in recreation," Larson points out.
The other two sections of SJS
students, the fraternity-sorority
and independent living center
groups, also will benefit.
BALLY POINT
"The union will provide a rally
point between all students," Larson believes.
Whether this "rally point" is
constructed depends on how students vote next Wednesday and
Thursday.

‘.1

Co-Rec Tcdk

Two-thirds of those voting must
say "yes" for the issue to pass.
If students give the go-ahead,
they’ll begin paying on a graduated scale next fall.
The scale will run from $3 to
$18 over four years for each fulltime student.

Just one from a
collection of new
fashions by Lanz

COSTS INVOLVED
No. 55
Thus, a freshman next fall will
have paid $39 at the end of four
full time years at SJS. He’ll pay
$21 before he even sees the union

!VI I ).

7

Alege Union
Tomorrow

Construction will begin in 1965E6, with completion in 1967-68, according to Larson.
The ASB head has an answer to
the student who asks, "Why should
I pay for the union? I won’t be
here when it’s completed."
FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS
Although he admits this is a
valid argument, Larson believes,
"The union is something you can
do for your future generation
something you can contribute directly to its future."
If the issue passes and the union
is completed, future students tentatively will have 43,895 of the
total 145,800 square feet for social
activities such as dancing, banquets and motion pictures.

The next largest space, 29,740
square feet, will he allotted for
recreational games.

NH I STL ER’S
I’LL BET sHes
WHISTLIN’ FOR
SOME OF THOSE
DELICIOUS PANCAKES
AT UNCLE JOHN’S./

faculty adviser will
ballots,
pimp will count batwhile the rest sort
sd run them through
Mg machines.
!igures it can count
n hour, No one else
I in the room while
being tabulated.
e ballots seem corn-

161 So First St
ii

ariffhtni

In Berg’s

Ill

Games to be included are ping pang, billiards, pool bridge and
other assorted table activities

Some 8,484 square feet will be
assigned to the cultural activities
area, which will include a television room, record and tape library
and practice, multi -purpose, small
group and individual listening
rooms.

IJiit-

SOUTH FIRST STREET, SAN JOSE

1680 EL CAMINO REAL, SANTA CLARA
3150 EL CAMINO REAL, PALO ALTO

at the San Jose State
by the cost of construeundred Thousand Dollars
’rived from the building
remainder of said cost,
art shall be met by the
d pursuant to the State
eby a building and operucting the student body
rustees of the California
verity Dollars per student

LEVI STRAUSS
McGREGOR
KENNINGTON
ROUGH RIDER
HAGGAR
JARMAN
MANHATTAN
H. I. S.

There will he a 20-lane bowling
alley.
A craft room of 4,000 square
feet will be included.

ASI3 government and campus organizations will receive 5,740
square feet, and conference and
committee rooms, 3.400.
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n Explains Union Cost
25 Per Square Foot
I the proposed SJS College Union coat approximately
foot?
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Booths are located at the EngineeringBuilding,
cafeteria, breezeways of the Recreation and
Education Buildings, bookstore and library.

1101 EL CAMINO REAL, MILLBRAE

!,.

YES

IN APPROPRIATE OVAL WITH AN
2APHIC PENCIL

There will be 8,550 square feel
for personal services, such as an
eight -chair barber shop, five -booth
beauty salon, laundry - cleaning
area and postal service department.
Some 30,000 square feet will be
set aside for corridors, stairways
and mechanical rooms.

plicated, they were drawn up by
the Board of Trustees, adhering to
legal requirements.
The ballot asks students if they
wish to assess themselves mandatory fees to finance the union.
Students are also being asked
if they approve the Board of
Trustees issuing bonds to pay for
a federal loan financing the actual
building cost of the union.

COLLEGE UNION BALLOT

upstairs

featuring exclusive
clothes for the
College student by:

CULTURAL ACTIVITIEs

1415

(, 1

RECREATION

ii

Hilt’ Pancake

A free-for-all discussion on the
proposed WS College Union will
be a part of tonight’s Co-Rec in
the Women’s Gym at 7:30 p.m.
The e’o-Iter theme will be "Mock
College Union."

By STEVE AGOSTA
lish Department and ASB. It is union dPsignioe lot).
Bringing voters to the polls to.Calling the Rumford Act AI "con- open hi the public without. charge.
servative solution to a major so
eial problem," .Assemblyman William Stanton spoke yesterday as
a guest of the Democratic (lob.
The Assemblyman from the 25th
RI JET TRAINING AIRCSAFT FOUND SABOTAGED
District stated that the only people
WASHINGTON (UPI) --Defense Department officials disclosed
the act will help is the middle class yesterday that 61 jet training planes. have been discovered sabotaged
Negro. He added that it does not at Williams Air Force Base in Arizona.
solve the largest problem, the
The sabotage, the annotincernent said, consisted of the cutting
ghetto. "Let’s face it," Stanton of electric wire; leading to the gears of the T38 supersonic trainers.
said, "minorities in California live
The department said that the FBI and other military security
in ghettos or other types of con- investigators have begun an inquiry but no milprit, has been found.
All planes of the type were immediately grounded for further
centrated living groups."
Under the Rumford Act it is inquiry.
ARMY SERGEANT iwArEcTs TO EAST GERMANY
against the law to discriminate
BERLIN (UPI)A LS. Army sergeant has defected to CommuIn housing in California. Stanton
pointed out that about 60 per cent nist East Germany and has asked for political asylum, the East Gerof the housing in California is in- man news agency ADN said yesterday.
’rhe official Communist agency identified the sergeant as James
volved in the act. He added that
single family homes which are Carl Moore of the U.S. Third Armored Division lit Getrthausen, near
not publicly assisted are not in- Frankfurt in West. Germany,
At Heidelberg, a U.S. Rrmy spokesman sal dthe ADN report was
cluded in the Rumford. Act.
Al. the present time’ the Cali- being investigated.
PAULING WINS TWO NOBEL TEM% PRIZES
fornia neat Estate. Association is
OSLO, Norway (UPDLintis Nulling, a leader of the ban-the-homh
circulating an initiative petition,
attempting to constitutionally i de- movement in the United States, and two International Red Cross
organizations received Nobel Peace prizes yesterday in ceremonies
feat the Rumford Act.
Stanton, referring to the initia- before King Olay V.
Patiting won the $50.000 prize for 1962. which was not awarded
tive, said: "fl,ere is no doubt that
the only
it will he defeated and it is doubt- until this year. Ile won the prize for physics in 1954, and is
ful that it will ever get to the man to have won two Nobel prizes.
LAWYERS LINE UP TO DEFEND JACK RUBY
ballot:"
DALLAS (UN Famed San FIllfICI8C0 attorney Melvin Belli
The State Assemblyman conhe might help
chs-led that he dreads to see the visited Jack Ruby in his cell yesterday and indicated
Initiative come to a vote because defend the slayer of Lee Harvey Oswald.
Belli was accompanied by attorneys Sam S. Brody of Ina An"It will’ cause a rupture in the
Hocommonly and the people will geles, J. If. Tonaldil of Jasper, Tex., and Defense attorney Tow
ward.
be hurt."
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vein nave no gonratner in riavuttver
or direct voice in what goes in the
Union, after this election, and (21
Whereas the 7:30 closing of the
polls will disenfranchise many
commuting night students who will
have little opportunity to utilize
the Union but will nevertheless be
assessed the mandatory fee, and
ei) Whereas the presently proposed College Union program
places a gross overemphasis on
recreational acthrities at the expense of the cultural.
Be it therefore resolved that the
San Jose Democratic Club urges a
"no" vote on the College Union
proposal

Tape of Speech
To Be Featured
At YAF Meeting
A tape recortiine of a %peer+
given by Russell Kirk on this campus in the fall of 1961 will he
featured at the meeting of Young
Americans for Freedom IYAFi
tonight. at 8 in C11162.
Kirk is regarded as one of the
leading spokesmen for the "New
Conservatism."
Prof. Kirk also’has a nationally
syndicated column in many newspapers, and edits the "University
Bookman."

s. Steve Larson yesterday afternoon explained why the
itrueture will cost more a foot than several other College
e Bay Area.
Cal, San Jose City
Santa Clara all cost
about. $20 a square foot At the
same time, none of these is as high
as the proposed SJS Union.
HIGH-RISE UNION
SJS must have a high-rise structure about six stories --because of
the small building space allotted.
ASS atterney general Bill HolHiggins and Root, local architects, made the original space stud- ley has been asked to investigate
ies of the union area behind the the circulation of posters concerncafeteria.
ing the College Union vote which
These architects determined bear the name of Sigma Chi frais
what the union will cost if it
ternity.
constructed in the specified area.
Chuck Grelxneier, Sigma Chi
When a building is higher than
three stories, the firm said, extra president, said yesterday that the
costs are involved.
fraternity has no connection whatIt costs more for air condition- soever with these posters.
ing and fire sprinklers.
Grebmeier said, in his opinion,
EXTRA EXPENSES
also the posters are the work of an
transportation
Vertical
anti-union group, and there is abCallaPS extra expenses. This is the
solutely no authorization for the
transportation of men and mafraternity name being used on
terials! upward.
these posters.
In fact, two-thirds of the constructam coat will go for men and
materials and the rest for the
vertical transportation, the archi1017*E1-"ttects said.
3000
Cat’s five-story College Union im
"BIG"
the highest of the three student
centers that cast $20 a square foot.
San Jose’s problem, however, the
architects point out, is the small
tcR«k( d)}),111
building area.
behind
the
space
is
cafeteria
The
and hoonded by the Industrial Arts
R rgs.
buildings and WH’s leased by the
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
Board of Trustees in 1961 to SJS
students.
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SHAVE AND A HAIRCUTCal students eve- get to wear covers
with big Cs on them. Such a luxury is found in the Cal n’on
barber shop where -service with a smile is always offered as this
happy barber demonstrates. Barber shop is only one benefit
SJS College Union will offer if students pass College Union pro.
posal tomorrow and Wednesday.

1"ril

BREAK TIMEUniversity of California students
stop to talk with friends outside of their Memorial
Student Union. The Cal union is actually a complex of buildings which in all offers the Berkeley

Photos
Da.’e
students just about everything the co:,a
SJS College Union officials expect the Sa.
union to offer many of the same fas;1,;,,:;
Cal union does.
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anta Clara, Cal, Stanford
tudents Judge Their Unions

Cl

DUNNE
ey MIKE
governments
lege u.a. ions and
thing in common:
one
least
at
largely by the
are judged
provide their conthey
es
s.
consensus of students
Ls is the
University, StanClara
ants
the University
and
rniversity,
Berkeley, as ex alifornla at
recent
m a number of
loWS.
compliment
most common
campus was
unions at each
convenience
PPreciation of the
(recentralization of facilities
students.
ly used by
MANY FACILITIES
include food servese facilities
and
lounges, student body
game and recreaess offices.
areas, bookstores, barber
meeting and conference
ticket and travel agencies,
listening rooms,
c practice and
movie
areas, television and
ing space, air conditioning,
piped -in music,
mmenting on Santa Clara
ersity’s new Benson Memorial
hiser. Dick Barbieri, senior
stumajor and editor of the
newspaper, The Santa Clara,
le has greatly increased
and
act between the students
to
y members. If you’re going
any unity on campus, you
to have a focal point for the
a.
LOTS OF SPACE
also has given student ordains bigger and better
as space." he added as he
ed around the newspaper’s
m. spacious editorial office.
en asked what he liked about.
same union, Phil Dirickson,
man economics major, an"That it’s ours. Without
you’re forced on someone
like storekeepers who charge
they damn well please. Now
thing is here and it’s run by
its for students."
tug down to specific feaTony Tafoya, senior philosomajor, said. "I like the study
phere in the lounge. It’s easy
concentrate. Also, the coffee
has good, fast service."
’OUTSTANDING’
der common compliment
voiced by Butch Pastorini,
encore business major, when
d: "The recreational facilities
airsthe howling alley and
tablesare outstanding."
Stanford University, Shelley
th junior history major, said
feels that Tressider Memorial
n is "great socially," in addito prodding space for campus
ings, political discussions and
exhibits. These small conferand meeting rooms accomte from 50 to 150 or 200 stufor any campus organization
ring a speaker.
GOOD STUDYING
rge Beinhom, senior German
ure major, pointed out that
ould study better in the stuunion than the library, not
uncommon statement heard at
of the three student unions
ted. Rut he also related how

the downstairs cafeteria doubled as
a "great place for a coffee date"
as well as study area.
Drawing high praise from Stevie
Aden, senior anthropology major
and student body vice president,
were the individual listening and
practice rooms. "They are expertly
designed so the acoustics are perfect," he said.
’NOT CRAMPED’
When asked what he liked about
the student union, Frank Sobol,
graduate student majoring in education, replied, "It’s not cramped.
For leisure, it is quite comfortable
and the layout is ideal."
In an extensive survey evaluating Tresidder Union facilities conducted by two students in Stanford’s Graduate School of Business, it was found that 98 per cent
of the student body is, or has been,
making use of the union’s facilities.
ART EXHIBITS POPULAR
Art exhibits proved the most
popular attraction, followed by lecture and music events. The service
functions taken advantage of most
often were food service, store and
check cashing- in that orator.
At the University of California’s
Berkeley campus the comments
followed a similar trend. Also evident was students’ outstanding
pleasure with a huge ballroom
housed on the structure’s third
floor.
BUSY BALLROOM
"The ballroom is one of the major things used. Not a single weekend night passes without its being
used dances on Friday and Saturday and movies Sunday," said Lawrence Seeger, a junior architecture
major.
Carol Bulawit, a senior history
major, said he thinks the financial
benefits are the most outstanding
feature of the union. "Bowling is
cheap and the movies they show
are very good for just 15 cents,"
she said.
"It’s a place to go anal relax
and get away from the classroom
atmosphere," said Carl Moore,
senior humanities major.
An arts and crafts shop, where
supplies and instructors are provided free of charge, was found
to be the primary attraction for
Teah Strozen, junior history major.
SOME CRITICISM
Although all three student
unions received favorable comments from the students they
serve, there were a few criticisms.
Most repeated criticisms at the
University of Santa Clara were a
lack of dance space inside the
union, no juke box, and the universal complaints of unsatisfactory
food and slow service in the
cafeteria.
Other complaints ran the gamut
from too small hot fudge sundaes
to a water fountain that appeared
way out of place to one coed.
Some students expressed a need
for listening and practicing music
rooms anal an area for table
tennis.
JUST FOOL AROUND
One coed, Sheri Rodgers, sophomore psychology major, said, "I

A Place of Quiet

wish they had a place similar to
the lounge only without the ’,study
atmosphere, where you could just
fool around."
Explaining why the union should
include a juke box, Steve Campello,
freshman business management
major, said, "You have music piped
in, but you don’t have a choice of
what you want to hear."
In the previously mentioned evaluation study conducted at Stanford, criticism of the union dealt
largely with quality, quantity.
prices, anal service in the cafeteria
TOO SMALL
A common complaint voiced during interviews was that several
students felt the union was already
too small, even though the construction project is so new, some
work on the building remains to
be done.
Although he found the union
conducive to informality and enjoyed the recreational facilities,
Tom Hardy, senior pre -law major,
said, "The silverware in the cafeteria is ugly and there aren’t
enough stairways between the first
and second floors."
Unlike UC at Berkeley’s student union, Stanford lacks a large
ballroom for movies and dances
and this criticism was expressed
by some students.
SHOULD HAVE
BEAUTY SALON
Carol Bucket, freshman undecided on a major, pointed out that
the union has a barber shop for
boys so logically said, "There
ought to he a beauty salon for
the girls."
Criticism of Cal’s multi-million
dollar student union ranged from
its being too large to too small.
Ralph Morgan, junior sociology
major who feels the union is too
big and too modern, said, "They
spent too much money on it that
could have been used to better
advantage. For example, they have
a meditation room that nobody
ever uses."
A similar opinion was stated by
Marshal Green, senior geography
major, when he said, "People use
it to sit, for dances, for eating
and not much more. There are
plenty of other places you could
do all these things, except hold
university dances."
SEATING SPACE
Complaints of not enough seating space in the lounges were
heard often. Eva Lichtenfield,
junior English major, echoed a
number of students’ comments
when she said, "The main lounge
is nice except it is always
crowded."
A complaint about the piped-in
music was registered by Brooks
Goodall, senior history major, who
said, "I wish there were some place
where there wasn’t filtered music
where one could just sit down
and study."
In talking about the Bears’ Lair,
a snack bar on the bottom floor,
Fred Schmitt, senior art major,
said, "Beer is missing from the
Bear’s Lair. It’s really absurd not
to serve beer there."

Co-Roc Talk
A free-for-all discussion on the
proposed &Di College Union will
be a part of tonight’s Co-Ree In
the Women’s Gym at 7:$0 p.m.
The Co-Hair theme will be "Mock
College Union."

No. 55

Alege Union
Tomorrow
plicated, they were drawn up by
the Board of Trustees, adhering to
legal requirements.
The ballot asks students if they
wish to assess themselves mandatory fees to finance the union.
Students are also being asked
If they approve the Board of
Trustees issuing bonds to pay for
a federal loan financing the actual
e ballots seem corn- building cost of the union.
faculty adviser will
; ballots.
group will count balwhile the rest sort
Id run them through
ing machines.
figures it can count
n hour. No one else
d in the room while
t being tabulated,

COLLEGE UNION BALLOT
RESTFULThis quiet place was found by photographer Dave
Bellak outside the University of California Student Union recently.
Inside, things were a little different as Cal students made use of
their union.
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By STEVE AGOSTA
Calling the Rumford Act a "contervittive solution to a major mo
cial problem," Assemblyman William Stanton spoke yesterday as
a guest of the Democratic Club.
The Assemblyman from the 25th
District stated that the only people
the act %sill help is the middle class
Negro. He added that it does not
solve the largest problem, the
ghetto. "Let’s face it," Stanton
said, "minorities in California live
In ghettos or other types of concentrated living groups."
Under the Rumford Act It is
against the law to discriminate
In housing in California. Stanton
pointed out that about 60 per cent
of the housing in California is involved in the act. He added that
single family homes which are
not publicly assisted are not included in the Rumford. Act.
At the present time the California Real Estate Assbciation is
circulating an initiative petition,
attempting to constitutknuilly.defeat the Rumford Act.
Stanton, referring to the initiative, said: "There is no doubt that
it will be defeated and It is doubtful that it will ever get to the
haHoC"
The State Areemhlyman concluded that he dreads to see the
Initiative mine to a vote ileCRIMIT
"It will* cause a rapture in the
earnmurdty and the people WIll
be hurt."
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Booths are located at the EngineeringBuilding,
cafeteria, breezeways of the Recreation and
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foot?
been the recent question of student opposition to the

ne,. 155. 191,..:

Ammo.

Wilt nave TR) Ronrotory- to to met trylish Department and ASH. It is I union designing jott.
or direct VfliCP in what goes in the
open to the public without charge, I Bringing voters to the polls to- Union, after this election, and 121
Whereas the 7:30 closing of the
polls will disenfranchise many
commuting night students who will
have little opportunity to utilize
Ri JET TRAINING AIRCRAFT FOUND SABOTAGED
the Union but will nevertheless be
WASHINGTON (UPI) --Defense Department officials disclosed assessed the mandatory fee, and
yesterday that 61 jet training planes. have been discovered sabotaged Gs, Whereas the presently Proat. William-s Air Force Base in Arizona.
posed College Union program
The sabotage, the announcement said. consisted of the cutting places a gross overemphasis on
of electric wires leading to the gears of the 118 supersonic trainers. recreational acttvities at the exThe department said that the FBI and other military security pense of the cultural.
investigators have begun an inquiry but no culprit has been found.
Be it therefore resolved that the
All planes of the type were immediately grounded for further San Jose Democratic (’tub urges a
inquiry.
"no" vote on the College Union
ARMY SERGEANT DEFECTS TO EAST GERMANY
proposal.
to
Commudefected
BERLIN (UPI)A LLS. Army sergeant has
-East
Gernist East Germany and has asked for poiitical asylum, the
man news agency ADN said yesterday.
The official Communist agency identified the sergeant. as James
Carl Moore of the U.S. Third Armored Division at Gentlemen, near
Frankfurt In West Germany.
At Heidelberg, a U.S. army spokesman sat dthe ADN report was
being investigated.
PAULING WINS TWO NOBEL PEACH PRIZES
OSLO, Norway (UPOLInus Pooling, a leader of the ban-the-bomb
A tape recording of a speech
movement in the United States, and two International Red Cross
ormsnizatiores received Nobel Peace prizes yesterday In ceremonies given by Russell Kirk on this campus in the fall of 1961 will be
before King Olav V.
Rusting won the $50,000 prize for 1962, which was not awarded featured at the meeting of Young
until this year. He won the prize for physics in 1954, arst is the only Americans for Freedom (YAF
tonight at 8 in CIII82.
man to have won two Nobel prizes.
Kirk is regarded as one of the
LAWYERS LINE UP TO DIRFEND JACK RUBY
DALLAS (UPIIFamed San .Fmacisto attorney Melvin Belli leading spokesmen for the "New
visited Jack Ruby in his cell yesterday mid indicated he might help Conservatism."
Prof. Kirk aleso’has a nationally
defend the slayer of Lee Harvey Oinvald. Belli was accompanied by attorneys Sam S. Brady of Los An- syndicated column in many newsgeles, J. If. Tonatrill of Jasper, Tex., and Dttense attorney Tow Ho- papers, and edits The "University
Bookman."
ward.

World Wire

Tape of Speech
To Be Featured
At YAF Meeting

ollege Union Vote Today Polls

n Explains Union Cost
25 Per Square Foot
I the proposed SJS College Union cost approximately

40 West Sang Carlos
Phone 295-0868

Spartan Daily Pearark
qnit

at the San Jose State
by the cost of construcundred Thousand Dollars
trived from the building
remainder of said cost,
am s shall be met by the
d pursuant to the State
,by a building and operucting the student body
rustees of the California
verity Dollars per student

s. Steve Larson yesterday afternoon explained why the
6tructure will cost more a foot than several other College
e Bay Area.
Cal, San Jose City
*
*
*
fl’anla elata all cent
ahout $20 a square font. At the
same time, none of these is as high
as the proposed SJS Union.
HIGH-RISE UNION
SJS must have a high-rise structureabout six storiesbecause of
the small building space allotted.
Higgins and Root, local architects, made the original space studies of the union area behind the
cafeteria.
These architects determined
what the union will cost if it is
constructed in the specified area.
When a building is higher than
three stories, the firm said, extra
costs are involved.
It costs more for air conditioning and fire sprinklers.
EXTRA EXPENSES
also
transportation
Vertical
CRIISPR extra expenses. This is the
transportation of men and materials upward.
In fact, two-thirds of the construction cost will go for men and
materials and the rest for the
vertical triussportation, the architects said.
Cal’s five -story College Union is
the highest of the three student
centers that cowl $20 a square foot.
San Jose’s problem, however, the
architects point out, is the small
building area.
The space is behind the cafeteria
and bounded by the Industrial Arts
buildings and was awed by the
Board of Trustees in 1961 to SJS
students.

Attorney G eneral
Investigates
Union Posters
ASH attorney general Bill }Jolley has been asked to investigate
the circulation of posters concerning the College Union vote which
bear the name of Sigma Chi fraternity.
Chuck Grehmeier, Sigma (’hi
president, said yesterday that the
fraternity has no connection Whatsoever with these posters.
Grebmeier said, in his opinion,
the posters are the work of an
anti -union group, and there is absolutely no authorization for the
fraternity name being used on
these posters.
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SHAVE AND A HAIRCUTCal students even get to wear covers
with big C’s on them. Such a luxury is found in the Cal union
barber shop where "service with a smile" is always offered as this
happy barber demonstrates. Barber shop is only one benefit
SJS College Union will offer if students pass College Union proposal tomorrow and Wednesday.

hi’.

BREAK TIMEUniversity of California students
stop to talk with friends outside of their Memorial
Student Union. The Cal union is actually a complex of buildings which in all offers the Berkeley

Photos by Dave Bellat
students just about everything they could
vas’,
SJS College Union officials expect the
San Jo*
union to offer many of the same facirfe s
Cal union does.
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you’ll find beautiful settings by Keepsake .. .
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and brilliance of the diamonds.
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of diamonds from their settings for one full
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and governments
lege unions
in common:
thing
one
at least
largely by the
judged
are
they provide their connts.
of students
i5 the consensus
University, Stanand Clara
University
Vniversity, and the
Berkeley, as exlifornia at
of recent
ed in a number
iews.
mot common compliment
campus was
unions at each
preciation of the convenience
facilities freentralization of
ctly used by students.
MANY FACILITIES
include food servese facilities
lounges, student body and
and recreass offices game
areas. bookstores, barber
meeting and conference
agencies,
, ticket and travel
listening rooms,
c practice and
areas, television and movie
conditioning,
inc space. air
piped -in music.
mmenting on Santa Clara
ersity’s new Benson Memorial
senior hiset. Dick Barbieri,
major and editor of the stunewspaper, The Santa Clara,
It has greatly increased
t between the students and
to
ty members. If you’re going
any unity on campus, you
to have a focal point for the
fits.

LOTS OF SPACE
also has given student orations bigger and better
inc space." he added as he
ed around the newspaper’s
rn. spacious editorial office.
en asked what he liked about,
same union, Phil Dirickson,
man economics major, an’That it’s ours. Without
you’re forced on someone
like storekeepers who charge
t they damn well please. Now
Thing is here and it’s run by
ts for students."
aing down to specific leaTony Tafoya, senior philosomajor, said, "I like the study
phere in the lounge. It’s easy
concentrate. Also, the coffee
has good, fast service."
’OUTSTANDING’
other common compliment
voiced by Butch Pastorini,
more business major, when
d -The recreational facilities
tamthe bowling alley and
tablesare outstanding."
Stanford University, Shelley
th. junior history major, said
feels that Tressider Memorial
n is "great socially," in addito providing space for campus
tings, political discussions and
exhibits. These small conferand meeting rooms accomte from 50 to 150 or 200 stufor any campus organization
ring a speaker.
GOOD STI’DYING
rge Beinhom, senior German
tore major, pointed out that
tuld study better in the stuunion than the library, not
common statement heard at
of the three student unions
ed But he also related how

the downstairs cafeteria doubled as
a "great place for a coffee date"
as well as study area.
Drawing high praise from Stevie
Aden, senior anthropology major
and student body vice president,
were the individual listening and
practice rooms. "They are expertly
designed so the acoustics are perfect," he said.
NOT CRAMPED’
When asked what he liked about
the student union, Frank Sobol,
graduate student majoring in education, replied, "It’s not cramped.
For leisure, it is quite comfortable
and the layout is ideal."
In an extensive survey evaluating Tresidder Union facilities conducted by two students in Stanford’s Graduate School of Business, it was found that 98 per cent
of the student body is, or has been,
making use of the union’s facilities.
ART EXHIBITS POPULAR
Art exhibits proved the most
popular attraction, followed by lecture and music events. The service
functions taken advantage of most
often were food service, store and
check cashing in that order.
At the University of California’s
Berkeley campus the comments
followed a similar trend. Also evident was students’ outstanding
pleasure with a huge ballroom
housed on the structure’s third
floor.
BUSY BALLROOM
"The ballroom is one of the major things used. Not a single weekend night passes without its being
used dances on Friday and Saturday and movies Sunday," said Lawrence Seeger, a junior architecture
major.
Carol Bulawit, a senior history
major, said he thinks the financial
benefits are the most outstanding
feature of the union. "Bowling is
cheap and the movies they show
are very good for just 15 cents,"
she said.
"It’s a place to go and relax
and get away from the classroom
atmosphere," said Carl Moore,
senior humanities major.
An arts and crafts shop, where
supplies and instructors are provided free of charge, was found
to be the primary attraction for
Teah Strozen, junior history major.
SOME CRITICISM
Although all three student
unions received favorable comments from the students they
serve, there were a few criticisms.
Most repeated criticisms at the
University of Santa Clara were a
lack of dance space inside the
union, no juke box, and the universal complaints of unsatisfactory
food and slow service in the
cafeteria.
Other complaints ran the gamut
from too small hot fudge sundaes
to a water fountain that appeared
way out of place to one coed.
Some students expressed a need
for listening and practicing music
rooms and an area for table
tennis.
JUST FOOL AROUND
One coed, Sheri Rodgers, sophomore psychology major, said, "I

A Place of Quiet

Wish they had a place similar to
the lounge only without the ’study
atmosphere, where you could just
fool around."
Explaining why the union should
include a juke box, Steve Campello,
freshman business management
major, said, "You have music piped
in, but you don’t have a choice of
what you want to hear."
In the previously mentioned evaluation study conducted at Stanford, criticism of the union dealt
largely with quality, quantity,
prices, and service in the cafeteria
TOO SMALL
A common complaint voiced during interviews was that several
students felt the union was already
too small, even though the construction project is so new, some
work on the building remains to
be done.
Although he found the union
conducive to informality and enjoyed the recreational facilities,
Tom Hardy, senior pre-law major,
said, "The silverware in the cafeteria is ugly and there aren’t
enough stairways between the first
and second floors."
Unlike UC at Berkeley’s student union, Stanford lacks a large
ballroom for movies and dances
and this criticism was expressed
by some students.
SHOULD HAVE
BEAUTY SALON
Carol Bucket, freshman undecided on a major, pointed out that
the union has a barber shop for
boys so logically said, "There
ought to be a beauty salon for
the girls."
Criticism of Cal’s multi-million
dollar student union ranged from
its being too large to too small.
Ralph Morgan, junior sociology
major who feels the union is too
big and too modern, said, "They
spent too much money on it that
could have been used to better
advantage. For example, they have
a meditation room that nobody
ever uses."
A similar opinion was stated by
Marshal Green, senior geography
major, when he said, "People use
it to sit, for dances, for eating
and not much more. There are
plenty of other places you could
do all these things, except hold
university dances."
SEATING SPACE
Complaints of not enough seating space in the lounges were
heard often. Eva Lichtenfield,
junior English major, echoed a
number of students’ comments
when she said, "The main lounge
is nice except it is always
crowded."
A complaint about the piped-in
music was registered by Brooks
Goodall, senior history major, who
said, "I wish there were some place
where there wasn’t filtered music
where one could just sit down
and study."
In talking about the Bears’ Lair,
a snack bar on the bottom floor,
Fred Schmitt, senior art major,
said. "Beer is missing from the
Bear’s Lair. It’s really absurd not
to serve beer there."

Co-Rec Talk
A free-for-all discussion on the
proposed 14,114 College Union will
be a part of tonight’s Co-Rec in
the Women’s Gym at 7:30 p.m.
The Co-Roc theme will be "Mork
College Union."
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COLLEGE UNION BALLOT
RESTFULThis quiet place was found by photographer Dave
Bellak outside the University of California Student Union recently.
Inside, things were a little different as Cal students made use of
their union.

WHY HURRY TO WAIT?
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San Jose Box Office
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By STEVE AGOSTA
Calling the Rumford Act a "conservative solution to is major social problems," Assemblyman William Stanton spoke yesterday as
a guest of the Democratic Club.
The Assernhlyman from the ’25th
District slated that the only people
the act will help is the middle clan
Negro. He added that it does not
solve the largest problem, the
ghetto. "Let’s face it.," Stanton
said, "minorities in California live
In ghettos or other types of concentrated living groups."
Under the Rumford Act it Ls
against the law to discriminate
In housing in California. Stanton
pointed out that about 60 per cent
of the housing in California is involved in the act. He added that
single family homes which are
not publicly assisted are not included in the Rumford. Act.
At the present time’ the California Real Estate, Association is
circulating an initiative petition,
attempting to constitutionally
feat the Rumford Act.
Stanton, referring to the initiative, said: ’There is no doubt that
it will be defeated and It is doubtful that it will ever get to the
haHot:"
The State Assemblyman concluded that he dreads to lien the
Initiative come to a vote because
"It will’ cause a rUpture in the
community and the people Will
be hurt."
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Concerts
Booths are located at the EngineeringBuilding,
cafeteria, breezeways of the Recreation and
Education Buildings, bookstore and library.
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Will nave 110 goaranive aTroccorev
litsh Department and ASB. It is iini"n designing Sib.
or direct voice in what goes in the
open to the public without charge. I Bringing voters to the polls to- Union, after this election, and (21
Whereas the 7:30 closing of the
polls will disenfranchise many
commuting night students who will
have little opportunity to utilize
61 JET TRAINING AIRCRAFT FOUND SABOTAGED
the Union but will nevertheless be
WASHINGTON (UPI) -.Defense Department officials disclosed assessed the mandatory fee, and
yesterday that 61 jet training planes. have been discovered sabotaged 131 Whereas the presently proat Williams Air Force Base in Arizona.
posed College Union program
The sabotage, the announcethent said, consisted of the cutting places a gross overemphasis on
of electric wires leading to the gears of the T38 supersonic trainers. recreational activities at the exThe department said that the FBI and other military security pense of the cultural,
investigators have begun an inquiry but no culprit has been found.
Ito it therefore resolved that the
All planes of the type were immediately grounded for further San Jose Democratic Club urges a
inquiry.
"no" vote on the College Union
ARMY SERGEANT DEFECTS TO EAST GERMANY
proposal.
BERLIN it1P11A Li.s. Army sergeant has defected to Communist East Germany and has asked for political asylum, the East German news agency ADN said yesterday.
The official Communist agency identified the sergeant as James
Carl Moore of the U.S. Third Armored Division at C;elnhausen, near
Frankfurt In West Germany.
At Heidelberg, a U.S. Reny spokesman sal dale ADN report was
being investigated.
PAULIN WINS TWO NOBEL PEACE PRIZES
OSLO, Norway (UPI)Linus Panting, a leader of the ban-the-bomb
A tape recording of a speech
movement in the United Staten, and two International Red Cese
organizations received Nobel Peace prizes yesterday in ceremonies given by Russell Kirk on this campus in the fall of 1961 will be
before King Olay V.
Pauhng won the 3,50,000 prize for 1962, which was not awarded featured at the meeting of Young
until this year. He won the prize for physics in 1954, and Ls the only Americans lor Freedom IYAFI
tonight at 8 in CI1162.
man to have won two Nobel prizes.
Kirk is regarded as one of the
LAWYERS LINE UP TO merrza JACK RUBY
DALLAS (UPI Famed San . Francisco attorney Melvin Belli leading spokesmen for the "New
vieited Jack Ruby In his cell yesterday and indicated he might help Conservatism."
Prof. Kirk also has a nationally
defend the slayer of Lee Harvey Oswald.
Belli was accompanied by attorneys Sam S. Brody of Les An- syndicated colorful in many newsgeles, J. H. Tonahill of Jasper, Tex., and Defense attorney Tow Ho- papers, and edits the "University
Bookman."
’
ward.

World Wire

ollege Union Vote Today

at the San Jose State
by the cost of construcundred Thousand Dollars
wired from the building
remainder of said cost,
art shall be met by the
d pursuant to the State
’by a building and operucting the student body
rustees of the California
ointy Dollars per student

for
Theater

Spartan Dailv l’earock
ono trits

plicated, they were drawn up by
the Board of Trustees, adhering to
legal requirements.
The ballot asks students if they
wish to assess themselves mandatory fees to finance the union.
Students are also being asked
if they approve the Board of
Trustees issuing bonds to pay for
a federal loan financing the actual
building cost of the union.

Tape of Speech
To Be Featured
At YAF Meeting

Explains Union Cost
25 Per Square Foot
11

the proposed SJS College Union cost approximately
foot?
been the recent question of student opposition to the
s. Steve Larson yesterday afternoon explained who the
itructure will cost more a foot than several other College
e Bay Area,
Cal, San Jose City
*
*
*
.
. Santa Clara all cost’
about $20 is square foot. At the
same time, none of these is as high
as the proposed SJS Union,
HIGH-RISE UNION
SJS must have a high-rise structure-- about six stories --because of
the small building space allotted.
ASB attorney general Bill HolHiggins and Root, local architects, made the original space stud- ley has been asked to investigate
ies of the union area behind the the circulation of posters concerncafeteria.
ing the College Union vote which
These architects determined bear the name of Sigma Chi frawhat the union will cost if it is
ternity.
constructed in the specified area.
Chuck Grehmeier, Sigma Chi
When a building is higher than
three stories, the firm said, extra president, said yesterday that the
coats are involved.
fraternity has no connection whatIt costs more for air condition- soever with these
posters.
ing and fire sprinklers.
Grebmeier said, in his opinion,
EXTRA EXPENSES
also the posters are the work of an
Vertical
t ransport a t ion
anti-union group, and there is abCRIMPS extra expenses. This is the
transportation of men and ma- solutely no authorization for the
fraternity name being used on
terials upward.
In fact, two-thirds of the con- these posters.
struction cost will go for men and
materials and the rest for the
vertical transportation, the architects said.
/
3000
Cal’s five-story College Union is
"BIG"
the highest of the three student
centers that COln $20 a square foot.
San Jose’s problem, however, the
architects point out, is the small
building area.
The space is behind the cafeteria
and hounded by the Industrial Arts
its et
buildings and was leased by the
SPARTAN BOOKSTORIL
Trustees
in
Board of
1961 to SJS
studects.

Attorney General
Investigates
Union Posters

Polls. Open 8:30-7:30

Years of Struggle for a College Union
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SJS Union History Traced
From Old Library to Present
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SEASONS GREETIN(

FIRST HOME-The first "student union" for SJS was the Carnegie
Library, at San Fernando and Fifth streets. In the basement was
the popular "Coop," a fountain and coffee shop, where students
and faculty often gathered.
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By ALLAN RISDON
San Jose State has never had a
real College Union.
The closest thing to a union was
the old brick and standstone Carnegie Library at the corner of
San Fernando and Fourth Streets
The aged structure was built in
1902 with a $50.000 grant from
steel magnate Andrew Carnegie.
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19 South First St.

COOPER

PRESENT UNION - The present College Union, offices, but offers the student body in general
located at 315 S. Ninth St., is a union in name nothing more than a television room. It was
only. If houses student body offices and other occupied in 1959.

110!

$500.00

Wedding Ring

50.00

56.50/Week
voy,

ERWIN

$350.00

Wedding Ring

39.75

53.50/Week

PATIO CAFE - At Stanford, the coffee shop
partially has been moved outside, where students
enjoy cup of coffee and moment’s rest from
day’s work. SJS Union will offer many of the
8

same facilities found in the Stanford Union, including plenty of space for that morning coffee
break.

The City of San June 11,441 tit,
library until 1936. when it moved
into the abandoned post office at
South Market and West San Fernando Streets.
MOVES OFFICES
It was then the college purchased the building and in 1937
moved in its student body offices.
The most popular spot in the
old library was the "Coop," a
fountain in the basement, where
students gathered for coffee, food,
and companionship.
"It was intimate," recalls Mrs.
Irene Epstein, assistant professor
of journalism. She attended SJS
from 1937 to 1941.
THE SHACK
The Coop, however, wasn’t obtained without some trouble.
An even lesser sort of union was
the tiny L-shaped building called
the "Shack."
It preceded the Coop and was
located next to the present Home
Economics Building.
It was a wood frame building
"I would guess it was smaller than
two classrooms." reminisces Dr.
Richard B. Lewis, head of the Division of Audio-Visual Services.
EXECUTIVE BOARD
Dr. Lewis, a student at SJS
from 1926 to 1930, was a member
of the student body executive
board.
One wing of the bungalow contained the bookstore and fountain. The other section housed student body offices and publications.
Joe H. West. dean of the Division of Educational Services and
Summer Sessions, describes the
Shack as having a refreshment
counter about 8 feet long.
Dean West started his SJS career as assistant registrar in 1929.
NEEDED MORE SPACE
Students at the time weren’t
satisfied with their union. They
needed more space.
But it was during the depression,
and money was hard to come by.
Dr. Lewis remembers the Executive Board struggling to find
funds for a union.
"We had nothing but frustration," he points out.
BOARD NOT ALONE
The board was not alone in its
battle. Other students joined in
the campaign for a union.
They wore tags showing their
desires, with the words: "You bet
I’m supporting the Student Center; aren’t you?"
Thus, the first SJS union campaign began Jan. 21, 1927, when
it received a whole page of publicity in La Torre year book.
CAR.NEGIF: LIBRARY
The wishes of the students were
partially fulfilled when the school
took over the Carnegie Library in
1937. starting the Coop.
But it only lasted until 1959.
The huge building program that
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you’ll find beautiful settings by Keepsake ...
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and brilliance of the diamonds.
And, the famous Keepsake Certificate--

signed by our store and Keepsake-guarantees
a perfect center diamond (or replacement assured). You also receive protection against loss
of diamonds from their settings for one full
year and a lifetime trade-in privilege.
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Tomorrow’s Vote To End Long Battle
ityffis Picked
ver Union

SPARTANS’ HOME OF THE FUTURE?
Co-Rec Talk
A free-for-an discussion as the
proposed KM College Union will
be a part of tonight’s Co-Ree in
the Women’s Gym at 7:30 p.m.
The Co-Ree theme will be "Mock
College Union."
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lEEN LIGHT FOR PLANS
rid in November, 1962, the
tees authorized SJS and other
tuna state colleges to move
si with specific union building
Ater big step was taken late
September. Representatives of
e College Chancellor Glenn S.
l’ate gave SJS the go-ahead for
election to determine If stu, wish to assess themselves
idatory fees to finance the

College Union might look like if
ONE VIEW This is what the
students approve idea of paying for one. Union planners have
stated that final design of building would be up to students and that

above conception is no more than a conception for information
purposes. Crucial vote takes place on campus today and tomorrow.

COLLEGE UNION BALLOT
at the San Jose State
by the cost of construeundred Thousand Dollars
irived from the building
remainder of said cost,
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VOTE SCHEDULED
e Union Planning Committee
ediately scheduled the poll
11 and 12.
e building would contain 145, square feet, including a 20.
bowling alley, barber shop,
television and reading rooms,
en, body offices, dining areas
space for assorted recreational
:ties and student services.

the building must be
tr,eted. This would begin in
with completion in two

icand.

ay

’rip proposal doesn’t pass the
:r.ler election, 36 years of
aill have failed for a Col non.

SSY CAFE
The Golden
Cafe at the University of
(omit Student Union is a
Jar spot with both students
faculty members. The cafe
ri short orders and
complete
IS and features a "balcony"

LONG SHOT
University of California student lines up long
shot in pool room of Cal Student Union. SJS Union plans call for
pool and billiard room as part of recreational facilities expected
to be included.

ng area.
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Spokesman for Its. SJS
ehsPber
the Association of California
ale College professors, 1)r. Fred.
be Weed, head of the SJS Poled Science Depertment, said
an executive
meeting of the
dimmer will be held on cantle tomoirow.
"We will in-oh.,bly recommend
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Stavely To View
Modern Solution’
as.sist:int

science. will
’ nest speaker
for
laiblicans tomorrow the Young
at

NO
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Booths are located at the EngineeringBuilding,
cafeteria, breezeways of the Recreation and
Education Buildings, bookstore and library.

Explains Union Cost
25 Per Square Foot

f

night

YES

IN APPROPRIATE OVAL WITH AN
kAPHIC PENCIL

.1 first, two-thirds of those
.g :rust agree to pay the manry fees to help finance the

14, Richard
Stavely,
’Astor
of political

plicated, they were drawn up by
the Board of Trustees, adhering to
legal requirements.
The ballot asks students if they
wish to assess themselves mandatory fees to finance the union.
Students are also being asked
if they approve the Board of
Trustees issuing bonds to pay for
a federal loan financing the actual
building cost of the union.

H

(11226.
Ills lopie
will be "The
orleni Solution
and its Political
’,teeny."

By STEVE AGOSTA
,Calling the Rumford Act a "conservative solution to a major social problem." Assemblyman William Stanton spoke yesterday as
a guest of the Democratic Club.
The Assemblyman from the 25th
District slated that the only people
the act will help is the middle class
Negro. He added that it does not
solve the largest problem, the
ghetto. "Let’s face it," Stanton
said, "minorities in California live
in ghettos or other types of concentrated riving groups."
Under the Rumford Act it. Ls
against the law to discriminate
In housing in California. Stanton
pointed out that about 60 per cent
of the housing in California is involved in the act. He added that
single family homes which are
not publicly asmisied are not included in the Rumford, Act.
At the present time’ the California Reid Ettlate Assbciation is
circulating an initiative petition,
attempting to constitutionally dofeat the Rumford Act.
Stanton, referring to the initiative, said: -There is no doubt that
it will he defeated and it is doubtful that it will ever get to the
baHrit.:"
The Slate Assemblyman concluded that he dreads to see the
initiative come to a vote’ because
"It will’ cause a rupture in the
community and the people Will
be hurt."
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writ nave no gttrinqm,- Irt ef
lish Department and ASH. It is ninon designing tot).
or direct voice in what goes in the
open to the public without charge. I Bringing Voters to the polls to- Union, after this election, and 121
Whereas the 7:30 closing of the
polls will disenfranchise many
commuting night students who will
have little opportunity to utilize
Ill JET TRAINING AIRCRAFT FOUND SABOTAGED
the Union but will nevertheless be
WASHINGTON (UPI) Defense Department officials disclosed assessed the mandatory fee, and
yesterday that Si jet training planes. have been discovered sabotaged im Whereas the presently proat Williams Air Force Base in Arizona.
pried College Union program
The sabotage, the announcement said, consisted of the cutting places a gross overemphasis on
of electric wires leading to the gears of the T38 supersonic trainers. recreational activities at the exThe department said that the FBI and other military security pense of the cultural.
investigators have begun an inquiry but no culprit has been found.
Be it therefore resolved that the
All planes of the type were immediately grounded for further San Jose Democratic Club urges a
inquiry.
"no" vote on the College Union
ARMY SERGEANT motors TO EAST GERMANY
proposal.
BERLIN (UPI) A U.S. Army sergeant has defected to Commufor
asked
political
and
has
asylum,
the
East
GerGermany
East
nist.
man news agency ADN said yesterday.
The official Communist agency identified the sergetiert its James
Carl Moore of the U.S. Third Armored Division at Gelnhausen, near
Frankfurt in West Germany.
At Heidelberg, a U.S. Reilly spokesman sal tithe AIIN report was
being investigated.
PAULING WINS TWO NOBEL PEALZ PRIZES
OSLO, Norway (UPDLinus Pauliung, a leader of the ban-the-bomb
A tape recording of a speech
movement in the United States, and two International Red Cross
organizations received Nobel Peace prizes yesterday in ceremonies given by Russell Kirk on this campus in the fall of 1961 will be
before King Olav V.
Panting won the 350.000 prize for 1962, which was not awarded featured at the meeting of Young
until this year. Ile won the prize for physics in 1954, and is the only Americans for I’reerlom (YAFI
tonight at 8 in C11162,
man to have won two Nobel prizes.
K irk is regarded as one of the
LAWYERS LINE UP TO DEFEND JACK RUBY
DALLAS (UPI I Famed San . Francisco attorney Melvin Belli leading spokesmen for the "New
visited Jack Ruby in his cell yesterday and indicated he might help Conservatism."
Prof. Kirk Aso has a nationally
defend the slayer of Lee Harvey Oswald.
Belli was accompanied by attorneys Stun S. Brody of Los An- syndicated column in mans’ newsgeles, J. H. Tonahill of Jasper, Tex., and Dbfense attorney Tow Ho- papers, and edits the "University
Bookman."
ward.

World Wire

Tape of Speech
To Be Featured
At YAF Meeting

I the proposed SJS College Union cost approximately
, foot?
been the recent question of student opposition to the
s. Steve Larson yesterday afternoon explained why the
drueture will cost more a foot than several other College
e Bay Area.
Cal, San Jose (tity
. Santa Clara all cost
about $20 a square foot. At the
same time, none of these is as high
as the proposed SJS Union.
HIGH-RISE UNION
5.15 must have a high-rise structure about six stories - because of
the small building space allotted.
ASH attorney general Bill HolHiggins and Root, local architects, made the original space stud- ley has been asked to investigate
ies of the union area behind the the circulation of posters concerncafeteria.
ing the College Union vote which
These architects determined bear the name of Sigma Chi frawhat the union will cost if it is
ternity.
constructed in the specified area.
Chuck Grebmeier, Sigma (’hi
When a building is higher than
three stories, the firm said, extra president, said yesterday that the
costs are involved.
fraternity has no connection whatIt costs more for air condition- soever with
these posters.
ing and fire sprinklers.
Grebmeier
said, in his opinion,
EXTRA EXPENSES
also the posters are the work of an
Vertical
transport a t ion
anti-union group, and there is abCRIMPS extra expenses. This is the
transportation of men and ma- solutely no authorization for the
fraternity name being used on
terials upward.
In fact, two-thirds of the con- these posters.
struction cost will go for men and
materials and the rest for the
vertical transportation, the architects said.
Cal’ five-story College Union is
the highest of the three student
centers that COM $20 a square foot.
San Jose’s problem, however, the
architects point out, is the small
building area.
The space is behind the cafeteria
and hourided by the Industrial Arts
buildings and was kissed by the
SPARTAN 1100KSTOlta
Board of Trustees in 1961 to SJS
students.

* * *
Attorney General
Investigates
Union Posters

College Union Vote TodayPolls Open 8.30-7:30
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LOOKS EASYThe call of slopes begins again
in Northern California, and this graceful picture
of former SJS student Pat Murdock executing
a jump sums up the reason for skiing’s increasing
popularity. There’s thrills and fun for skiers of
4

(110t:1,i10

poles and hi
kdiyarnclaita,:ipts:aniirt, r, pih:

OOPS A fall in the snow bruises both posterior and pride for
this skier. Fats are frequent among the new skiers but rather
embarrassing for the experienced ones. Behind the fallen skier
come two others who now have the job of getting around him.
Falls can cause dangerous pileups on the hills.

SHOP EITHER LO(

2 Convenient

skiers

.week

Mon. & TKor.
BOB THOM
(Fooner SJS.
and

51 So. Market

of

areda bW

Nuernheres ."Christkl
is a divans c, MU.. line 14
trom three to IIES.
The name means "eh
fair.’ Here in southern
Santa Claus is credited
- -

t

all skills and even for the e...r-oresent vox
bunnies. Snowstorms in the distant hulk +,1,.,
tract hundreds of SJS students over Christra,
and semester breaks. All photos on this pap
were taken by Bob Hall.

44. 1111.4iitf
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Waiting in line is part of the sport on big
THE LINEUP
weekends. This long line of skiers waiting for the chair lift
at Mt. Shasta Lodge demonstrates the popularity of skiing.
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WATCHES

GIFTS

A PAUSEA moment’s rest is
taken in the Winter wonderland
of the ski country. A few words
exchanged, a chance to catch
their breath, a glance around,
and these two will be off again.

BOTTOMS UP On his way to the top of a snow-covered s
goes this bespectacled skier. The trip up offers spectacular vie..
area, but the trip down is the one the skier really cares abc.
Non -skiers often ride lifts up and down just for the view ends’
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OPEN EVERY NITE ’TILL 9 p.m. and SUN TILL XMAS
Whether you prefer modern or traditional,
you’ll find beautiful settings by Keepsake ...
smartly designed to bring out the full beauty
and brilliance of the diamonds.
And, the famous Keepsake Certificate

signed by our store and Keepsakeguarantees
a perfect center diamond (or replacement assured). You also receive protection against loss
of diamonds from their settings for one full
year and a lifetime trade-in privilege.

NO MONEY DOWN

AHIRSH&SON
19 South First St.

1109 Lincoln, at Willow

OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT IN
JUST THREE MINUTES

UP TO 6 MONTHS
70 PAY,

FORD! CHEVI PLYMOUTH!
OUR SKILLED MECHANICS.
flew
Install
w

PAY NEXT YEAR
Save Your Cash
Use Your Credit

wheels Contounfit

or

linings on all wheels. Contou r El

Machine 4 drums for trueness.
Rebuild all hydraulic wheel cylinders.
Flush and refill hydraulic system.
Pack front wheel bearings.

Discount
on parts

(Take your purchase with you immediately!!)

DOWNTOWN
CY 4-9343
WILLOW GLEN
CY 4-7943

linings on ell
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For Ski Enthusiasts, Snow Bunnies
JEDIE BLOCH
the skier is a myse world of silent, soft snow.
a; world of beauty, freedom
a world of
wonder. But it is his
’esoteric
knows it.
he
and
id
of the skier has
world
e snow where to go, where
facetsy
what to wear.
tay and
and money
iamount of time
affomi to spend is
can
skier
he
dKiding factor on where
of distance
problem
go. The
since many of
great worry
areas are only
skiing
fayorite
miles from San
200
rovimately
deals are
onomical package
the resorts for
red by many of
they repre.week skiers and
sante good savings.
spegeneral, these mid-week
Sunday
begin with dinner
terminate Friday afternoon.
package deal are
uded in the
use of
ng accommodations,
ski lessons and
a and lifts,
meals for the
kfast and dinner
days. Equipment rentals -bootsaverage $4
. poles and
Lower
day at most places.
avail hr rates are sometimes
WHERE TO 60
One mile
pine meadows
h of Squaw Valley, Alpine
lift,
dows has a doublechair
poma pull, slopes for begin-

ners to experts, instruction, complete meals and snacks and equipment rental. Open daily, it has accommodations nearby.
Badger PassIn Yosemite Na.
tional Park via State Highway 140
or 41, Badger Pass offers T-hair
lifts, instruction, slopes for beginners, intermediates and experts,
complete meals and snacks and
equipment rental for ice skating
and sledding as well as for skiing.
Accomodations are available in
Valley, 22 miles to the south. in
Valley, there is an outdoor ice
rink; at Badger Pass there are
snow motor tours. The resort is
open daily.
Donner Ski Ranch
Located
right at Donner Summit. Donner
Ski Ranch offers a doublechair lift,
platter pull, a rope tow, shapes for
beginners to experts, complete
meals and snacks, instruction and
equipment rental. Open daily, it
also has dormitory accomodations.
Dodge Ridge
Dodge Ridge is
four miles east of Pinecrest visa
State Highway 108, 211 miles frosts
San Jose. Available there are two
double-chair lifts, T-bar, two porna
pulls, 10 rope tows, slopes for beginning, intermediate and expert
skiiers, complete meals and snacks,
instruction and equipment rental.
Open daily, it has accomodations
four miles away. It also has a
.jump hill.

Papoose HillOpen daily, Papoose Hill, in Squaw Valley, has a
poma pull, three rope tows, slopes
for beginners and intermediates,
instruction, complete meals and
snacks and equipment rental. It
also has housing nearby.
Sugar BowlOne mile west of
Donner Summit, at Norden, Sugar
Bowl has two doublechair lifts,
two rope tows, instruction, complete meals and snacks and equipment rental. Open daily, housing
is available there and nearby.
Squaw Valley
Located seven
miles north of Tahoe City, Squaw
Valley has five doublechair lifts,
poma pull, five rope tows, slopes for
beginners to experts, instruction,
complete meals and snacks and
equipment rental. Open daily, it
has housing within a distance of
seven miles. Other facilities include a jump hill. a heated swimming pool sand an ice rink.
Reno Ski Bowl
Twenty-four
miles Soil thwest of Betio. the Reno

Let’s Go Skiing
Like to go skiing?
If so, San Jose State’s Ski Club
is for you. The club, open to all
student skiers interested in both
pleasure and competitive skiing,
has scheduled three trips for next
semester.
A feature story on the organization appears on page 19.

Ski Bowl has two doublechait
lifts, four rope tows, slopes for
beginning to expert skiers, instruction, complete meals and snacks
and equipment rental. Open daily,
there is housing 22 miles away.
This area has tobogganing.
Heavenly ValleyLocated at Bijou, 230 miles from San Jose,
Heavenly Valley has two rope
tows, slopes for beginning, intermediate and expert skiers, snacks,
instruction and equipment rental.
Open daily, it has accommodations
one to three miles away. It also
has two jump hills.
Mt. Shasta Ski Bowl Located
14 miles northeast of Mt. Shasta
on the Everitt Memorial Highway,
the resort is open from Wednesdays through Sundays and holidays. It has two rope tows, a
doublechair lilt, instruction, meals,
rental equipment and housing accommodations for 1.000 within 14
miles. Ski slopes range from the
beginner to the expert class.
WHAT TO WEAR
Aside from lacing silent and
mysterious, the world of snow is
cold. The skier combats this problem by wearing warm clothes. The
most important thing to wear is
a parka or a warm jacket. Next,
but equally important, are the
ski pants of the "stretch and
water-repellent variety.
"ndernoto h ,
ti’ of " lonV-

..C.enCee.Ce

johns" is most desirable if it can
tx- obtained. The important thing
to remember is that several layers
of clothing offer more insulation
and warmth than one single heavy
layer.
Other accessories that are just
about necessities are a woolen cap,
goggles and gloves. For added
comfort there, it might be wise
to take tip sun glasses, chaPs1lek,
skin lotion and sweater tee-shirts.
EXERCISE IS IMPORTANT
Belore hitting the slopes, ski bound enthusiasts should do a few
hearty exercises.
The deep knee bends is good
conditioning which will help absorb
the bumps on the slopes. One
should put his feet close together,
flat on the floor, and squat down
as low as possild,.
The duck walk, which entails
squatting loss. placing hands on
hips and walking forward is recommended for hip and leg conditioning.
According to the California
State Chamber of Commerce,
probably the best informed source
of information on roads and automobile is the automobile association or club. These organizations
keep in close touch with winter
sports as a part of their membership service, and their road information is the !West and most reliable available.
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Co-Roc Tcdk
A free-for-all discussion on the
proposed 14.11ii College Union will
be a part of tonight’s Co-Raw’ in
the Women’s Gym at 7:30 p.m.
The Co-Ree theme will be "Mock
College Union."

No. 55

Alege Union
Tomorrow
faculty adviser will
ballots.
group will count balwhile the rest sort
tid run them through
Ins machines.
figures It can count
n hour. No one’else
In the room while
t being tabulated.
e ballots seem com-

plicated, they were drawn up by
the Board of Trustees, adhering to
legal requirements.
The ballot asks students if they
wish to assess themselves mandatory fees to finance the union.
Students are also being asked
if they approve the Board of
Trustees issuing bonds to pay for
a federal loan financing the actual
building cost of the union.

COLLEGE UNION BALLOT
at the San Jose State
by the cost of construcundred Thousand Dollars
’rived from the building
remainder of said cost,
art shall be met by the
d pursuant to the State
eby a building and operucting the student body
rustees of the California
verify Dollars per student

YES

Co

NO

IN APPROPRIATE OVAL WITH AN
2APHIC PENCIL
Booths are located at the EngineeringBuilding,
cafeteria, breezeways of the Recreation and
Education Buildings, bookstore and library.

Explains Union Cost
25 Per Square Foot
ii
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lish Department and ASH. If is union designing joti.
or direct voice in what goes in the
Bringing voters to the polls to- Union, after this election, and 121
open to the public without charge.
Whereas the 7:30 closing of the
polls will disenfranchise many
commuting night students who will
have little opportunity to utilize
the Union but will nevertheless be
61 JET TRAINING AIRCRAFT FOUND SABOTAGED
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Defense Department officials disclosed assessed the mandatory fee, and
yesterday that 61 jet training planes. have horn discovered sabotaged rti Whereas the presently proposed College Union program
at Williams Air Force Base in Arizona.
The sabotage, the announcement said, consisted of the cutting places a gross overemphasis on
of electric wires leading to the gears of the T38 supersonic trainers. recreational activities at the exThe department said that the FBI and other military security pense of the cultural.
Be it therefore resolved that the
investigators have begun an inquiry but no culprit has been found.
All planes of the type were immediately grounded for further San Jose Democratic Club urges a
"no" vote on the College Union
inquiry.
proposal.
ARMY SERGEANT DEFECTS TO EAST GERMANY
BERLIN (UPI) A U.S. Army sergeant has defected to CommuGerthe
East
asylum,
political
nist East Germany and has asked for
man news agency ADN said yesterday.
The official Communist agency identified the sergeant. as James
Carl Moore of the U.S. Third Armored Division at Geinhausen, near
Frankfurt in West Germany.
At Heidelberg, a U.S. Rrmy spokesman sal dthe ADN report was
being investigated.
PAULING WINS TWO NOBEL rr,Acic PRIZES
OSLO, Norway (UPDLinus Pauline, a leader of the han-the-homb
A tape recording eel at speech
movement in the United Statist, and two International Red Cross
organizations received Nobel Peace prizes yesterday in ceremonies given by Russell Kirk on this campus in the fall of 1961 will he
before King Olav V.
Panting won the $50,000 prize for 1962, which was not awarded featured at the meeting of Young
until this year. Ile won the prize for physics in 1954, and is the only Americans for Freedom (VAS’,
tonight at 8 in CI1162.
man to have won two Nobel prizes.
Kirk is regarded as one of the
LAWYERS LINE UP TO DEFEND JACK RUBY
DALLAS (UPI, Famed San Fnmeisoo attorney Melvin Belli leading spokesmen for the "New
visited Jack Ruby in his cell yesterday and indicated he might help Conservatism."
Pmf. Kirk allso’has a nationally
defend the slayer of Lee Harvey Chnealti.
Belli was accompanied by attorneys Sam S. Brody of Los An- syndicated column in mans’ newsgeles, J. II. Tonalitil of Jasper, Tex., and Dbfense attorney Tow Ho- papers, and edits The "University
Bookman."
ward.
.141..111L,4

By STEVE AGOSTA
s(’ailing the Rumford Act as "conservative solution to tt major we
dal problem," Assemblyman William Stanton spoke yesterday as
a guest of the Democratic Club.
The Assemblyman from the 25th
District stated that the only people
the act will help is the middle class
Negro. He added that it does not
solve the largest problem, the
ghetto. "Let’s face it.," Stanton
said, "minorities in California live
in ghettos or other types of concentrated living groups."
Under the Rumford Act it. is
against the law to discriminate
In housing in California. Stanton
pointed out that about 60 per cent
of the housing in California is involved in the act. He added that
single family homes which are
not publicly assisted are not included in the Rumford, Act.
At the present time the California Real Estate Amesciation is
circulating an initiative petition,
attempting to constitutionally defeat the Rumford Act.
Stanton, referring to the Initiative, said: "There tieno doubt that
it will he defeated anti it Is doubtful that it. will ever get to the
ballot:"
The State Assemblyman concluded that he dreads to see the
Initiative come to a vote because
"It will’ cause a rupture in the
community and the people will
be hurt."
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Tape of Speech
To Be Featured
At YAF Meeting

s. Steve Larson yesterday afternoon explained why the
itructure will cost more a foot than several other College
II
e Bay Area.
Cal, San Jose Cityi
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. 14anta Clara all cost
about $20 a square foot. Al the
same time, none of these is as high
as the proposed SJS Union.
HIGH-RISE UNION
SJS must have a high-rise structure---about six storiesbecause of
the small building space allotted.
ASB attorney general Bill }JolHiggins and Root, local architects, made the original space stud- ley has been asked to investigate
ies of the union area behind the the circulation of posters concerncafeteria.
ing the College Union vote which
These architects determined bear the name of Sigma (’hi frawhat the union will cost if it is ternity.
constructed in the specified area.
Chuck Grehmeier, Sigma Chi
When a building is higher than
three stories, the firm said, extra president, said yesterday that the
costs are involved.
fraternity has no connection WhatIt costs more for air condition- soever with these posters.
ing and fire sprinklers.
Grebmeier said, in his opinion,
EXTRA EXPENSES
also the posters are the work of an
transportation
Vertical
anti-union group, and there is abcauses extra expenses. This is the
transportation of men and ma- solutely no authorization for the
fraternity name bring used on
terials upward.
posters.
In fact, two-thirds of the eon- these
structiim cost will gee for men and
materials and the rest for the
vertical tran.sportation, the archiOVER
tects said.
3000
Cal’s five-story College Union is
-BIG"
the highest of the three student
centers that cost $30 a square foot.
San Jose’s pmblern, however, the
architects point out, is the small
nit
building area.
The space is behind the cafeteria
Records
and botiticied by the Industrial Arts
es Sete
buildings and was leaned by the
SPARTAN 1100aSTORR
Board of Trustees in 1961 to SJS
students.

Attorney General
Investigates
Union Posters
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tiltAMATED SCALE
If the College Union is approved
in a student election. it will be
paid for by a graduated scale. Students will pay nothing the first
year. $3 the .4-world Near $fi the
third. $12 the fourth. and $18 a
earn thereafter.
year for
sds REP
San Jose State is represented in
25th District of the California
State Assembly by Dr. William F
st:inton former instructor of ecto-it SJS

AN ALUMNI’S
Carmen Dragon, one time Wade:
of an orchestra which performed
at the 1934 SJS Rally Day and an
SJS alumnus, is now the conductor of the Ifollyw,sid Philhargionic
Orchestra.
KAPPA KAPPA tiAMMA
Kappa Kappa Gamma siirorit)
presently makes its home in the
old San Jose mayor’s mansion on
the corner of 10th and San
Antonio Streets
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Football’s
Ghost,’ Harold "Red- Grange.
halted briefly in San Jose recently
while on a three-day goodwill tour
of California for the Falstaff
Brewing Corporation.
Grange. a veteran commentator
of the Falstaff Brewing Corporaon’s pro football telecasts, held
earIN morning press conference at the brewery’s San Jose
plant prior to a luncheon address
at the Ste. Claire Hotel.
During the informal morning
conference. Grange. often considered the greatest football player
of all time, drew upon his 40 years
of close association with the game
to enliven the interview with
local media representatives anxious to ascertain his opinions on
the current trends in pro football.
AFL-NFL GAME
Asked if he felt the recently
formed American Football League
and the older National Football
League would be able to meet in
a post -season play-off in the near
future, the one-time University of
Illinois grid great replied with an
emphatic "yes!"
"It takes time to build up a
team." he said. "and within the
next few years the AFL will be
playing the same type of ball as
the NFL teams, and I can see no
reason why the league leaders
should not meet in a post -season
game in the very near future."
The biggest difference between
the two leagues, said the 60-yearold Grange, "would be the somewhat weaker defensive secondaries, pass receivers and possibly
quarter-backing of the AFL."
AFL GETTING STRONGER
But these areas are being
strengthened. he assured his interviewers, which he illustrated
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NUMBER 77Red Grange, University of Illinois football gree
stopped by San Jose recently and made some comments an
future of the American Football League and a possible fos
game between it and the older National Football Leagut
by singling out the "brilliant performance" of end Art Powell of
the Oakland Raiders, a product
of San Jose State.
Speaking with great admiration
and respect for today’s college and
professional coaches. Grange credited them for what he termed "the
high pinnacle of excellent and
spectator satisfaction that the
game of football has now
achieved."
Grange’s lengthy grid career began in 1923 at the University of
Illinois where, within three years,
he made every all-American team,
set record after record and made
his uniform. Number 77.. a legend.
At the age of 21. -The Galloping
Ghost of Illinois" la nickname
given him by the late Gramland
Rice, shared top billing in the
sports world with such headliners
as Babe Ruth. Bobby Jones and
Jack Dempsey.
SCORES SIX TIMES
One of his most spectacular exhibitions came in the 1924 IllinoisMichigan game. In six carries during the first 12 minutes of play,
Grange made touchdown runs of
92, 70, 57 and 43 yards. Later in
the game, he ran 15 yards for his
fifth touchdown and threw a pass
for Illinois’ sixth and final score.
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you’ll find beautiful settings by Keepsake ...
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and brilliance of the diamonds.

And, the famous Keepsake Certificate

signed by our store and Keepsakeguarantees
a perfect center diamond (or replacement as Stir erl). You also receive protection against loss
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Distancemen To Spur Spartan
fracksters Toward NCAA Title
00j0115 HENRY
for the Spartan
The outlook
is the
team. 1964 version,
years. San Jose
many
in
teat
collected the top fresh e has
country over the
teams in the
and now looks as
years
two
to make a move for
it is ready next spring.
title
NCAA
’though they have been
areas, Bud Win gthened in all
strength re main
Spartans
distancenien. For
same
the
year, Dean Milthird straight
an outstandlais come up with
most
crop of distance runners,
cross country.
whom are running
MEN
TOP DISTAN(7E
Danny
eading the list is
who ran an 8:47
rphy. a junior,
before stomach
mile indoors
from being etable kept him

be ready for the track season.
Davis is one of the top steeplechasers 19:061 in the country and
also is a top two-miler where he
has a best of 9:08.
In the mile, the Spartans have
Ben Tucker who has worked himself into top shape during crosscountry season and should be
ready for a top effort. Last year
he had a best of 4:09.3. Tucker
ran a 4:03.6 earlier in his career
and looks as if he is ready to
come back to that form.
8/40 BEST EVENT
Last year the Spartans’ best
event was the 880, and it will he
again next season. Heading the
field is junior Mike Gibeau, who
ran a 1:49.7 before he was sidelined by leg troubles. Tucker also
is great at this distance, where he

Combination Man, Rich Chew,
Termed ’Finest’ SJS Gymnast

formers. Heading the group is
Dwight Middleton, who ran a 46.9
last year. He is barked up by
sophomore Mel Holmes 147.9) and
LeF’all 147.81.
Middleton can also step down to
the sprints, where he led last year
with a 9.6 100 and 20.8 220 Backing him up will be Lloyd Murad
49.6 and 21.1) and Wayne Herman
497 and 21.41.
DEPTH ENHANCES RELAYS
The depth of the Spartans gives
them great teams in the relays.
The mile relay will find Middleton,
46.9; Holmes, 47.8; and Lentil,
47.8; teaming with Jim Groothoff
who had a 47.0 in a relay lap last
year. The two-mile relay speaks
for itself with the great depth of
880 runners. In the 440 relay the
Spartans will have Middleton (9.6);
Muriel 19.61; Herman (9.71; and
Jinn Omagbemi
The Spartans will be strong in
the jumping events where they
have Lester Bond who has a best
of 25.4 in the broad jump and Walt
Roberts who has gone 24-71/2.
Roberts also has a top jump in
the triple jump of 49-3. In the
high jump, SJS has Bob Lovejoy
(6-91 and Ken Good 16-6) to lead
the way.
Coach Bud Winter has come up

Bolstered by the finest allaround gymnast San Jose State
has ever had, Coach Clair Jennett’s acrobats are looking forward to a profitable gymnastic
year.
Rich Chew, a sophomore doeverything man, led all SJS gymnasts in individual scoring as a
freshman with 241 points.
Chew averaged 17.2 points per
meet and hit a high of 24 three
times. In the state college meet.
Chew entered six events and
finished sixth in the all-around
competition.
His best was a fourth on the
parallel bars.
The Spartans, off a 5-9 dual
meet season, were not expected to
be world-beaters in the state meet,
but did finish a surprising fourth,
ahead of San Francisco State, San

Diego State and Chico.
San Fernando Valley piled up
141 points to annex the state
crown, whipping defending champion L.A. State.
Also back this year are Art Andrews, Chuck Allen, and Albert
Ashbaugh.
Jennett is counting on two
sophomores, up from the freshman
team last winter to help his squad.
flank Allgren and Jeff Wolf are
the principals.
Lost to the team this year are
Mike Lucero, and John Sapunar,
all point-getters at the state meet
last spring.
Lucero was side-horse champion
in 1962, and finished second this
past spring in the state meet.

The Spartans open up their 1964
dual meet season on Jan. 11,
against powerful Cal. According to
Jennett, the Bears are the strongest dual meet squad in the state.
Harold Frey’s crew is riding the
crest of a three-year unbeaten
streak.

with something the Spartans have
been lacking for the last few years
- -a shot putter, Pat Kelso. who set
a freshman record of 55-4% in
1961. After a time In junior college, Kelso will be back with the
Spartans. lie now throws regularly
over 58 feet. A sophomore, Charley
Harraway 151-114 t will help out.
In the discus the Sparta’s; have
a sophomore, Bob Akers, who set
a freshman mark of 155-31/a to
lead that event for the Sparta babes.

SJS also faces Stanford, SFS,
Chico, San Fernando Valley, defending state champions, Sacramento and Cal Poly before the
state college championships on
March 14.

Co-Rec Talk
A free-for-all discussion on the
proposed ri.ls Colima union oilI
be a part of tonight’s Co-Bee in
the Women’s Gym at 7:80 p.m.
The Co-He’s’ theme will be "Mock
College Union."

No, 55

Alege Union
Tomorrow
faculty adviser will
; ballots.
iroup will count balwhile the rest sort
od run them through
ing machines.
figures it can count
n hour. No one else
d in the room while
being tabulated.
e ballots seem com-

plicated, they were drawn up by
the Board of Trustees, adhering to
legal requirements.
The ballot asks students if they
wish to assess themselves mandatory fees to finance the union.
Students are also being asked
if they approve the Board of
Trustees issuing bonds to pay for
a federal loan financing the actual
building cost of the union.

Zel Ray View help
rruails
oyaI (my ...

COLLEGE UNION BALLOT
(41/1,

7;7\*I

at the San Jose State
by the cost of construcundred Thousand Dollars
wived from the building
remainder of said cost,
an shall be met by the
d pursuant to the State
by a building and operucting the student body
rustees of the California
yenty Dollars per student
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S On
BIG WIN - Quarter -miler Dwight Middleton roars around final
carte in last leg of mile relay against Stanford last spring. Middleton edged out Stanford’s Ken Emanuels at tape to give SJS
exciting 76-69 win over Indians.
tre for the rest of the season.
ler thinks that Murphy is one
the finest young distance runner to come along. He is
ming him for the 10,000 meter
in the ’64 Olympics.
Tao distancemen who run best
six miles are Tom Tuite and
ne Curate, both of whom turned
good times last year. From the
k of their performances in
.5-country this season, they are
di to move out even better
spring.
A great addition to the squad
I be Ronnie Davis, ineligible
spring and this fall, who will

has a best of 1:47, although the
best he did last year while running
infrequently was 1:51.
A sophomore, John Garrison,
could he a big man for the Spartans in both the 880 and mile. As
a freshman he turned in times of
1:51.7 and 4:13.
HALF-MILERS
GIVE SQUAD DEPTH
Two other half-milers, Jim
Gryiothoff 11:51.41 and Larry LeFall 41:52.21, give the Spartans
more depth than ever before.
Another strong event for the
Spartans will be the quarter-miler
where they boast three strong per-
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Booths are located at the EngineeringBuilding,
cafeteria, breezeways of the Recreation and
Education Buildings, bookstore and library.

1.

Explains Union Cost
25 Per Square Foot
ri

OAKLAND

MILLBRAE

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES -22nd and Mission San Francisco MI 8 8800
BRANCHES
SAN FRANCISCO-3550 Geary Blvd. 3rd at Palou 22nd & Mission MI 8 8800
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO -370 Grand Ave .R1 3-7151
Shopping Center, NE 6 1911
Square
-Foothill
BELMONT-860 Ralston Ave LY 1 5326
298 Broadway OX 7 1500

I the pr.poged SJS College Union cost approximately
foot?

been tim
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By STEVE AGOSTA
Calling the Rumford Act a "conservittive solution to a major social problem." Assemblyman William Stanton spoke yesterday as
guest of the Democratic Club.
The Assemblyman from the 25th
District slated that the only people
the act will help is the middle elms
Negro. He added that it does not
solve the largest problem, the
ghetto. "Let’s face it," Stanton
said, "minorities in California live
In ghettos or other types of concentrated living groups."
Under the Rumford Act it is
against the law to discriminate
In housing in California. Stanton
pointed out that about 60 per cent
of the housing In California is involved in the act. He added that
single family homes which are
not publicly assisted arc not included In the Rumford. Act.
At the present time the California Real Estate Atenciation is
circulating an initiative petition,
attempting to eoustitutiunally.defeat the Rumford Act.
Stanton, referring to the initiative, said: "There is no doubt that
it will he defmted and it is doubtful that it will ever get to the
babot:"
The Slate Assemblyman con.
chided that he dreads to see the
Initiative come to a vote because
"It will’ cause a rupture in the
community and the people Will
be hurt."
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to

nave no nnnrnyn.n....
or direct voice in what goes in the
Union, after this election, and 12i
Whereas the 7:30 closing of the
polls will disenfranchise many
commuting night students who will
have little opportunity to utilize
the Union but will nevertheless be
assessed the mandatory fee, and
(31 Whereas the presently proposed College Union program
places a gross overemphasis on
recreational activities at the expense of the cultural.
Be it therefore resolved that the
San Jose Democratic Cluh urges a
"no" vote on the College Union
proposal.
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World Wire
RI JET TRAINING AIRCRAFT FOUND SABOTAGED
WASHINGTON (UPI) -.Defense Department officials disclosed
yesterday that 61 jet training planes. hate been discovered sabotaged
at Williams Air Force Base in Arizona.
The sabotage, the announcement saki, consisted of the cutting
of electric wires leading to the gears of the T38 supersonic trainers.
The department said that the FBI and other military security
investigators have begun an inquiry but no culprit. has been found.
All planes of the type were immediately grounded for further
Inquiry.
ARMY SERGEANT DEFPX7TS TO EAST GERMANY
BERLIN ((VD -A LI.S. Army sergeant has defected to Communist. East Germany and has asked for political asylum, the East German news agency ADN said yesterday.
The official Communed agency identified the sergeant as James
Carl Moore of the U.S. Third Armored Division at Gelattausen, near
Frankfurt In Wed. Germany.
At Heidelberg, a U.S. Rmly spokesman sal dthe ADN report was
being investigated.
PAIULINO worm Two NOBEL PEACE PRIZES
OSLO, Norway (UPI)Linus Pooling, a leader of the ban-the--bomb
movement in the United States, and two International Red Crow:
organizations received Nobel Peace prizes yesterday in ceremonies
before King Olav V.
Paubng won the $50,000 prize for 1962, which was not awarded
until this year. He won the prize for physics in 1954, and is the only
man to have won two Nobel prism.
LAWYERS LINE SIP TO DEFEND JACK RUBY
DALLAS WM-Famed San . Francisco attorney Melvin Belli
vinted Jack Ruby In his cell yesterday and indicated he might help
defend the slayer of Lee Harvey Oswald.
Belli was accomprutted by attorneys Sam S. Brody of Less Angeles, J. H. Tottahtill of Jasper, Tex., and Dbfense attorney Tow Howard.

Tape of Speech
To Be Featured
At YAF Meeting
A tape recording of a speech

given by Russell Kirk on this campus in the fall of 1961 will he
featured at the merlitig of Young
Americans for Freedom I YA101
tonight at 8 in C11162.
Kirk is regarded as one of the
leading spokesmen for the "New
Conservatism."
Prof. Kirk idso’has a nationally
syndicated column in mats’ newspapers, and edits the "University
Bookman."

/.1

recent question of student opposition to the

s. Steve Larson yesterday afternoon explained why the
itructure will cost more a foot than several other (I;illege

e Bay Area.
Cal, San Jose City I
*
*
*
. Santa Clara all eristl
about $24) a ctlitare 6a"- At the !
same time, none of these is as high
as the proposed SJS Union.
HIGH-RISE UNION
SJS must have a high-rise structure about six stories -because of
the small building space allotted.
ASH attorney general Bill HolHiggins and Root, local architects, made the original space stud- ley has been asked to investigate
ies of the union area behind the the circulation of posters concerncafeteria.
ing the College Union vote which
These
architects determined bear the name of Sigma Chi frawhat the union will cost if it is
ternity.
constructed in the specified area
Chuck Grehmeier, Sigma (’hi
When a building is higher than
three stories, the firm said, extra president, said yesterday that the
costs are involved.
fraternity has no connection whatIt costs more for air condition- soever with these posters.
ing and fire sprinklers.
Grebmeier said, in his opinion,
EXTRA EXPENSES
also the posters are the work of an
Vertical
I ransport a t ion
anti -union group, and there is a healISPS extra expenses. This is the
transportation of men and ma- solutely no authorization for the
fraternity name being used on
terials upward.
In fact, two-thirds of the con- these posters.

Attorney General
Investigates
Union Posters

struction cost will go for men and
materials and the rest for the
vertical trantoportation, the architects said.
five-story college Union is
CAI’
the highest of the three student
centers that coo s20 a square foot.
San Jose’s problem, however, the
architects point out, is the small
building area.
The space is behind the cafeteria
and boundr.si by the Industrial Arts
buildings and was leased by the
Board of Trustees in 1961 to SJS
stud.
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Menendez Says

PI RUC SUPPORTED
Jose State College is one 01
the 15 California state colleges
with graduate study supported by
public funds. These colleges are
administered by the Trustees tit
the State College System of (%iltfornia. a board created by Chaplet
49. Statutes of 1960. This ties%
goserning titiant was created as
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OPEN EVERY NITE ’TILL 9p.m. and SUN TILL XMAS
Whether you prefer modern or traditional,
you’ll find beautiful settings by Keepsake ...
smartly designed to bring out the full he3uty
and brilliance of the diamonds.
And, the famous Keepsake Certificate--

signed by our store and Keepsake-guarantees
a perfect center diamond (or replacement assured). You also receive protection against loss
of diamonds from their settings for one full
year and a lifetime trade-in privilege.

NO MONEY DOWN
OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT IN
JUST THREE MINUTES
(Take your purchase with you immediately!!)

19 South First St.
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irros in the young shoutpairs. all total of the
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of s;,phornore basketwear the
,%ers ever to
Gold and White accord
Inman.
than
other
now
Inman. s
; aches would like
le-minsibilities. S. T.

at one starting forward. S. T.
averaged more than 14 points a
game for the (rush last season,
and was named to the All -Northern California second team.
Coach Danny Glines called the
selection "ridiculous." It’s Glines
opinion and those of others who
saw Saffold play, that he should
have berm a "shoo-in" for first
string. This year should be a big
one for Saffold.
Tarrant ts has t he height
111.5141, but not the poise or con -

ryth
COME TO PROCTOR’S FOR THE OM VAL ,if S

DIAmONDS WORTHY Of PRIDE AND ASSURANCE

Co-Rec Talk

when the lady says ’
"Yes"...

A free-for-all discussion on the
proposed t4JS College Union will
be a part of tonight’s (’o-Ree In
the Women’s Gym at 7:30 p.m.
The CO-R4V. theme will be "Mock
College Union."
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)1Iege Union
Tomorrow
faculty adviser will
ballots.
Troup will count balwhile the rest sort
Od run them through
ing machines.
figures It can count
n hour. No one else
d in the room while
being tabulated.
e ballots seem corn-

N,si

plicated, they were drawn up by
the Board of Trustees, adhering to
legal requirements.
The ballot asks students if they
wish to as.sess themselves mandatory fees to finance the union.
Students are also being asked
If they approve the Board of
Trustees issuing bonds to pay for
a federal loan financing the actual
building cost of the union.

COLLEGE UNION BALLOT

ONE FORWARD VETMel Simpson (6-3) is the lone veteran
ard returning from the 1962-63 Spartan team. Simpson is
escribed by Coach Stu Inman as "a good shooter and smart
yet."
old. Frank Tarrantts, Jeff fidenre of Saffold. This is Frank’s
re. Pete Newell and Bob grooming year. He’s potentially a
s are at the formidable stage, fine rebounder.
The tough going under the basfar as basketball players go.
ket is what Goociere likes. Big, at
they mature watch out!
would he most beneficial to 6-6 and 215 pounds, Jeff has beneSpartans if the transformation fitted by the jostling he’s received
pl;we this year. F’ ;a: San Jose the past two months from Spartan
In need of the ,ate thing which veteran Harry Edwards 16-81.
Inman is already set at the
shut ii teams move now% depth.
guard positions. But with Griggs
kethall is played in shorter and Newell around, there’s defiinns t 95’s 5f10 than football nitely room for two more.
baseball. Action is more conGary Gresham, Alan Jansci and
as so, naturally, relief is re - Ron Labetich all have experience
more often
from past varsity campaigns, but
side of Mel Simpson 16-31, will be battled by the two dere isn’t any veteran talent at termined "recruits."
forward positions. Enter SetNewell moves exceptionally well
ae Tarrant t s
for a 6-3 eager and has a variety
affold is practically a sure bet
((’ontinued on page 18)

at the San Jose State
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d pursuant to the State
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By STEVE Alit/STA
the Rumfoni Act a "conservative solution to a major social problem." Assemblyman WilRam Stanton spoke yesterday as
a guest of the Democratic Club.
The Assemblyman from the 25th
District stated that the only people
the act will help is the middle class
Negro. He added that it does not
solve the largest problem, the
ghetto. "Let’s face it," Stanton
said, "minorities in California live
In ghettos or other types of concentrated living groups."
Under the Rumford Act it is
against the law to discriminate
In housing In California.. Stanton
pointed out that about 60 per cent
of the housing in California is involved in the act. He ridded that
single family homes which are
not publicly assisted are not included in the Rumford. Act.
At the present time. the California Real Estate Association is
circulating an initiative petition,
attempting to constitutionally defeat the Rumford Act.
Stanton, referring to the initiative, tiled: "There is no doubt. that
it will be (ferreted and it is doubtful that it will ever get to the
haHoE"
The State Amemblyman con chided that he dreads to see the
Initiative come to a vote because
"It will’ cause a rupture in the
community and the people will
he hurt."
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Booths are located at the EngineeringBuilding,
cafeteria, breezeways of the Recreation and
Education Buildings, bookstore and library.
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a Explains Union Cost
25 Per Square foot
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307 Tow b Conatry
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YES
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Wit, neve TO gnnreetorr I,. nit-vit.,
lish Department and ASH. It is j union designing .S’h.
or direct voice in what goes in the
open to the public without charge. I Bringing voters to the polls to- Union, after this election, and (21
Whereas the 7:30 closing of the
polls will disenfranchise many
commuting night students who will
have little opportunity to utilize
RI JET TRAINING AIRUSAIrT FOUND SABOTAGED
the Union but will nevertheless be
WASHINGTON (UPDDefense Department officials disclosed assessed the mandatory fee, and
yesterday that 61 jet training planes. have been discovered sabotaged 31 Whereas the presently proposed College Union program
at Williams Air Force Base in Arizona.
The sabotage, the announcement said, consisted of the cutting places a gross overemphasis on
of electric wires leading to the gears of the T38 supersonic trainers. recreational activities at the exThe department said that the FBI and other military security pense of the cultural.
investigators have begun an inquiry but no culprit has been found.
lie it therefore resolved that the
All planes of the type were immediately grounded for further San Jose Democratic Club urges a
inquiry.
"no" vote on the College Union
ARMY SERGEANT mt.:Fp:cm.; TO EAST GERMANY
pr; iposa I.
BERLIN (UPI) --A U.S. Army sergeant has defected to Communist East Germany and has asked for political asylum, the East German news agency ADN said yesterday.
The official Communist agency identified the sergenre as James
Carl Moore of the U.S. Third Armored Division at Geinhausen, near
Frankfurt In West Germany.
At Heidelberg, a U.S. Rrmy spokesman sad dthe Al/N report was
being investigated.
PAULING WINS TWO NOBEL PEACH PRIZES
OSLO, Norway (UPDLinus Mauling, a leader of the ban-the-bomb
A tape recording of a speech
movement in the United States, and two International Reel Cross
organizations received Nobel Peace prizes yesterday in ceremonies given by Russell Kirk on this cam PUS in the fall of 1961 will he
before King ()lay V.
Punting won the $50,000 prize for 1962. Which was not awarded Featured at the meeting of Young
until this year. He won the prize for physic; in 1954, and is the only Americans for Freedom IYAFI
tonight at 8 in C11162.
man to have won two Nobel prizes.
Kirk is regarded as one of the
LAWYERS UNE UP TO DEFEND JACK RUBY
DALLAS (UPDFamed San Fnencisoo attorney Melvin Belli leading spokesmen for the "New
visited Jack Ruby in his ceR yesterday and indicated he might help Conserviitilee."
Prof. Kirk also has a nationally
defend the slayer of Lee Harvey Oswald.
Belli was accompanied by attorneys Sam S. Brody of Los An- syndicated column in many newsgeles, J. 11. Tonahill of Jasper, Tex., and Mien:4e attorney Tow Ho- papers, and edits the "University
Bookman."
ward.

World Wire

Tape of Speech
To Be Featured
At YAF Meeting

the proposed SJS College! Union cost approximately
foot?
been the recent question of student opposition to the

s. Steve Larson yesterday afternoon explained why the
dructure will cost more a foot than several other College
I
e Bay Area.
Cal, San Jose City
*
*
*
. . Santa Clara all cost
about. $20 a square foot. At the
same time, none of these is as high
as the proposed SJS Union.
HIGH-RISE UNION
SJS must have a high-rise structure about six stories - because of
the small building space allotted.
ASR attorney general Bill HolHiggins and Root, local architects, made the original space stud- ley has been asked to investigate
ies of the union area behind the the circulation of posters concerncafeteria.
ing the College Union vote which
These architects determined bear the name of Sigma Chi frawhat the union will cost if it is
ternity.
constructed in the specified area.
Chuck Grehmeier, Sigma Chi
When a building is higher than
three stories, the firm said, extra president, said yesterday that the
costs are involved.
fraternity has no connection whatIt. costs more for air condition- soever with
these posters.
ing and fire sprinklers.
Grebmeier said, in his opinion,
EXTRA EXPENSES
also the posters are the work of an
Vertical
t ra nsport a t ion
anti -union group, and there is abCRIMPS extra expenses. This is the
transportation of nen and ma- solutely no authorization for the
fraternity name being used on
terials upward.
In fact, two-thirds of the con- these posters.

Attorney General
Investigates
Union Posters

struction cost will go for men and
materials and the rest for the
vertical transportation, the architects said.
Cal’s five -story College Union is
the highest of the three student
centers that cote $20 a square font.
San Jose’s problem, however, the
architects point out, is the small
building area.
The space is behind the cafeteria
and bounded by the Industrial Arts
buildings and was leased by the
Board of Trustees in 1961 to SJS
students.
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READAK Rapid Reading Class
SIGN UP NOW!
19 South First St.
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OPEriiiIERY NITE ’TILL 9 p.m. and SUN TILL XMAS
Whether you prefer modern or traditional,
you’ll find beautiful settings by Keepsake ...
smartly designed to bring out the full bei-Juty
and brilliance of the diamonds.
And, the famous Keepsake Certificate -

signed by our store and Keepsakeguarantees
a perfect center diamond (or replacement assured). You also receive protection against loss
of diamonds from their settings for one full
year and a lifetime trade-in privilege.

NO MONEY DOWN
OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT IN
JUST THREE MINUTES
(Take your purchase with you immediately!!)

19 South First St.

1109 Lincoln, at Willow
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A tree-for-an discussion on the
proposed SJS College Union will
be a part of tonight’s 4’o-flee in
the Women’s tiym at 7:$0 p.m.
The Co-Remo- theme will be "Mock
College Union."
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SONY
All new FM/AM transistor portable radios

THE SHAPE
The shapeliest shape . . .
a rather narrowed A.frarne
of wool herringbone, fully
lined. Burgundy and brown
$25. Mous* $6.95.

TFM125Amazing pocketable 8-transistor FM/
AM pocketable weighs only 10 ots. Uses new
Mesa transistor for extra -sensitive reception. In
black or bone white, complete with battery, earphone, carrying case. $44.95

TFM-88 Advanced 9 -transistor FM/AM
portable with unique transformerless
,utput circuit for virtually distortion -free
’,Dural. New square telescoping antenna.
,.ontinuous tone ,
Black & silver
pr beige & gold
. -le with batteries
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954.95
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.11
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HEROLDS DOWNTOWN
74 S. First St
Open Mon. & Thurs. ’til 9

.4 Nensationtil Neu-

IMPORTED
MOHAIR
Beautiful New Colors
ONLY

HEROLDS TOWN & COUNTRY, INC.
Town & Country Village
Open Mon., Thurs., Fri. ’til 9:30

and Herold’s

$110

ALL OTHER YARNS AT MONEY SAVING PRICES

4 Ply Knitting Worsted

per oz. 300

Nylana Germantown

per oz. 350

Nylana Bulky

per oz. 350

Shetland & Wool

per oz. 350

Orlon

per oz. 400

Taslon Orlon

per oz. 50c
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SAN FRANCISCO
560 Alabama Strom,
Open Daily 8:30-5 P.M. (Closed Sat.)
PALO ALTO
15 Town & Country Village
Open Deily 9:30-5:30 P.M.
(Thurs. Nit e 7-9 P.M.
SAN JOSE
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Booths are located at the EngineeringBuilding,
cafeteria, breezeways of the Recreation and
Education Buildings, bookstore and library.
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The style here is one for dress and
daytime. There are others lower or higher
cut in different colors from $9.98 all by ..
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n Explains Union Cost
25 Per Square Foot
I the proposed SJS College Union cost approximately
, foot?
been the recent question of student opposition to the
s. Steve Larson yesterday afternoon explained why the

itructure will cost more a foot than several othrr College
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e Bay Area.
Cal, San Jose City
. Santa Clara all cost
win nave no gstarnmee in ritrC,M,
or direct voice in what goes in the about. $20 a square foot. At the
Union, after this election, and 121 same time, none of these is as high
Whereas the 7:30 closing of the as the proposed SJS Union.
HIGH-RIME UNION
polls will disenfranchise many
SJS must have a high-rise struccommuting night students who will
have little opportunity to utilize ture about six stories because of
the Union but will nevertheless be the small building space allotted.
ASH attorney general 13ill HolHiggins and Root, local archiassessed the mandatory fee, and
131 Whereas the presently pro- tects, made the original space stud- ley has been asked to imestigate
posed College Union program ies of the union area behind the the circulation of posters concerning the College Union vote which
places a gross overemphasis on cafeteria.
These architects determined bear the name of Sigma Chi frarecreational activities at the exwhat the union will cost if it is ternity.
pense of the cultural.
Be it therefore resolved that the constructed in the specified area.
Chuck Grehmeier, Sigma Chi
When a building is higher than
San Jose Democratic Club urges a
"no" vote on the College Union three stories, the firm said, extra president, said yesterday that the
costs are involved.
proposal.
fraternity has no connection whatIt costs more for air condition- soever with these posters.
ing and fire sprinklers.
Grebmeier said, in his opinion,
EXTRA EXPENSES
also the posters are the work of an
transportation
Vertical
causes extra expenses. This is the anti -union group, and there is absolutely no authrattat ion for the
transportation of men and mafraternity name being used on
terials upward.
posters.
In fact, two-thirds of the con- these
struction cost will go for men and
materials and the rest for the
A tape recording ol a sPeech vertical transportation, the archiOVER
given by Russell Kirk on this earn- tects said.
3000
Cal’s five -story College Unit in is
pos in the fall of 1961 will he
"BIG"
featured at the meeting of Young the highest of the three student
Americans for Freedom IYAFI centers that COK1 $20 a square foot.
San Jose’s problem, however, the
tonight at 8 in (11162.
Kirk is regarded as one of the architects point out, is the small
leading spokesmen for the "New building area.
The space i.e behind the cafeteria
t’onservat ism."
Records
Prof. Kirk also has a nationally anti bounded by the Industrial Arts
on Salo
syndicated column in many news- buildings and was leased by the
SPARTAN 10055170111
papers, and edits the "University Board of Trustees in 1961 to SJS
students.
Booicman."
’
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By STEVE AGOSTA
Calling the Rumford Act a "conservative solution to a major social probletn," Assemblyman William Stanton spoke yesterday as
a guest of the Democratic Club.
The Assemblyman from the 25th
District stated that the only people
the act will help is the middle class
Negro. He added that it does not
solve the largest problem, the
ghetto. "Let’s face it," Stanton
said, "minorities in California live.
in ghettos or other types of concentrated living groups."
Under the Rumford Act it. is
against the law to discriminate
in housing in California. Stanton
pointed out t.hat about 60 per cent
of the housing in California is involved in the act. He added that
single family homes which are
not publicly amisted arc not included in the Rumford. Act.
At the present time’ the California Real Estate AssOciation is
eirruiating an initiative petition,
attempting to constitutionally defeat the Rumford Act.
Stanton, referring to the initiative, said: "There is no doubt that
it will he defeated and it. is doubtful that it will ever get to the
ballot:"
The State Assemblyman concluded that he dreads to see fp*
Initiative come to a vote because
"It will’ cause a risciture in the
community and the people Will
be hurt."

Wi rob.

lish Department and ASH. It is union designing job.
Bringing voters to I he polls toopen to the public without charge.

World Wire
61 JET TRAINING AIRCRAFT FOUND SABOTAGED
WASHINGTON (UM Defense Department officials disclosed
yesterday that 61 jet training planes. have been discovered sabotaged
at Williams Air Force Base in Arizona.
The sabotage, the announcernent stild, consisted of the cutting
of electric wires leading to the gears of the T38 supersonic trainers.
The department said that. the FBI and other military security
investigators have begun an inquiry but no culprit has been found.
All planes of the type were immediately grounded for further
inquiry.
ARMY SERGEANT DEFECTS TO EAST GERMANY
BERLIN (UP1)--A IJ.S. Army sergeant has defected to Communist. East Germany and has asked for political asylum, the East German news agency ADN said yesterday.
The official Communist agency identified the sergeant as James
Carl Moore of the U.S. Third Arnaired Division at Gelnhausen, near
Frankfurt In West Germany.
At Heidelberg, a U.S. Rrmy spokesman sal dthe ADN report was
being investigated.
PAULING WINS TWO NOBEL PEACE PRIZES
OSLO, Norway (UPIlLinus Pauline, a leader of the ban-the-honih
movement in the United Stales, and two International Red Cross
organizations received Nobel Peace prizes yederday in ceremonies
before King Olav V.
Paiiiing won the $50,000 prize for 1962, which was not awarded
until this year. Ile won the prize for physics in 1954, and is the only
man to have won two Nobel prizes.
LAWYERS LINZ UP TO Dl)FEND JACK RUBY
DALLAS fUPDFamed San Francisco attorney Melvin Belli
visited Jack Ruby in his cell yesterday and indicated he might help
defend I.he slayer of Lee Harvey Oswald.
Belli was accompanied by attorneys Sam S. Brody of Los Angeles, J. H. Tonal:61 of Jasper, Tex., and Defense attorney Tow Howard.
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Attorney General
Investigates
Union Posters

Tape of Speech
To Be Featured
At YAF Meeting

College Union Vote Today Polls Open 8:30-7:30
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workshops are at the North Pole. trout three to 103
Anyone who has visited Nuernberg
The name means "(1
in December knows his showrooms fair." Here in soothe’,
are right here.
ISanta Claus is creditor
I

’51

I

)4

((’ontinued from Page 15)
of good shots. Griggs has already
staked a claim as the team’s top
outside shot.
It will become more apparent as
the season goes along, how much
the Spartans will miss Eddie Sims.
A 25-year-old Navy veteran, Eddie
had a good job offer, took it, and
left Inman a 10-point per game
scoring average to fill.

"This is a young team. Just how
well we do depends on how
quickly the sophomores and junior
college transfers adjust to our system," said Inman, actually saying
a mouthful.
San Jose isn’t rated as a worldbeater this year by national magazines, but, they’re still capable of
setting a few brush fires.

milq
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America’s 11,,st Beautiful
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Solid Citizens for five generations
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trust in Citizens Federal, historically
the Bay Area’s better place to save.
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Unique to Northern California

JS

Year
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By SCOTT MOORE
To iisvi Ile, a bustling. rapidly
growing city of nearly 25,000 residents in the heart of the lush
wine lands 55 miles north of San
Francisco, is a "planned community."
Unlike other "planned communities," this city isn’t happy unless
its residents are unhappy.
What’s more, Titusville is right
under the noses of the more than
19,000 students enrolled at SJS.
Resentment against Titusville’s
new "reform" Police Chief, an SJS
Police School graduate, may soon
erupt into the open, along with
long simmering suspicions of inefficiency in the police force.
SURPRISE NAMING
Members of Titusville’s 25-member force are still shocked at the
surprise naming recently of the
SJS graduate to the top position,
according to informed sources.
They fully expected influential
veteran Captain Alvin Strong.
described as a "pugnacious, personable fellow" of 30 years experience on the force, to receive the
City Council appointment to replace Chief Hansen. who died recently.
Entrenched personnel in the
Police Department privately refer
to their new Chief as "the boy
wonder," the "college kid," and
"fancy Dan."
Friends have told him that these
terms "are not being used complimentarily."
These older members of the department, it has been learned, are
expressing their resentment by
hinting that the new Chief has
"rather limited police experience"
and plans to run the department
"by the books."
The new administrator was actually appointed to his post with
nearly nine years of experience in
the San Jose and Oakland Police
Departments behind him after his
graduation from SJS.
Active resentment against him
is also directed against his stated
vow to be "a progressive Chief."
Part of his new reform program,
plans for a training program. reportedly "brought grimaces to
faces" of a number of grizzled
police veterans.
’TOO MUCH WORK’
They reportedly feel the new
program will entail "too much
work" and will "conflict with outside jobs."
Outside employment of Police
Department members is now such
an acute problem that it has resulted in what the new Chief
privately concedes is "a generally
low standard of performance."
Outside work interfering with
police work has recently occurred
on at least two occasions, according to informed sources.
In one case, a patrolman asked
to be excused from work because
many hours of outside work had
fatigued him so much it would
have made further work dangerous
for him.
In the other case, a patrolman

who failed to turn in a report
couldn’t be located after duty because he had left for his other job
and would not return for another
seven hours.
Any reorganization of the force,
including the new Chief’s reforms
would require City Council approval.
COUNCIL APPROVAL
Polling of Council members disclosed to the new Chief that minor
reorganization of the force would

GORDON MISNER
. . . founds

city

receive approval of the majority
of Council members.
A drastic reform program, he
has been told, would receive no
City Council support.
Naming of the new chief over
powerful Capt. Strong resulted
from a City Council decision to
open competition for the vacancy
to qualified personnel outside the
force, as well as on it.
City Council members who represent the strong influx of "new"
citizens into Titusville from other
areas of the country felt that
Capt. Strong should compete for

the post instead of
winnir.:
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Now you can express

Permurlity
in contact lenses that help
you look your best.

You’ll appreciate the difference ncex-contacts
can make in your appearance.
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For all your optical in
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OPEN EVERY NITE ’TILL 9 p.m. and SUN TILL XMAS
Whether you prefer modern or traditional,
you’ll find beautiful settings by Keepsake ...
smartly designed to bring out the full beauty
and brilliance of the diamonds.
And, the famous Keepsake Certificate -

signed by our store and Keepsakeguarantees
a perfect center diamond (or replacement assured). You also receive protection against loss
of diamonds from their settings for one full
year and a lifetime trade-in privilege.

NO MONEY DOWN
OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT IN
JUST THREE MINUTES
(Take

your purchase with you immediately!!)

DOWNTOWN
CY 4-9343

19 South First St.

1109 Lincoln, at Willow

WILLOW GLEN
CY 4-7943

PAY NEXT YEAR
Save Your Cash
Use Your Credit

SHOCKS
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MUFFLERS

Complete BRAKE
SYSTEM REBUILDING
only 3 995
OT.N.FITH:

FORDI CII-IEVI PLYMOUTH!
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OUR SKILLED MECHANICS...
Install new beak* linings on all wheels CToOntirit
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Pack front wheel bearings.
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Club Enjoys
year-Round Activities
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DRY SKI SCHOOL
dry ski school is anAn annual
the club, in which
al feature of
instructor from Squaw Val
skier. The
helps the novice

purpose of the school, which will
be held Tuesday at 7.30 p.m. in
MG207, is to give beginners the
basics and feel of foot control in
skiing. This is done by strapping
on skis and boots and skiing down
a slanted canvas covered surface.
The first trip of the club will be
to Squaw Valley on Feb. 14. They
will leave Friday at 6:30 p.m. and
will ski two full days at Squaw
Valley. There will be free Instruction for beginners, intermediates
and advanced skiers. The second
trip will be to Heavenly Valley on
Feb. 28, and the third trip is to
Shasta on March 13. There is a
possibility of having races at this
latter trip.
Participation in ski trips is not
limited to club members although
membership means reduced rates
for trips, rentals at local ski shops
and at ski lifts at such areas as
Heavenly Valley. The membership
fee is $5.

Christmas Brings Good Will,
Seasonal Spirit to Campus
Christmas is coming, anti fun
and philanthrophy fill the plans
of campus living centers.
Inside and outside, the centers
acquire the look and spirit of the
holiday season.
Doors get dressed in their best
Christmas attire as living groups
compete for first -place awards in
the traditional Christmas door
contest. Once again AWS is sponsoring the contest for the women’s center and Delta Sigma
Phi fraternity is sponsoring the
contest for the men’s centers.
Behind the Christmas doors, the
groups prepare festive parties for
themselves and special guests.
Many campus fraternities and
sororities will hold parties for underprivileged children. Santa Claus
will visit each of these events.
loaded down with gaily wrapped
presents for each of the children
Delta Gamma Sorority and
Delta Sigma Phi fraternity will
hold their traditional Christmas
party for blind children.
Among the other campus groups
planning parties for underprivileged children are Chi Omega and
Alpha Tau Omega, Alpha Chi
Omega and Sigma Nu, Kappa Kappa Gamma and Theta Chi, Kappa
Alpha Theta and Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Alpha Omicron Pi, and Kappa Delta.
Christmas door decorations, tree
trimming parties and exchanges
are planned by the dormitories to
celebrate the holidays.
Sigma Kappa Sorority plans to
highlight its holiday calendar with
a faculty smorgasbord.
Kappa Delta Sorority will hold
an annual parents Christmas
party. Alpha Chi Omega plans a
mother-daughter party for the
holidays in addition to its regular
house tree-trimming Party.
Kappa Alpha Theta helps its
foster child in the Philippines celebrate Christmas by sending a spe-

cial present to her. Thetas also
sell Christmas cards to help the
National Institute of Logopedics,
their national philanthropy.

Co-Rec Talk

Door decorations, social and
philanthropic affairs, and tree trimmings are all part of Christmas for SJS living groups.

A free-for-all discussion on the
proposed 8.18 College Union will
be a part of tonight’s Co-Rae in
the Women’s Gym at 7:80 p.m.
The Co -His’ theme will be "Mock
College Union."

No. 55

Hotbrau Style Food

Alege Union
Tomorrow

Moderate Prices

For Your Dancing Pleasure . . .
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figures it can count
n hour. No one eLse
d in the room while
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Piano entertainment
Friday and Saturday 9 P.M..! :30 A.M.
Open 11 A.M.-2 A.M. Tuesday-Saturday

For Your Group’s Pleasure . . .
Banquets 5 to 700 persons
Wedding receptions
Organizational meetings
Large Dances

COLLEGE UNION BALLOT

Sainte Claire Hotel
CY 5-2626
4.1eikeleilearir

Santa Loves Zukor’s Beautiful
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
-11111111

plicated, they were drawn up by
the Board of Trustees, adhering to
legal requirements.
The ballot asks students if they
wish to assess themselves mandatory fees to finance the union.
Students are also being asked
if they approve the Board of
Trustees issuing bonds to pay for
a federal loan financing the actual
building cost of the union.

So will you ... and its

at the San Jose State
by the cost of construelundred Thousand Dollars
trived from the building
remainder of said cost,
ars shall be met by the
d pursuant to the State
eby a building and operucting the student body
rustees of the California
oenty Dollars per student

YES
NO

C)

IN APPROPRIATE OVAL WITH AN
kAPHIC PENCIL

free with each purchase ...
just ask.

Booths are located at the EngineeringBuilding,
cafeteria, breezeways of the Recreation and
Education Buildings, bookstore and library.

Come in and visit Zukor’s
for the largest specialty store
selection in Son Jose, featuring
SPORTSWEAR, COATS, DRESSES,

Explains Union Cost
25 Per Square Foot
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By STE%’11.1 AGOSTA
Calling the Rumford Act a "conservative solution to a major so
eial problem," Assemblyman William Stanton spoke yesterday as
a guest of the Democratic Club.
The Assemblyman from the 25th
District slated that the only people
the act will help is the middle class
Negro. He added that it does not
solve the largest problem, the
ghetto. "Let’s face it.," Stanton
said, "minorities in California live
in ghettos or other types of concentrated living groups."
Under the Rumford Act it is
against the law to discriminate
in housing in California. Stanton
pointed out that about 60 per cent
of the housing in California is involved in the act. Ile added that
single family homes which are
not publicly assisted are not included in the Rumford. Act.
At they present time’ the California Reid Es’ tate Association is
circulating an initiative petition,
attempting to constitutionally defeat the Rumford Act.
Stanton, referring to the initiative, said: "There is no doubt. that
it will he defeated and it is doubtful that it will ever get to the
haHot.:"
The Slate Assemblyman concluded that he dreads to see the
Initiative come to a vote because
"It will’ cause a rupture in the
community and the people will
he hurt."
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lish Department and ASH. 11 islunion designing jok
Bringing voters to the polls toopen to the public without charge.

World Wire
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nave 170 gMIt’nflt«, rn eoeeove
or direct voice in what goes in the
Union, after this election, and (2)
Whereas the 7:30 closing of the
polls will disenfranchise many
commuting night students who will
have little opportunity to utilize
the Union but will nevertheless be
assessed the mandatory fee, and
Gil Whereas the presently proposed College Union program
places a gross overemphasis on
recreational activities at the expense of the cultural.
Ito it therefore resolved that the
San Jose Democratic Club urges a
"no vote on the College Union
proposal.

W111

RI JET TRAINING AIRCRAFT FOUND SABOTAGED
WASHINGTON (UPD --Defense Department officials disclosed
yesterday that 61 jet training planes. have been discovered sabotaged
at Williams Air Force Base in Arizona.
The sabotage, the announcement said, consisted of the cutting
of electric wires leading to the gears of the 73s supersonic trainers.
The department said that. the FBI and other military security
investigators have begun an inquiry but no culprit has been found.
All planes of the type were immediately grounded for further
inquiry.
ARMY szmir,ANT DEFFXTS TO EAST GERMANY
BERLIN (UPI) -A U.S. Army sergeant has defected to Communist East Germany and has asked for political asylum, the East German news agency ADN said yesterday.
The official Communist agency identified the sergeant as James
Carl Moore of the U.S. Third Armored Division at GeIrrhausen, near
Frankfurt In West Germany.
At Heidelberg, a U.S. Rrmy spokesman sai dthe ALM report was
being investigated.
PAULING WINS TWO NOBEL PEACE PRIZES
OSLO, Norway WPDLintis Pauline, a leader of the ban-the-bomb
A tape recording of a speech
movement in the United States, and two International Red Cross
organizations received Nobel Peace prizes yesterday in ceremonies given by Russell Kirk on this cam PUS in
the fall of 1961 will be
before King ()lay V.
Patiting won the $50.000 prize for 1962. which was not awarded featured at the meeting of Young
until this year. He won the prize for physics in 1954, and is the only Americans for Freedom (YAFI
tonight at 8 in CI1162.
man to have won two Nobel prizes.
Kirk is regarded as one of the
LAWYERS LINE UP TO DEFEND JACK RUBY
Famed San Francisco attorney Melvin Belli leading spokesmen for the "New
DALLAS
-it yesterday and indicated he might help Conservatism."
visited Jack Ruby in his re
Prof. Kirk aSso has a nationally
defend the slayer of Lee Harvey Oswald.
Belli was accompanied by attorneys Sam S. Brody of Lea An- syndicated column in many newsgeles, J. II. Tonahill of Jasper, Tex., and Dtsfense attorney Tow Ho- papers, and edits the "University
Boiikman."
ward.

College Union Vote Today

I the proposed SJS College Union cost approximately
foot?
been the recent question of student opposition to the

Tape of Speech
To Be Featured
At YAF Meeting

P,

s. Steve Larson yesterdey afternoon explained why the
itrueture will cost more a foot than several other College
e Bay Area.

Cal, San Jose City
. Santa Clara all cost
about, $20 a square foot. At the
same time, none of these is as high
as the proposed SJS Union,
HIGH-RISE UNION
SJS must have a high-rise structure about six storiesbecause of
the small building space allotted.
Higgins and Root, local architects, made the original space studies of the union area behind the
cafeteria.
These architects determined
what the union will cost if it is
constructed in the specified area.
When a building is higher than
three stories, the firm said, extra
costs are involved.
It costs more for air conditioning and fire sprinklers.
EXTRA EXPENSES
also
transportation
Vertical
CRIMPS extra expenses. This is the
transportation of men and materials upward.
In fact, two-thirds of the construction cost will go for men and
materials and the rest for the
vertical transportation, the architects said.
Cal’s five-story College Union is
the highest of the three student
centers that coed $20 a square font.
San Jose’s problem, however’, the
architects point out, is the small
building area.
The space is behind the cafeteria
and hounded by the Industrial Arts
buildings and was leased by the
Board of Trustees in 1961 to SJS
students.

Attorney General
Investigates
Union Posters
ASB attorney general Bill Holley has been asked to investigate
the circulation of posters concerning the College Union vote which
bear the name of Sigma Chi fraternity.
Chuck Grebmeier. Sigma Chi
president, said yesterday that the
fraternity has no connection whatsoever with these posters.
Grebmeier said, in his opinion,
the posters are the work of an
anti-union group, and there is absolutely no authorization for the
fraternity name being used on
these posters.
al1111MI
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VERY FIRST LOVE Even in the old days, schools were progressive. These two tots and others through the years learned
many things together, besides sharing toys. Fresh air and active
imaginations combined with toys and learning, made school
days just one whale of a good time. Playing house, driving a
car, and millions of other things, the children applied to this play
what they were learning of life from their homes and teachers.

Mothers seldom use
BOWLS AND BERETS
bowls to design their son’s hair -do anymore; cowboy hats and space helmets are now substituted
for yesterday’s beret, but a wagon is a wagon.

Shallow and wooden last ye -sr. red and shiny
metal this year, little boys can still carry other
little boys all around the school yard. Or, if
they
prefer, perhaps the teacher will give it a ky,
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OPEN EVERY NITE ’TILL 9 p.m. and SUN TILL XMAS
Whether you prefer modern or traditional,
you’ll find beautiful settings by Keepsake ...
smartly designed to bring out the full beauty
and brilliance of the diamonds.
And, the famous Keepsake Certificate-

signed by our store and Keepsakeguarantees
a perfect center diamond (or replacement assured). You also receive protection against loss
of diamonds from their settings for one full
year and a lifetime trade-in privilege.

NO MONEY DOWN
OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT IN
JUST THREE MINUTES
(Take your purchase with you immediately!!)

19 South First St.

1109 Lincoln, at Willow

DOWNTOWN
CY 4-9343
WILLOW GLEN
CY 4-7943
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Save Your Cash
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FORDI CHEV1 PLYMOUTH!
OUR SKILLED MECHANICS.
Install new brake linings on all wheels. Contounfif
new linings!

fit
Install new brake linings on all wheels. Contour
new linings.
Machine 4 drums for trueness.
Rebuild all hydraulic wheel cylinders.
Flush and refill hydraulic system.
Pack front wheel bearings.
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Vow Ec Keeps Pace
By STARR PERRIN
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prod and write
continual learning
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SELECTED CHILDREN
Economics Child
At the Hence
selected
oboratory, a group of
ages from 3 to
liildren ranging in
and guided
ost 5, are observed
come
[students. These observers
to watch
pin various departments
understanding
pd later apply the
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children the

RENOWNED
Edwin Markham, renowned poet
and author 1,1 -me Man With the
floe," is an alumnus of SJS and
author of the SJS motto.
110SPITALITif
The duties of the Hospitality
Committee at SJS is to provide
hospitality programs for the dignitaries visiting San Jose State.

RAT
Kappa Alpha Theta has been at
San Jose State longer than any
other sorority, since early 1948.
The sorority has 89 chapters
SIG Etas
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
was founded at San Jose State on
March 8, 1958, Sig Ep has over
160 chapters, making it the second
largest social fraternity in the
aorld
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SINCE 1926
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barrels, and a jungle gym.
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FROM GOLD TO GRAY
Maybe not a future Grandma
Moses, but painting helps a child distinguish colors and designs.
It also makes a proud gift to take home and hang on the wall.
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e ballots seem corn-

plicated, they were drawn up by
the Board of Trustees, adhering to
legal requirements.
The ballot asks students if they
wish to assess themselves mandatory fees to finance the union.
Students are also being asked
if they approve the Board of
Trustees issuing bonds to pay for
a federal loan financing the actual
building cost of the union.

at the San Jose State
by the cost of construclundred Thousand Dollars
,rived from the building
remainder of said cost,
art shall be met by the
d pursuant to the State
@by a building and operucting the student body
rustees of the California
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LEFT?

WESTERN

HOMEMAKERS

Why decide now whether the
future will bring an interest in
horses or children. Playing house
or playing cowgirls and Indians

allows this active youngster to
use her imagination and stimulate self-activity.

OR

LOVED?

IT ALL DEPENDS ON THE
WILLOW GLEN BEAUTY COLLEGE
1045 WILLOW STREET
SAN JOSE
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Alege Union
Tomorrow
COLLEGE UNION BALLOT

Spartilll
ijtirl

Co-Rec Talk
A free-for-all dlseusalon on the
proposed talt4 College Union will
be part of tonight’s Co-Ree in
the Women’s Gym at 7:30 p.m.
The Co-Itor theme will be "Mock
College Union."

By STEVE AGOSTA
,Calling the Rumford Act a "eonaervittive solution to a major social problem." Assemblyman William Stanton spoke yesterday as
a guest of the Democratic Club.
The Assemblyman from the 25th
District stated that the only people
the act will help is the middle class
Negro. He added that it does not
solve the largest problem, the
ghetto. "Let’s face it," Stanton
said, "minorities in California live
In ghettos or other types of concentrated living groups."
Under the Rumford Act it. it.
against the law to discriminate
In housing in California. Stanton
pointed out that about 60 per cent
of the housing in California is involved in the act. He added that
single family homes which are
not publicly assisted are not included in the Rumford- Act.
Al. the present time’ the California Real Estate Atelociation is
circulating an initiative petition,
attempting to constitutionally defeat the Rumford Act.
Stanton, referring to the initiative, said: "There is no doubt that
it will he defeated and it is doubtful that it will ever get to the
haHot:"
The State Azetemblyintin concluded that he dreads to see the
Initiative come to is vote he.catise
"It will’ cause a rupture in the
community and the people will
he hurt."

lish Department and ASH. It is Ilni"n de’signing
Bringing voters to the polls toopen to the public. without charge.

World Wire
111 JET TRAINING AIRCRAFT FOUND SABOTAGED
WASHINGTON (UPI --Defense Department officials disclosed
yesterday that 61 jet training planes, have been discovered sabotaged
at Williams Air Force Base in Arizona.
The sabotage, the announcement saki, consisted of the cutting
of electric wires leading to the gears of the rig supersonic trainers.
The department said that the FBI and other military security
investigators have begun an inquiry but no culprit, has been found.
All planes of the type were immediately grounded for further
inquiry.
ARMY SERGEANT DEFECTS TO EAST GERMANY
BERLIN (1/P1)A U.S. Army sergeant. has defected to Communist East Germany and has asked for political asylum, the East German news agency ADN said yesterday.
l’he official Communist agency identified the sergeant as James
Carl Moore of the U.S. Third Armored Division at Gelnhausen, near
Frankfurt in West Germany.
At Heidelberg, a U.S. firm), spokesman sal tithe ADN report was
being investigated.
PAIULING WINS Two NOBEL PEACE PRIZES
OSLO. Norway (UPDLinus Pauling, a leader of the ban-the -hunch
movement in the United States, and two International Red Cross
organizations received Nobel Peace prizes yesterday in ceremonies
before King ()lay V.
Pauline won the 6.50,000 prize for 1962, which wits not awarded
until this year. Ile won the prize for physics in 1954, and is the only
man to have won two Nobel prizes.
LAWYERS UNE UP TO DEFEND JACK RUBY
DALLAS MTh-- Famed San Francisco attorney Melvin Belli
vigited Jack Ruby in his cell yesterday and indicated he might help
defend the slayer or Lee Harvey 011Walli.
Belli with accompanied by attorneys Sam S. Brody of Las Angeles, J. II. Tonahill of Jasper, Tex., and Defense attorney Tow Howard,

win nave no guarantee in eitrrIlVt!
or direct voice in what goes in the
Union, after this election, and 121
Whereas the 7:30 closing of the
polls will disenfranchise many
commuting night students who will
have little opportunity to utilize
the Union but will nevertheless be
assessed the mandatory fee, and
131 Whereas the presently proposed College Union program
places a gross overemphasis on
recreational activities at the expense of the cultural.
Be it therefore resolved that the
San Jose Democratic Club urges a
"no" vote on the College Union
t,r,posat.

Tape of Speech
To Be Featured
At YAF Meeting
A tape recording of a speech
given by Russell Kirk on this (Imo
pus in the fall of 1961 will he
featured at the meeting of Young
Americans for Freedom iYAP’’
tonight at X in (’III 112.
Kirk is regarded as one of the
leading spoke:men for the "New
COOMTVM WTI

Prof. Kirk Aliso has a nationally
syndicated column in many newspapers, and edits the "University
Bookman."

Booths are located at the EngineeringBuilding,
cafeteria, breezeways of the Recreation and
Education Buildings, bookstore and library.

I.

n Explains Union Cost
25 Per Square Foot
I the proposed SJS College Union cost approximately
foot?
been the recent question of student opposition to the
s. Steve Larson yesterday afternoon explained why the
rtructure will cost more a foot than several other College
e Bay Area.
Cal, San Jose CO \*
Clara all cosi
shout $20 a square foot.. At the
same time, none of these is as high
as the proposed SJS Union.
HIGH-RISE UNION
SJS must have a high-rise structure- .about six stories because of
the small building space allotted.
Higgins and Root, local architects, made the original space studies of the union area behind the
cafeteria.
These architects determined
what the union will cost if it is
constructed in the specified area.
When a building is higher than
three stories, the firm said, extra
costs are involved.
It costs more for air conditioning and fire sprinklers.
EXTRA EXPENSES
also
transportation
Vertical
causes extra expenses. This is the
transportation of men and materials upward.
In fact, two-thirds of the construction cost will go for men and
materials and the rest for the
vertical tran.sportation, the aichitech: said.
Cars five-story College Union is
the highest of the three student
centers that COM $20 a square font.
San Jose’s problem, however. the
architects point out, is the snsi,Il
building area.
The space is behind the cafeteria
and bernded by the Industrial Arts
bending,: and was leased by the
Board of Trustees in 1961 to SJS
students.

tunta
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Attorney General
Investigates
Union Posters
ASB attorney general Bill Holley has been asked to investigate
the circulation of posters concerning the College Union vote which
bear the name of Sigma Chi fraternity.
Chuck Grehmeier, Sigma Chi
president, said yesterday that the
fraternity has no connection whatsoever with these posters.
Grebmeier said, in his opinion,
the posters are the work of an
anti-union group, and there is absolutely no authorization for the
fraternity name being used on
these posters.
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Reporter Joins Cal Students
On Trip to Mother Lode Cave
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"Are thew hats slangerous?"Yoll don’t have anything to
worry about except histoplasmosis
and rabies."
These were the first words
.poken underground during a
recent tour of a cave in California’s
Mother Lode country.
The tour, led by Keturah Gash %viler, graduate student at the University of Calif nnia at Berkeley
and former president of the U.C.
Hiking Club, included 10 men, two
women and one Spartan Daily
reporter.
The group left Berkeley at 7
a.m. Saturday and arrived at the
cave, located northeast of Sonora.
at 11 a.m.
ROPE LADDERS USED
The cave explorers used rope
ladders to get into the cave. These
ladders have wooden rungs at 9to 16-inch intervals, supported by
1.e -inch diameter, high -strength nylon rope on each side.
The climbers were prevented
from falling by a piece of 7 16 -inch
diameter nylon rope, (Inc end of
which was tied around the person
climbing. The rope was paid out
and taken in by the ’belayer,’ to
prevent the rope from moving in
case the climber on the ladder
should fall.
STALACTITES AND
STALAGMITES
"This is the best cave I’ve seen
in California," one explorer exclaimed as he gazed at a room
near the bottom of the ladder drop.
The caver was impressed with
the ten -foot -high sparkling, crystal -like, translucent draperies of
re-deposited limestone. A few stalactites and stalagmites were also
visible.
In one corner of the room were
little terraces holding pools of
sparkling clear water, called gours.
Another explorer said, "This is
one of the best- not for size, hut
for detail and beauty."
While many of the cave explorers the (I.C. group doesn’t like
to be called "spelunkers"), wearing
their typical garb of old torn
clothes and hardhat, looked around
for more passages to more inaccessible parts of the cave, a few
men made friends with the local
bats.
They found the bats to be afraid
of the explorers, while a couple of
the explorers were worried about
the bats. A stalemate resulted. The
bats and cavem watched each
other 10 feet apart.
HALF-HOUR CLIMB
After a while, the first explorers
down wanted to go back to the
surface. They "tied -in" to the belay rope and climbed the 70 rungs
to get to the top of the great pit
again. Climbing the ladder took
about half an hour per person,
including the time it took for the
person who had just come up to
get ready to belay the next
climber.
The last person out of the cave
brought the ladders and ropes out
with him. The group left the cave
area at 7:30 p.m.. after a stay of
8,2 hours at the cave site.

There are several hundred other
wild, unlighted, and
without steps and guides, in California. Many of these are in the
Mother Lode region.
The cave visited was formed by
the solution of limestone by dilute
earlxmie acid found in rainwater
over a period of many thousands
of years. There are also sea caves
along the coast caused by the erosion of the rocks by the action of
the waves and tide, talus caves
formed in the spaces between boulders in a jumbled pile, and lava
tubes such as those in Lava Beds
National Monument in Northern
California.
GEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE
Caves, particularly those in limeeaves, mostly
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Powerful 10-Inch Telescope
Purchased for Astronomers
San Jose State science students
will soon be able to observe the
heavens through a powerful 10probably by next
inch telescope
summer.
Perched atop the old wing of
the science building is a Cassegrain mirror telescope that was
purchased from the Cave Optical
Company of Long Beach, Calif., for
$1,821.
MOONS OF JUPITER
Dr. Alfred Einharsson. professor
of physics. who has been assigned
the responsibility of watching over
the telescope, explains that the instrument was acquired so that science students can "observe the
simple things in astronomy," such
as sunspots, the phases of Venus,
the moons and bands of Jupiter,
the rings of Saturn, star clusters,
and double stars.
The students that will get the
most use out of the new telescope
will come from Astronomy 55,
Physical Science 20B, and science
education classes.
The Astmla brand cosmological
probe comes equipped with two
finders S power by 50mm. and
and a
10 power by 42 mm.
2.4 -inch guide telescope of 45 power
and 120 power. The guide tele-

scope takes the photozr,
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Professor Downgrades
Users of Pep Pills

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 1 UPI Students who gulp "pep pills" before examinations in the hope of
improving grades are just kidding
themselves.
Dr. G. Richard Wend), professor
of psychology at the University of
Rochester, reports such pills actually may have the opposite effect.
Why? They tend to impair the
student’s judgment both while he’s
studying and while taking the test.
Wendt, who has conducted extensive studies on the psychological effects of drugs for 25 years,

also
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DEAN
$100.00
Wedding Ring 34.75
$1.50/Week

McCormick
$175
Wedding Ring 8/50
$200/ Week
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OPEN EVERY NITE ’TILL 9 p.m. and SUN TILL XMAS
signed by our store and Keepsakeguarantees
a perfect center diamond (or replacement assured). You also receive protection against loss
of diamonds from their settings for one F1.111
year and a lifetime trade-in privilege.

NO MONEY DOWN
OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT IN
JUST THREE MINUTES
(Take your purchase with you immediately!!)
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Whether you prefer modern or traditional,
you’ll find beautiful settings by Keepsake ...
smartly designed to bring out the full beauty
and brilliance of the diamonds.
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S2.50/ Week

19 South First St.
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Save Your Cash
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Delta Fraternit Lives On

men’s honmary
rag Delta Phi,
has proved
fraternity,
.1totie
a group is in its
of
life
the
the building It
her. not in
pi
had to
traternity may have
sanctuary in the SJS
its
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is very much alive
or hut it
traditions.
carOdng iM its
was vacated after
ger Hall
S.
i’liege Chancellor Glenn
structure
e ord e red the
surprising move
in a sudden,
!baster vitiation.
Io

e joy-covered building had
declared unsafe in event of
of
ajer earthquake. The Board
it would be
J.:WS had learned
rally liable for any injuries
a as ter.
.Idest fraternity of any kind
-; Tau Delta Phi requires at
3.0 GPA for 30 or more
refore a man is eligible to
fraternity
.ndoi in 1916. the
-n the sole occupant of the
since 1927, when it was
rights to the
f’d exclusive
,ure by then Pres. Thomas
1IacQuarrie.
.,oration for their 36th anr.:0 last Faster, the brothers
el several large articles of
.re into the Tower.
HARD WORK
ncellor Dumke’s order hit
It had been enough trouble
getting the furniture in
igh the narrow windows on
..ructure’s top floor.
first stop after the Tower
an attic in Donlar Hall, an
rtment building at the corner
Fifth and San Carlos streets.
e red and white plank once
n the Tower’s balcony now
ol from the tiny attic

lisaster struck Tau Delta
again. The college took over
ailment building this past
1,, use for its instructional
n renter.
to brothers leased a house
Fifth St. and moved in
...ng they owned.
are even a few men living
"Temporary Tower," as
-Ier to call the house.
’nr. fraternity’s activities
Tower or no Tower.
missing." says K a r I
’hr group’s president, "is
of the Tower, but the
’till active.’
ry awards for scholastic
-.crit may still be given
A total of $300 WEIS
! ;.io May 1,, three Spar-

torts as part of the
fraternity’s
WAFS I Work Aid For Scholars)
program.

Co-Rec Talk
A free-for-all diseuralon on the
proposed WS College Union will
be a part of tonight’. (’o-Rec in
the Women’s liym at 7:20 p.m.
The Co-Iter theme will be "Mock
College Union."

An old practice of awarding $25
to the SJS student with the greatest increase in CPA front one semester to the next will begin again
this spring.
And Tau Delta Phi’s "Horse’s
Mouth" will be distributed next semester for the first time. The
booklet, a takeoff on Harvard’s
publication of the same name, is a
compilation of student evaluations
of SJS instructors.

No. 55

Another important spring activity will be the "Tau Deli
Forum," in which the brothers will
sponsor three or four prominent
Bay Area speakers on campus.

)llege Union
Tomorrow

’I’au Dells, of course, emphasize
academic and scholastic activities
over social functions. But there
are some social activities. For example, the fraternity held its annual spring picnic last semester at
a secluded spot in the Santa Cruz
Mountains.
The group has scheduled its
spring dinner dance next semester.
The biggest event of each semester is pledge initiation, followed by three weeks of pledge
activities and a formal dinner.
Some 50 members were initiated
last month.
The members come and go, and
some become prominent citizens,
such as Clark Bradley, senator to
the California legislature.

TOWER FRATERNITY
This old house is not as good as the SJS Tower, but it’s still a place
where Tau Delta Phi can ’nest and carry on its activities. The men’s honorary scholastic fraternity
had to leave its home in the Tower after the building was closed last April.

Kids Come and Go,
But Remain Alike

(Continued from page 21)
very first thing.
She also remembers some stairs
State Assemblyman George Mill as and prominent local attorney which went straight to the wall.
James Boccardo both are former "I would climb up and down, hut
never got anywhere."
Tau Delts.
Junior Tim Wilson also remembers the "flight" of stairs and what
A member of the present SJS a feat it was to climb them.
administration, Dr. Stanley Benz,
"We had big boxes," he recalls,
dean of students, is a past adviser "which you could only lift with
of the scholastic fraternity.
two hands. One day I can remember putting one box on either
Present advisers are Dr. Charles side of me and then lying in the
E. Smith Jr., associate professor middle anti saying I was a hotdog."
FENCES
of physiology, Dr. Richard G. TanNeither student remembers the
sey, professor of art and Dr. Edward J. Laurie. associate professor high wire fences surrounding the
playground, nor did Miss Rondone
of business.
remember how close the college
Another adviser, Dr. Robert B. buildings were or the curious stuLarsen, associate professor of phi- dents passing back and forth. She
losophy, left SJS at the end of last also couldn’t recall the observers,
though Wilson remembers them
semester.
vaguely. Miss Bolton was a figure
with respected authority.
The fate of Tower Hall may be
"I was always looking up at
uncertain, but Tau Delta Phi is walls or trees or something," they
determined to live on. Some 47 both recalled. The rooms which
years have passed since its be- house the laboratory were rememginning.
bered as much larger also.
Today the tots run around, painting, playing, climbing stairs, doing
what Miss Dondone, Tim Wilson,
and many others through the years
DIPLOMAS
have clone. Do they see the curious
Students being graduated from
students who pause outside? What
SJS are required to pay $3.2’t in
will they remember twenty years
order to, rrCriVe their diplomas.
from now?

SIX POLITICAL GROUPS
There are six political groups on
the SJS campus officially recognized toy the College Administration. They are Young Republicans,
Democratic Club, Students Against
Communism, Student Peace Union,
Young Americans for Freedom
and Toward an Active Student
Community. Two groups currently
pending recognition are Students
for Goldwater and Congress of
Racial Equality.

LARGEST SORORITY
Delta Zeta, also founded locally
in 1948, is the largest national
sorority with 150 chapters.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority
presently makes its home in the
old San Jose mayor’s mansion on
the corner of 10th and San
Antonio Streets,
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Booths are located at the EngineeringBuilding,
cafeteria, breezeways of the Recreation and
Education Buildings, bookstore and library.

Explains Union Cost
25 Per Square Foot
11

Open 6 days a week
Mon.-Thurs.-Fri. Nites

294-5380
66 E. San Fernando

the proposed Ski College Union cost approximately
foot?
been thE recent question of student opposition to the

Between 2nd & 3rd Sts.
,
Dee. /IL 191,3

,

Ry STEVE AGOSTA
.Calling the Rumford Act a "conservative solution to a major social problem," Assemblyman Witham Stanton spoke yesterday as
a guest of the Democratic Club,
The Assemblyman from the 25th
District stated that the only people
the act will help is the middle class
Negro. He added that it does not
solve the largest problem, the
ghetto. "Let’s face it," Stanton
said, "minorities in California live
in ghettos or other types of concentrated hying groups."
Under the Rumford Act it is
against the law to discriminate
In housing in California. Stanton
pointed out that about 60 per cent
of the housing in California is involved in the act. He added that
single family homes which are
not publicly assisted are not included in the Rumford, Act.
At the present time’ the California Reid Estate Assiiciation is
circulating an initiative petition,
attempting to constitutionally defeat the Rumford Act.
Stanton, referring to the inniative, said: "There is no doubt that
it will he defeated and it is doubtful that it will ever get to the
baHot:"
The State Assemblyman concluded that he dreads to see the
Initiative come to it vote because
"It will. cause a rupture in the
community and the people Will
be hurt."

COLLEGE UNION BALLOT

IN APPROPRIATE OVAL WITH AN
RAPHIC PENCIL

Spartan Daily l’efovieh
lino
alee WINOn
n professors getting $229, HSamfessor., 5189, instrucN. $171 and assistants, $145.
Slotenum (ir ihr SJS chapter
is. Association of California
SIP college professors, 1)r. Fred Wrist head of the SJS Poin i Science
iepart men I , said
an execoll o- meeting of
the
diapler Nkl’,
hekl on camonion, As
e
recommend

faculty adviser will phcated, they were drawn up by
the Board of Trustees, adhering to
group will count bat- legal requirements.
The ballot asks students if they
while the rest sort
ad min them through wish to assess themselves mandatory fees to finance the union.
:ing machines.
Students are also being asked
figures It can count
to hour. No one else If they approve the Board of
d in the room while Trustees issuing bonds to pay for
a federal loan financing the actual
being tabulated,
e ballots seem com- building cost of the union.

r ballots.

wit, nave RO goararom trt rtlettiver
lish Department and ASH. it ts union designing .141.
or direct voice in what goes in the
voters
to
the
polls
toBringing
open to the public without charge.
Union, after this election, and
Whereas the 7:30 closing of the
polls will disenfranchise many
commuting night students who will
have little opportunity to utilize
the Union but will nevertheless be
61 JET TRAINING AIRAMAPT FOUND SABOTAGED
WASHINGTON (UPT)---Defense Department officials disclosed assessed the mandatory fee, and
yesterday that 61 jet training planes. have been discovered sabotaged cti Whereas the presently proposed College Union program
at Williams Air Force Base in Arizona.
The sabotage, the announcement said, consisted of the cutting places a gross overemphasis on
trainers.
recreational activities at the exof electric wires leading to the gears of the ns supersonic
The department said that the FBI and other military security pense of the cultural.
Investigators have begun an inquiry but no culprit has been found.
Be it therefore resolved that the
All planes of the type were immediately grounded for further San Jose Democratic Club urges a
"no" vote on the College Union
inquiry.
proposal.
ARMY SERGEANT DF.FFA?114 TO EAST GERMANY
BERLIN (UPI) A U.S. Army sergeant has defected to (’ommitMet East Germany and has asked for political asylum, the East German news agency ADN said yesterday.
The official Communed agency identified the sergeant as James
Carl Moore of the U.S. Third Armored Division at Gelnhausen, ne,oFrankfurt In West Germany.
At Heidelberg. a U.S. Remy spokesman sal tithe Al)N report was
being investigated.
PAULING WINS TWO NOBEL PEACE PRIZES
OSLO, Norway (UPDLinus Pooling, a leader of the ban-the-bonih
A lime recording of a speech
movement in the United States, and two International Red Cross
organizations received Nobel Peace prizes yesterday in ceremonies given by Russell Kirk tin this ram I iris in the fall of 1961 will he
before King Olav V.
Pauhng won the $50,000 prize for 1962, which was not awarded ’featured at the meeting of Young
until this year. He won the prize for physics in 1954, and is the only rAmericans tor Freedom I YAlet
tonight at 8 in C11162.
man to have won two Nobel prizes.
Kirk is regarded as one of the
LAWYERS LINE UP TO DEFEND JACK Kcisy
DALLAS (UPI iFamed San Francilico attorney Melvin Neill leading spokesmen for the "New
visited Jack Ruby in his cell yesterday and indicated he might help Conservatism."
Prof. Kirk also has a nationally
defend the slayer of Lee Harvey Oswald.
Belli was accompanied by attorneys Sam S. Brody of lAts An- syndicated column in many newsgeles, J. II. Tonaltill of Jasper, Tex., and Dbfease attorney Tow Ho- papers, and edits the "University
Bookman."
ward.

World Wire

Tape of Speech
To Be Featured
At YAF Meeting

s. Steve Larson yesterday afternoon explained why the
itructure will cost more a foot than several other College
e Bay Area.
Cal, San Jose City
*
*
*
. Santa Clara all cost
-about. $20 a square foot.. At the
same time, none of these is as high
as the proposed SJS Union,
HIGH-RISE UNION
SJS must have a high-rise structure- about six stories - because of
the small building space allotted.
ASH attorney genera: Bill Hid.
’Higgins and Root, local architects, made the original space stud- hey has been asked to, investigate
ies of the union area behind the the circulation of posters concerncafeteria.
ing the College Union vote which
These architects determined bear the name of Sigma Chi frathe
union
will
cost
if
it
is
what
ternity.
constructed in the specified area.
Chuck Grehmeier, Sigma Chi
When a building is higher than
three stories, the firm said, extra president, said yesterday that the
costs are involved.
fraternity has no connection whatIt costs more for air condition- soever with these posters.
ing and fire sprinklers.
Grebmeier said, in his opinion,
EXTRA EXPENSES
also the posters are the work of an
Ininsportation
Vertical
anti -union group, and there is abCRIMPS extra expenses. This is the
solutely no authorization for the
transportation of men and mafraternity name being used on
terials upward.
these posters.
In fact, two-thirds of the construction cost will go for men and
materials and the rest for thc
vertical t ramportoit ion, the architects said.
Cal’s five -story (’illege Union is
the highest of the three student
centers that cord $21) a square foot,
San Jose’s problem, however, the
architects point out, is the small
building area.
The space is behind the cafeteria
Records
and Wielded by the Industrial Arts
os sei
and
was
leased
by
the
buildings
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
Board of Trustees in 1961 to SJS
AWNS&

Attorney General
Investigates
Union Posters

College Union Vote Today Polls Open 8:30-7:30

Coeds Storm Store in Shopping Spree
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Women Select Clothes at Random;
ChoicesCampus, Ski, Evening Wea
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By KM SIMMS
Five models and one department
store can offer complication-s. This
was discovered recently when five
San Jose State coeds were given
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BETWEEN CLASSESGail Stone imagines the delights of studying in this gray wool shift. The shapeless effect can be changed
to shapely styleas Gail shows us. She has cinched the garment
with a matching gray leather tie. The new empire line shift and
loose fitting gowns are a current casual approach to style.
FOR MOST OCCASIONS
Carole Peloquin enters wearing an astro blue corduroy coat
and attracts many admirers
with the fur-trimmed quarterlength wrap. This is Carob’s
choice for a hit with her colleagues.

III

free rein to choose any two outfits they desired in Roos -Atkins
Department Store.
Patti Stivers,
The five models
Gail Stone, Carol Peloquin, Dagmar Nielsen and Sandy Marill
selected their favorite styles in
hope of representing many SJS
coeds.
EMERGED UNSCATHED
Although both coeds and store
emerged unscathed, the two-day
process of choosing clothing and
photographing models was not that
easy. Without any supervision, the
women roamed through the store,
strewing garments hither and yon.
But that would he a story in itself.
The five sought fashions representative of the modern college
coed, yet also illustrating their
favorite fashions.
Gail Stone chose two casuals.
one for everyday wear -and one for
hostess duties. The casual shift
modeled by Gail is a revamped
smock. A cousin to the shift, the
new loose fitting gown features
the gathered bodice. To be worn
loose or belted, these gowns can be
worn for many occasions.
SKI WEAR
Interested in ski wear, Carole
Peloquin and Sandy Marill found
their thoughts drifting to the
slopes. Both coeds are pictured in
long, lean ski pants illustrating the
supple look of the modern day
skier. Since the ’50 s, when stretch

most at
feat’u
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trincbed ii
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ti ifar
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Patti Silvers’ fashion
vary as she chooses camp.,
evening wear. The match sweater and skirt outfit of cut
brown and maroots. new fall en
is Patti’s choice. Slung over
shoulder is the over arm bar
ried by so many SJS coat.. F.
evening wear, she favors thesis
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COOPER $500.00
Wedding Ring 50.00

56.50/Week

ERWIN
$350.00
Wedding Ring 39.75

53.50/Week
OFF TO SCHOOLPatti Stivers departs for class in a two-piece
matching sweater and skirt, similar to outfits worn by many
college coeds. New colors are sweeping the fashionable set. Patti
chooses a coordinate in coffee brown and maroon tones.
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OFF THE SLOPESCarole Peloquin and Sandy
Marill enjoy a ski chat. Carole favors the bulky
black sweater with bold white contrast, while
Sandy prefers the lemon yellow pastel ensemble.

Beneath the parka, Sandy wears a cortres.-:
green, gold and red sweater. Both sweaters
made in Zurich, Switzerland.
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OPEN EVERY NITE ’TILL 9 p.m. and SUN TILL XMAS
Whether you prefer modern or traditional,
you’ll find beautiful settings by Keepsake ...
smartly designed to bring out the full beiuty
and brilliance of the diamonds.
And, the famous Keepsake Certificate

signed by our store and Keepsakeguarantees
a perfect center diamond (or replacement assured). You also receive protection against loss
of diamonds from their settings for one full
year and a lifetime trade-in privilege.

NO MONEY DOWN
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Finding Fashions Fun
will re- designer said, "The ski slopes will
0. coat. Regal white
be abounding in all animals."
color and will en, basic
Fake furs are highly popular
Patti
any ensemble.
the high empire this year, with imitations ranging
likes
Neularily
from leopard to new hide called
on the coat.
,tine featured
the "pony." These coats may be as
"HAIR TO STAY"
"hair to stay’ and dressy as the opera, or, with added
are
coats
1’
tends to agree as hoods, become skiing companions.
le Peloquin in a blue corduroy
Fur is not confined to coats. It
up
ladles
fur. Perfect is evidenced in little "nothings" of
iponed in white
ski or sea, hats, and adds an ornamental trim
fly windbreaker,
by many cam - to sweaters and dresses.
favored
is
wrap
NO MORE BOUFFANT
of stadium
women. A number
It’s hardly possible to consider
length
full
and
parkas,
ski
,
in fox, raccoon, the complete fashion scene without
Dare trimmed
One fashion a careful survey of complimenting
tiger and rabbit.

It

TWEEN PERFORMANCESAs Patti Slivers touches up her
keup, all eyes are on her mohair, empire waisted coat with
yea kolf collar. This coat is fashionable for dressy, evening, or
e afternoon wear.

As Models ’Ransack’ Roos Atkins
coiffures. The teased "rats nest"
and bouffant look is definitely out.
"Au naturale" is in again, with an
eye toward pleasing the men, who
never appreciated the bouffant
look in the first place.
Soft natural lines in hair, as
well as in clothes, is in vogue
again. Flattering smooth curves,
cut close around the face, reveal
shapely heads. Makeup, also, has
taken a turn for the natural, with
subtle emphasis on eyes for daytime appearances, with more dramatic effects for night.
NO MORE POINTED TOES
The cramping pointy -toed shoes
are out, with all soft leathers and
wooden wedgy heels favorites of
the season.
Color runs rampant, and anything goes
from the everyfavored neutral colors to the most
shocking and bizarre pinks, avacados, and blues. Even mixtures of
these shades
within reason
permissible.
And so a new year of style begins and sets the pace for the
modern coed.

Co-Rec Talk
A free-for-all diseumion on the
proposed 5.15 College Union will
be a part of tonight’s Co-Ree in
the Women’s Gym at :30 p.m.
The to-Ken’ theme mill be "Mock
t’ollege Union."
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ollege Union
I Tomorrow
MANNEQUINS MEET Dagmar Nielsen pauses for a pivot
alongside her inanimate counterpart. Attired in a two-piece
double-breasted camel wool suit, Dagmar gives a mysterious and
Garbo-like appearance. Camel, a favorite this fall, is worn by
many SJS coeds. Dagmar has added a rust chapeau and matching heels.

se faculty adviser will
rig ballots.
e group will count bal1, while the rest sort
and run them through
lating machines.
i figures It can count
an hour. No one else
wed in the room while
ire being tabulated,
the ballots seem corn-

plicated, they were drawn up by
the Board of Trustees, adhering to
legal requirements.
The ballot asks students if they
wish to assess themselves mandatory fees to finance the union.
Students are also being asked
If they approve the Board of
Trustees issuing bonds to pay for
a federal loan financing the actual
building cost of the union.

COLLEGE UNION BALLOT
ed at the San Jose State
reby the cost of construe Hundred Thousand Dollars
derived from the building
se remainder of said cost,
oilers shall be met by the
ired pursuant to the State
ereby a building and oper;tructing the student body
Trustees of the California
Twenty Dollars per student

YES

0

NO

Co

JG IN APPROPRIATE OVAL WITH AN
-RAPHIC PENCIL
Hot
hey
are
iys.

ORE HER DATEDagmar Nielsen puts on a
three-quarter length coat over a camel
ensemble. Beneath the coat, Dagmar wears

HOSTESS WITH THE MOSTESTGail Stone stops the camera
in this bold dramatic black and white hostess gown. The floor
length skirt, a separate, is enhanced by a sleeveless black jersey.
"Perfect for the holidays," Gail maintains.
a two-piece jumper, accented by a creme white
crepe blouse. The chic suede coat may be fastened with shiny gold buckles.

Booths are located at the EngineeringBuilding,
cafeteria, breezeways of the Recreation and
Education Buildings, bookstore and library.

m Explains Union Cost
C25 Per Square Foot
sill the proposed SJS College Union cost approximately
ire foot?
as been the recent question of student opposition to the

Steve Larson yesterday afternoon explained why the
I structure will cost more a foot than several other College
the Bay Area.
Soartan IThilv Peacock Der. /0. /003 23
t Cal, San Jose City
*
*
*
I Santa Clara all crust
,
will run"- no woo-rimer 01
job.
designing
union
lish Department and ASH. It is
or direct voice in what, goes its the shout $20 a square foot. At the
Bringing voters to the polls to- Union, after this election, and 121 same time, none of these is as high
open to the public without charge.
Whereas the 7:30 closing of the as the proposed SJS Union.
HIGH -RIME UNION
polls will disenfranchise many
SJS must have a high-rise struccommuting night students who will
have little opportunity to utilize ture, about six storiesbecause of
61 JET TRAINING AIRCRAFT FOUND SABOTAGED
the Union but will nevertheless be the small building space allotted.
ASB attorney general Bill HolHiggins and Root, local archiWASHINGTON (UPI) --Defense Department officials disclosed assessed the mandatory fee, and
yesterday that 61 jet training planes, have been discovered sabotaged 131 Whereas the presently pro- tects, made the original space stud- ley has been asked to, investigate
posed College Union program ies of the union area behind the the circulation of posters concernat Williams Air Force Base in Arizona.
The sabotage, the announcement said, consisted of the cutting places a gross overemphasis on cafeteria.
ing the College Union vote which
These architects determined bear the name of Sigma Chi fraof electric wires leading to the gears of the 1R18 supersonic trainers. recreational activities at the exwhat the union will cost if it is
The department said that the FBI and other military security pense of the cultural.
ternity.
investigators have begun an inquiry but no culprit, has been found.
lie it therefore resolved that the constructed in the specified area.
Chuck Grehmeier, Sigma Chi
When a building is higher than
All planes of the type were immediately grounded for further San Jose laemocratic Club urges a
inquiry.
"no" v.ote on, the College Union three stories, the firm said, extra president, said yesterday that the
costs are involved.
ARMY SERGEANT DEncers TO EAST GERMANY
proposal.
fraternity has no connection whatIt costs more for air condition- soever with these posters.
BERLIN (UPI) -A U.S. Army sergeant has defected to (Ommuing and fire sprinklers.
nist East Germany and has asked for political asylum, the East GerGrebmeier said, in his opinion,
EXTRA EXPENSES
man news agency ADN said yesterday.
also the posters are the work of an
Vertical
transport at ion
The official Communist agency identified the sergeant as Janie.
anti -union group, and there is abVinISP% extra expenses. This is the
(’iii Moore of the U.S. Third AMU/red Division at Gehrthaiisen, near
solutely no authorization for the
transportation of men and maFrankfurt In West Germany.
fraternity name being used on
terials upward.
At Heidelberg, a U.S. Itrmy spokesman sal dthe ADN report was
these posters.
conthe
In
fact,
two-thirds
of
investigated.
being
mon
and
for
PRIZES
struction
cost
will
go
PEACE
NOBEL
WINS
TWO
PAULING
_
materials and the rest for the
OSLO, Norway (UPI il.inus Pauline, a leader of the ban-the-homh
A tape reciondtiti.: ol a sPecelt vertical transportation, the archimovement in the United States, and two International lied Cross
organizations received Nobel Peace prizes yesterday in ceremonies given by Russell Kirk on this cam- tects said.
3000
pus in the fall of 1961 will he
Cal’s five-story College Union is
before King ()lay V.
"BIG"
Paiihng won the $50,000 prize for 1962, which was not awarded featured at the meeting of Young the highest of the three student
until this year. Ile won the prize for physics in 1954, and is the only Americans for Freedom IYAloi centers that COW $20 a square foot.
tonight at 8 in CI1162.
San Jose’s pmblern, however, the
man 1,, have won two Nobel prizes.
Kirk is regarded as one of the architects point out, is the small
LAWYERS LINE UP TO DEFEND JACK RUBY
hc(V«
)1)1)
1 MI.I.AS 111Pli k’arned San Francisco attorney Melvin Belli leading spokesmen for the "New building area.
" 41/
The space is behind the cafeteria
visited Jack Ruby in his WI yesterday and indicated he might help Conservatism."
Records
Prof. Kirk ASO has a nationally and bounded by the Industrial Arts
defend the slayer of Lee Harvey Orneald.
so. Saw
Belli was accompanied by attorneys Sinn S. Bredy of Los An- syndicated column In many news- buildings and wag leased by the
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
geles, J. II. Tonahill of Jasper, Tex., and Dbferrie attorney Tow Ho- papers, and edits the "University Board of Trustees in 1961 to SJS
Bookman."
students.
ward.
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Stavely To View
Modern Solution’
Slavely, assistant
gesor
lilulutical science, will
oles1 speaker for
ialibeans iiiinorrow the Young
night at N
(11226. Ills topic
will be "TN?’
tern Solution
and Its Political
teny.’

By STEVE AGOSTA
,Calling the Rumford Act a "conservative solution to a major so
cial problem." Assemblyman William Stanton spoke yesterday as
a guest of the Democratic Club.
The Assemblyman from the 25th
District slated that the only people
the act will help is the middle class
Negro. He added that it does not
solve the largest problem, the
ghetto. "Let’s face it." Stanton
said, "minorities in California live
In ghettos or other types of concentrated living groups."
Under the Rumford Act it. is
against the law to discriminate
In housing in California. Stanton
pointed out that about 60 per cent
of the housing in California is involved in the act. He added that
single family homes which are
not publicly assisted are not included in the Rumford, Act.
At the present time the California Real Estate As:aviation is
circulating an initiative petition,
attempting to constitutionally defeat the Rumford Act.
Stanton, referring to the initiative, said: "There is no doubt that
it will he defeated and it Is doubtful that it will mer get to the
baHot:"
The State Assemblyman con chided that he dreads to see this
Initiative come to a vote because
"It will’ cause a rupture in the
community and the people will
be hurt."

Attorney General
Investigates
Union Posters

World Wire

Tape of Speech
To Be Featured
At YAF Meeting

College Union Vote Today Polls Open 8:30-7:30
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PER Building Big Yet Functional
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The large, modern PER (Physical Education
LARGE, MODERN
and Recreation) Building contains an elementary school physical
education classroom, modern dance studio, two big activity rooms,
three classrooms, nine two-man offices and the department office.
The $2.1 million structure opened early this semester.
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19 South First St.
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$500.00

Wedding Ring
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ERWIN
$350.00
Wedding Ring 39.75
S3.50/ Week

$225.00
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NEW GYMThe largest room in the new $2.1 million PhysH
Education and Recreation Building is this huge all -college qi
The 80,500 square foot building opened early this semester a
houses the Women’s P.E. and Recreation Departments,

RECREATION DEPT.
Recreation, the smaller of the
two departments in PER, is headed
by Dr. Mary S. Wiley, professor
of recreation.
Dr. Wiley’s staff uses the two
multi -purpose rooms, four offices
and two classrooms.
The Recreation Department also
uses the all -college gym six hours
weekly for recreational activity
courses,
Occupying the larger portion of
PER is the Women’s Physical Education Department, headed by Dr.
June V. McCann, professor of education and physical education.
"We’ve planned this building
(PER) since spring, 1958," declares Dr. McCann.
ALL-COLLEGE GYM
The largest room in PER is the
130 by 160 square-foot all -college
gym. The immense activity roam
seats 500 with two small sets of
bleachers.
The whole room may be divided
in half by closing an electrically operated folding door.
Rather than having blowers
hanging from itO ceiling, the gym
has wall ventilation. The system
was designed by Angelo C. Centanni, assistant to the executive
dean.
The gym has facilities for badminton, volleyball, tennis and basketball.
Latest and last of PER’s facilities to open was the large threesection dressing room.

faculty has 28 lockers and 5
showers.
Facilities for instructing elementary education majors are in
the smaller gym upstairs. This
area provides excellent space for
gymnastics instruction, says Dr.
McCann.

MODERN DANCE STUDIO
The Women’s Physical Education Department, however, is
proudest of its modern dance
studio.
"It’s very special," says Dr. McCairn, "It’s probably the nicest
dance studio in any of California’s
state colleges."

,1.0114111
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0,11/
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The mass of individual showers
and lockers has its own paging
system, so girls may be called
from the departmental office.
Assorted pale green, blue, pink,
orange, and yellow tiles and paints
colorfully decorate the dressing
room, which opened last month.
A separate dressing room for the
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19 South First St.

Curtains will be installed
middle of the studio so
it
used for public dance
pe;
ances.
Besides the gyms, dance
offices and classroota.
storage areas and restroorr.
comb the PER building
There’s even a fir.
opening into a hall, so
used by both sexes.
A windowless area in
cealed third level of the
provides space for perhar.4
ate research and additiona.
age.

PAGING SYSTEM

86 South First Street & Westgate Shopping Center

ELLIOTT

By ALLAN R1SDON
The old saying that big things
come in small packages doesn’t
always hold.
The massive new Physical Education and Recreation Building
(PERI doesn’t come in a small
package.
But it’s big and functional. And
its insides are colorful and cheerful.
The $2.1 million building occupies the former site of the temporary quarters of the Aeronautics Department and Police Administration School, between the
Women’s and Men’s Gyms.
TWO DEPARTMENTS
PER, opened in September.
houses two departments, Women’s
Physical Education and Recreation, in its 80,500 square feet.
Facilities include an elementary
school physical education classroom I gym, modern dance studio.
two big activity multi -purpose)
rooms, all -college gym, three classrooms, 9 two-man offices and the
departmental offices.
Originally PER would contain
only Women’s Physical Education,
but Tower Hall’s closing last April
left the Recreation Department
without office or classroom space.
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Co-Rec Talk
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A

tree -for-all discussion on the
proposed !QS College Union will
be a part of tonight’s Co-Ree in
the Women’s Gym at 1:$0 p.m.
The Co-Re,’ theme will be "Mork
College Union."
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NEW CLASSROOMSSome $2.68 million has been appropriated for construction of Classroom Building No. I, which will
house the Mathematics, Police, AFROTC and AROTC Departments after completion in August, 1965. Work on the five-story
classroom building started in October.
ONSTRUCTION BEGINS Byron Bollinger,
spervisor, buildings and grounds, surveys preliminary work on the $2.68 million Classroom

Building No. I. Construction of the five-story
structure began in October. The building will
contain 82,860 square feet.

Iree New Buildings Added
Last Year; More To Come

.ss for SJS con to keep pace with the
over-growing enrollment.
registration of 19,586
r cent higher than last
:;re- 17,357.
countering the increase
,.. new buildings opened
.. 1962. Another structure
’,instruction.
,st building to open is the
in Physical Education
:i’ation Building.
NEW FACILITIES
e 0.500-square-foot structure
this fall. It houses an elea nschool physical education
modern dance studio,
rri

two big activity rooms, three classrooms and nine two-man offices.
The Physical Education and
Recreation Building occupies the
former site of the temporary quarters of the Aeronautics Department and Police administration
school.
The second newest structure to
open is the Education Building,
dedicated last May.
$2.2 MILLION BCILDINit
Some 103.082 square -feet are
contained in the four-story $2.2
million building.
Most of the $8.8 million Engineering Building was completed last
fall.

Faculty offices were opened in
September, 1962, with most of the
classrooms completed by October.
A fourth building, not directly
concerned with housing students,
has been completed since last fall.
The multi -story, $2.5 million
parking garage, which holds some
2,000 automobiles in its 627,000
square feet, was opened in November, 1962.
And all the while work continues on campus buildings.
Construction of Classroom Building No. I began this October.
Completion date for the five-story
structure is August, 1965.
General Contractor is Guy F.
Atkinson Co., South San Francisco, with a low bid of $1,379,149.
Some $2.68 million has been appropriated for construction of the
82.860-square-foot classroom structure.
The building will house the
Mathematics, Police, AFROTC and
AROTC Departments, along with
various administrative and faculty
offices and a basement.
And what for the future?
Scheduled for construction on
San Carlos Street between Eighth
and Ninth Streets is the Residence
Hall Cafeteria.

le faculty adviser will
ng ballots.
e group will count bal1, while the rest sort
and run them through
!Ming machines.
figures it can count
an hour. No one else
red in the room while
are being tabulated.
the ballots seem com-

OPOSED CAFETERIAHere is the proposed Residence Hall
feferia, planned for construction on San Carlos Street between
hill and Ninth Streets. Still on the planning boards, the struce is designed to accommodate 900 students in two floors.

garage, will face San Salvador and
straddle Fifth Street.

MORE FACILITIESMore SJS science facilities will be provided
by Science Building No. 2, planned for the area west of the
multi-story parking garage. Preliminary plans for the seven-story
structure have been approved by the Board of Trustees.
\
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By STEVE AGOSTA
.Calling the Rumford Act as "conservative solution to a major social prableni," Assemblyman William Stanton spoke yesterday as
a guest of the Democratic Club.
The Assemblyman from the 25th
District stated that the only people
the act will help is the middle class
Negro. He added that it does not
solve the largest. problem, the
ghetto. "Let’s face it," Stanton
said, "minorities in California live
in ghettos or other types of concentrated living groups."
Under the Rumford Act It. is
against the law to discriminate
In housing in California. Stanton
pointed out that about 60 per cent
of the housing in California is involved in the act. Ile added that
single family homes which are
not publicly assisted are not included in the Rumford. Act.
At. the present time. the California Ttrai Estate AssOciation is
circulating an initiative petition,
attempting to constitutionally defeat the Rumford Act.
Stanton, referring to the initiative, said: "There is no doubt that
It will be defeated and it is doubtful that it will ever get to the
ballot:"
The State Assemblyman concluded That he dreads to see the
initiative come to a vote because
"It will’ cause a rupture in the
community and the people will
he hurt."

ed at the San Jose State
reby the cost of construcHundred Thousand Dollars
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Booths are located at the EngineeringBuilding,
cafeteria, breezeways of the Recreation and
Education Buildings, bookstore and library.
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on Explains Union Cost
C.25 Per Square Foot
WAY BACK WHENWhen the foundation was being laid for

the newer section of the Science Building, these two students had
another ideathey perched themselves on the North Wing and
fished in a puddle of water.
Spartan

111111114 ,

!sheeted, they were drawn up by
the Board of Trustees, adhering to
legal requirements.
The ballot asks students if they
wish to assess themselves mandatory fees to finance the union.
Students are also being asked
if they approve the Board of
Trustees issuing bonds to pay for
a federal loan financing the actual
building cost of the union.

COLLEGE UNION BALLOT

There will be kitchen facilities
on the first floor of the two-story
cafeteria, with a snack -bar dining
area on the second level and additional seating in an outdoor eating area.
Science Building No. 2, planned
for the area west of the parking

ollege Union
I Tomorrow
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wiii nave Ili) gllarilliotV m et
lish Department and ASH. It is union designing job.
or direct voice in what goes in the
Bringing voters to the polls to- Union, after this election, and 121
open to the public without charge.
Whereas the 7:30 closing of the
polls will disenfranchise many
commuting night students who will
have little opportunity to utilize
the Union but will nevertheless be
61 JET TRAINING AIRCRAFT FOUND SABOTAGED
WASHINGTON (UPD Defense Department officials disclosed assessed the mandatory fee, and
yesterday that Si jet training planes. have been discovered sabotaged 131 Whereas the presently proposed College Union program
at. Williams Air Force Base in Arizona.
The sabotage, the annotincernent said, consisted of the cutting places a gross overemphasis on
of electric wires leading to the gears of the T313 supersonic trainers. recreational activities at the exThe department said that the FBI and other military security pense of the cultural.
lie it therefore resolved that the
investigators have begun an inquiry but no culprit has been found.
All planes of the type were immediately grounded for further San Jose Democratic Club urges a
"no" vote on the College Union
inquiry.
pries isa I.
ARMY SERGEANT DEFECTS TO EAST GERMANY
BERLIN (UPI)A U.S. Army sergeant has defected to CommuGerthe
East
nist: East Germany and has asked for political asylum,
man news agency ADN said yesterday.
The official Communist agency identified the SergPfilli as James
Carl Moore of the U.S. Third Armored Division at Geireunisen, near
Frankfurt In West Germany.
At Heidelberg, a U.S. Rrmy spokesman sal dale AISN report was
being investigated.
PAULING WINK TWO NOBEL PEACE PRIZES
OSLO, Norway (UPDLinus Pauling, a leader of the ban -the -bomb
A iiipe recording of a speech
movement in the United States, and two International Red Cross
organizations received Nobel Peace prizes yesterday in ceremonies given by Russell Kirk on this earn in the fall of 1961 will he
before King Olav V.
Panting won the $50,000 prize for 1962, which was not awarded featored at the meeting of Young
until this year. He won the prize for physics in 1954, and is the only Americans for Freedom I Y Ale)
tonight at 8 in CI1162.
man to have won two Nobel prizes.
Kirk is regarded as one of the
LAWYER’S LINE UP TO DIWEND JACK RUBY
DALLAS (UPI Famed San. Francisco attorney Melvin Belli letuling spokesmen for the "New
%Meted Jack Ruby in his cell yeeterday and indicated he might help Conservatism."
Prof. Kirk a4so’has a nationally
defend the slayer of Lee Harvey Oswald.
Belli was taximipartied by attorneys Sam S. Brody of Los An- syndicated column in many newsgeles, J. II. Tonahlill of Jasper, Tex., and DMenae attorney Tow Ho- papers, and edits the "University
Bookman."
ward.

World Wire

Tape of Speech
To Be Featured
At YAF Meeting

still the proposed SJS College Union cost approximately
ire foot?
as been the recent question of student opposition to the
’res. Steve Larson yesterday afternoon explained why the
structure will cost more a foot than several other College
the Bay Area.
Cal, San Jose City
* * *
..
I Santa Clara all cost
about $20 a square foot. At the
same time, none of these is as high
as the proposed SJS Union.
HIGH -RIME I’NION
SJS must have a high-rise structure- about six storiesbecause of
the small building space allotted.
Higgins and Root, local architects, made the original space studies of the union area behind the
cafeteria.
These architects determined
what the union will cost if it is
constructed in the specified area.
When a building is higher than
three stories, the firm said, extra
costs are involved.
It. costs more for air conditioning and fire sprinklers.
EXTRA EXPENSES
also
Vertical
transportation
causes extra expenses. This is the
transportation of men and materials upward.
In fact, two-thirds of the construction cost will go for men and
materials and the rest for the
vertical transportation, the architects said.
Cal’s five-story’ College Union is
the highest of the three student
centers that coat $20 a square foot.
San Jose’s problem, however, the
architects point out, is the small
building area.
The space is behind the cafeteria
and boutakst by the Industrial Arts
buildings and was teamed by the
Board of Trustees in 1961 to SJS
students.

Attorney General
Investigates
Union Posters
ASH attorney general Bill Holley has been asked to investigate
the circulation of posters concerning the College Union vote which
bear the name of Sigma Chi fraternity.
Chuck Grehtneier. Sigma Chi
president, said yesterday that the
fraternity has no connection whatsoever with these posters.
Grebmeier said, in his opinion,
the posters are the work of an
anti -union group, and there is absolutely no authorization for the
fraternity name being used on
these posters.
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By HON LEINIO
It’s impressive to look at. It’s
difficult -to glance at the Spartan
Shield and pass by. Some of the
glory of Greece emanates from
the 28 pound exact replica of an
:indent Sparta war shield.
Don Ryan, assistant to the Dean
of Students, said the inscription
,,n the outer rim of the Shield reflects the attitude of the fighting
city-State Sparta. Ryan said the
inscribed words Tan De Epitas
mean "Come home carrying your
shield or being carried on it."
"The face of the front of the
Shield is thaj of a medusa -like god
with snakes in his hair for the
purpose of frightening the enemy,"
Ryan said.
The shield is the official emblem
of the Spartan Shields, sophomore
men’s honorary organization. Members wear Spartan Shield emblems
on their shirts.
The American Foundation for
Greece presented the shield to
SJS on its centennial celebration
in 1957. The inscription reads,
"Presented to San Jose State College on its Centennial Year, Second of May, 1957, by the American
Foundation for Greece."
The Shield is kept in a safe in
the Administration Building. Ryan
said it is the hope of the Associated Student Body and Spartan
Shields that a special display case
be erected in the College Union, if
it is constructed.
Ryan added, "All new students
should consider this Shield as a
symbol of the responsibility, endurance, and strength that is expected of all Spartans."

524 So. 9th St.

ARE NOW OPEN!

COOPER $500.00
Wedding Rinq 50.00

Approved dormitory apartments
with private cooking facilities
Now open to all women students
Beautiful lounge room
Spacious study room
Laundry and TV rooms
All electric heat
Low rates: only $39 a month or
$175 a semester per girl
Price includes all utilities
except electricity

S6.50/ Week

ERWIN
$350.00
Wedding Ring 39.75
53.50/Week

For Rental Information Inquire:

VARSITY RENTAL
293-1445

396 East William
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omore honorary organization Spartan Shields. and Don Ryan.
sistan+ to the Dean of Students, look at the Spartan Shield.
men’s organization was named after the exact replica of a 4,
war shield.
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One of
LOS ANGELES
the intriguing problems facing
-pace scientists is repair of the out Rile of an orbital space station by
an astronaut troubleshooter.
George Hanff, a Lockheed -California Co. scientist, says space
station assembly or maintenance
will not be practical until major
improvements are made in pressure
suits for astronauts, vehicle design
and tools.
In a study at Lockheed’s Burbank plant, Hanff in a pressurized space suit performed repairs
on a "space vehicle" exterior. He
was strapped in a special rig that
simulated the free movement of
zero-gravity weightlessness.
The space vehicle itself was a
full-scale mock-up of a Lockheed designed biological satellite.
The pressure suit, he said, restricted freedom of movement especially for his head and arm and
leg joints.
"Air pressure in the gloves made
my fingers feel like sausages,"
Hanff said.
The result, he added, was that
the reduction in sensitivity and dexterity prevented handling of some
small nuts and bolts- and others
only with great difficulty.
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you’ll find beautiful settings by Keepsake ...
smartly designed to bring out the full beauty
and brilliance of the diamonds.
And, the famous Keepsake Certificate

signed by our store and Keepsakeguarantees
a perfect center diamond (or replacement assured). You also receive protection against loss
of diamonds from their settings for one full
year and a lifetime trade-in privilege.
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OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT IN
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r. Blair Visits Old Mexico;
ees Progressive People, Land
BILL MARQUARDT
’modern Mexico, "manana"
todaywhole sum ming spent the
I am most enthusin Mexico,
M.
about it," said Philip
of mechassociate professor
i engineering.
Mexico for 10
r visited
from July 2
this summer
travelled along the
pt. 5. He
visiting such Mexican
ic coast
Mazatlan, Guaas Guaymas,
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m, Morelia and Mexico
COMBINATION TRIP
a corn trip Was, Blair said,
a study of
on of a vacation,
instructional facilities and
and a practice to improve his
speak Spanish.
o to
he found "a
’r added that
with a
tiful, neat country
booming, vi rful people a
’progress’,"
mood that spells
CAUSED BY PEOPLE
further added that his ensrn was caused, for the most
pro.
by the people. Physical
such as irrigation projects,
oiction, hospitals and schools,
to his feeling of enthusiasm,

As a result of his visit there and
his reading about Mexico, Blair
called it "a model for the development of the rest of Latin America." Ile added that the progress
has been "achieved by to government which is both stable and
democratic."
Blair, who studied Spanish for

DR. PHILLIP BLAIR
... Old Mexico
four years in high school, spent a
month in Mexico City during his 10
weeks in Mexico. In Mexico City
he visited the National University
of Mexico.
In the engineering division of the
National University, he found
many paradoxes
- a "future.
oriented" organization, but the
laboratories he saw gave more
emphasis to "practical" engineering than to basic principles.
ENGINEERING LABS
In the mechanical engineering
labs that he sass., for instance. stu-

ding to Blair, evidence of
aracter of the people that he
and met was seen in the
lines of the villages, in slum
nce projects. in public works
in what Blair termed "cornrand national pride."
ead of seeing Mexicans sit along a wall taking a siesta
saying "manana is good
h for me," Blair found that
offers schools and hospitals
being built, and irrigation
is were being improved a. progress is taking place

roundskeepers Work
hind SJS Scenes
li !MID S INCENT
mal custos,n going at.,iit his chores,
.,1,11ng and Grounds Depart San Jose State is one part
-hool that the average stu-..llom thinks about. But as
ntendent of Buildings and
js John Amos said, "A good
al plant makes for a better
’nasal program."
;dings and grounds, which re.
bout 51,750,011) from the
y college budget. performs
:sks as the maintenance of
so vehicles, the constant
and improvement of the
ni:s on all three campuses,
ltrol of the air conditioning,
-ration. plumbing and light the upkeep of the campus
. shrubbery and playing
especially Spartan Stadium,
he policing that is necessary
Oct this valuable property.
all this, a total of 205 are
yol by the department.
men who staff this depart-

ment range from the custodians to
engineers. The central heating
plant located near the bookstore
provides the heat for all the radiators and forced -air systems in
the college, and this alone requires
the constant attention of three engineers and four firemen. The department aLso employs a stock
clerk, a locksmith, and the security
police, for example.
While the security police run
three shifts daily, the other departments have two shifts, working long after all the students and
teaching staff have gone home.
Besides the actual school employees, contract handling such
jobs as trash disposal, re-roofing
and pest control are let out by
Buildings and Grounds.
Although there are no specific
problems which bother him, Amos
said, "The tremendous amount of
day-by-day maintenance required
to rehabilitate the buildings and
grounds is a constant problem."

dents were using reciprocating
steam engines for experiments - a
type of emphasis that has been
declining in the curricula of most
large colleges and universities
throughout the United States.
The conduct of the classes that
Blair observed seemed to have
about the same amount of informality as in engineering classes
at SJS but instructors and students were standing around smoking together while classes were in
progress. The engineering texts
were about the same as used at
SJS, Blair said.
Blair went with his wife and two
children, aged 7 and 9. He and his
family lived most of the time in a
16-foot trailer which he brought
along. The trip cost an average of
$110 a week, including some
"splurging." The largest single
expense on his 8,000 mile trip was
for gasoline an average of about
$25 a week.
While Blair was in Mexico, he
saw other indications of progress.
These included many new elementary schools in villages and
various conferences to help solve
economic problems in Mexico and
other Latin American countries.
Six years of education is now
compulsory for every child.

Numbers, Numbers
And More Numbers
By MARYANNE LA GUARDIA
Number. please?
once this phrase belonged to the
terephou.- operator. Today it belongs to any one of the Vatit groups
which use numbers as identification systems.
In addition to remembering his
name, age, and major, the SJS
student has a bevy of numbers to
remember as well.
Students must join those getting accustomed to all -numbercalling. The status of treasured
prefixes has given way to the embarrassment of forgotten digits
and wrong numbers.
Adding to the list of "must"
numbers for students is the post
office zip code. Originated for the
purpose of speeding mail delivery,
it can be viewed as one more
demon number to remember.
ZIP-ER-SLIP
One slip of the zip, and who
knows where the mail will be
delivered.
Social Security number, license
plate numbers, driver’s license
number and ASH numbers compete for their fraction of space in
the student’s brain.
Registration presents the student with a whole new phase of
the numbers game.
The vast number of class code
numbers require great concentration. One misplaced digit could
land an engineering major in a

borne eeonoom
With 19,481 students enrolled
this semester, an estimated 100,000
registration eards are being fed to
the IBM machine. The student is
responsible for having registered
properly. The IBM is responsible
for the clerical job.
MACHINES
As the machines are used more
and more, the number becomes
more and more important. In 1984
Big Brother won’t be watching
People, he’ll be counting them.
As the number hien t if kat ion
system grows, who knows where
it will lead?
Perhaps the day will come when
prospective college students will
be required to take more math
courses in order to prepare themselves for the rigors of thinking
in terms of numbers.
Perhaps treasured old family
names will give very completely to
numbers. C’hildren can be given
’nicknames from the square root
of their zip codes.
When all this happens, people
can hope for the day when IBM
machines get a massive case of
indigestion from all the numbers
being fed to them. Perhaps then
someone will devise a unique machine which turns numbers back
into letters, and makes letters
form names and words.
The phrase of the new day will
be: Name please?
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Hy STEVE AGOSTA
Calling the Rumford Act a "conservative solution to 41 major social problem," Assemblyman William Stanton spoke yesterday as
a guest of the Democratic Club.
The Assemblyman from the 25th
District stated that the only people
the act will help is the middle class
Negro. lie added that it does not
solve the largest problem, the
ghetto. "Let’s face it," Stanton
said, "minorities in (tlifornia live
in ghettos or other types of concentrated living groups."
Under the Rumford Act. it is
against the law to discriminate
In housing in California. Stanton
pointed out that about 60 per cent
of the housing In California is involved in the act. He added that
single family homes which are
not publicly assisted are not included in the Rumford- Act.
At the present time’ the California Real Estate AssOciation is
circulating an initiative petition,
attempting to constitutionally defeat the Rumford Act.
Stanton, referring to the initiative. said: "There is no doubt that
it will be defeated and it Is doubtful that it will ever get to the
bailor
The State Assemblyman concluded that he dreads to see the
initiative come to a vote because
"It will Cause a rupture in the
community and the people will
be hurt."

A free-for-all discussion on the
proposed Sl..18 College Unlon will
be a part of tonight’s Co-Ree In
the Women’s Gym at 7:30 p.m.
The Co-Ree theme will be "Mock
College Union."

No. 55

liege Union
I Tomorrow
tie faculty adviser will plicated, they were drawn up by
the Board of Trustees, adhering to
ng ballot&
e group will count bal- legal requirements.
The ballot asks students if they
d, while the rest sort
and run them through wish to assess themselves mandatory fees to finance the union.
Wing machines.
Students are also being asked
figures It can count
an hoUr. No one ’else If they approve the Board of
wed in the room while Trustees issuing bonds to pay for
a federal loan financing the actual
ire being tabulated.
the ballots seem com- building cost of the union.

COLLEGE UNION BALLOT
King & Story Road
San Jose

ed at the San Jose State

reby the cost of construcHundred Thousand Dollars
derived from the building
he remainder of said cost,
ollars shall be met by the
ired pursuant to the State
ereby a building and operstructing the student body
Trustees of the California
Twenty Dollars per student
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Booths are located at The EngineeringBuilding,
cafeteria, breezeways of the Recreation and
Education Buildings, bookstore and library.
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Bringing voters to the polls toopen to the public without charge.

World Wire
III JET TRAINING AIRCRAFT FOUND SABOTAGED
WASHINGTON (UPD --Defense Department officials disclosed
yesterday that 61 jet training planes. have been discovered sabotaged
at Williams Air Force Base in Arizona.
The sabotage, the announcement said, consisted of the cutting
of electric wires leading to the gears of the T3g supersonic trainers.
The department said that. the FBI and other military security
investigators have begun an inquiry but no culprit, has been found.
All planes of the type were immediately grounded for further
inquiry.
ARMY SERGEANT DEFECTS TO EAST GERMANY
BERLIN 1UPDA U.S. Army sergeant has defected to Communist East Germany and has asked for political asylum, the East German news agency ADN said yesterday.
The official Communist agency identified the serge.int as James
Carl Moore of the U.S. ’fhird Armored Division et Gelinhausen, near
Frankfurt in West. Germany.
At Heidelberg, a U.S. Rrmy spokesman sal dthe ADN report was
being investigated.
PAIULING WINS TWO NOBEL PEAL?: PRIZES
OSLO, Norway (UPDLinus Pauling, a leader of the ban-the-bomb
movement in the United States, and two International Red Cross
organizations received Nobel Peace prizes yesterday in ceremonies
before King Olav V.
Pauhng won the $50,000 prize for 1962, which was not awarded
until this year. Ile won the prize for physics in 1954, and is the only
man to have won two Nobel prizes.
LAWYERS LINE UP TO DIWEND JACK Rimy
DALLAS WM) Famed San Francisco attorney Melvin Belli
visited Jack Ruby in his cell yesterday and indicated he might help
defend the slayer of Lee Harvey Orwakt
Belli was accompanied by attorneys Sam S. Brody of Las Angeles, J. II. Tonahill of Jasper, Tex., and Defense attorney Tow Howard.

Dec. 10. 1(11).1

win nave no guar:init.(’ Ill ea woo Ivo
or direct voice in what goes in the
Union, after this election, and (2t
Whereas the 7:30 closing of the
polls will disenfranchise many
commuting night students who will
have little opportunity to utilize
the Union but will nevertheless be
assessed the mandatory fee, and
Whereas the presently proposed College Union program
places a gross overemphasis on
recreational activities at the expense of the cultural.
Be it therefore resolved that the
San Jose Democratic Club urges a
"no" vote on the College Union
proposal.

Tape of Speech
To Be Featured
At YAF Meeting
A tape recording of a speech
given by Russell Kirk on this campus in the fall of 1961 will be
featured at the meeting of Young
Americans for Freedom I YArt
tonight al g in CII162.
Kirk is regarded as one of the
leading spokesmen for the "New
Conservatism."
Pmf. Kirk also has a nationally
syndicated column in many newspapers, and edits the "University
Bookman."

’res. Steve Larson yesterday afternoon explained why the
7 structure will cost more a foot than several other College
the Bay Area,
d Cal, San Jose City
1 Santa Clara all cost
about. $20 a square foot. At the
grime time, none of these is as high
as the proposed SJS Union,
HIGH-RISE UNION
SJS must have a high-rise structure -about six storiesbecause of
the small building space allotted.
Higgins and Root, local architects:, made the original space studies of the union area behind the
cafeteria.
These architects determined
what the union will cost if it is
constructed in the specified area.
When a building is higher than
three stories, the firm said, extra
costs are involved.
It costs more for air conditioning and fin" sprinklers.
EXTRA EXPENSES
also
transportation
Vertical
causes extra expenses. This is the
transportation of men and materials upward.
In fact, two-thirds of the constructitm cost will go for men and
materials and the rest for the
vertical transportation, the architects said.
Cal’s five-story College Union is
the highest of the three student
centers that COW $20 a square foot.
San Jose’s problem, however, the
architects point out, is the 81111111
building area.
The space is behind the cafeteria
and hounded by the Industrial Arts
buildings and was leased by the
Board of Trustees in 1961 to SJS
students.

Attorney General
Investigates
Union Posters
ASB attorney general Bill Holley has been asked to investigate
the circulation of posters concerning the College Union vote which
bear the name of Sigma Chi fraternity.
Chuck Grehmeier, Sigma Chi
president, said yesterday that the
fraternity has no connection whatsoever with these posters.
Grebmeier said, in his opinion,
the posters are the work of an
anti -union group, and there is ahsolutrly no authorization for the
fraternity name being used on
these posters.
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SJSer Runs ’Awful -Awful
Finances Graduate Work

Social Work Club Members Profit
By Projects, Helping Others
Help pairself by helping others.
This sounds as if it might be a
jingle for some charity organization. It isn’t, but it would be an
accurate description of the job the
Social Work Club does.
When it was organized about 20
years ago, the club was most
likely conceived with the intent to
benefit the student. In pursuance
of this goal, the club appears to
serve the community, the social
work profession, the Sociology and
Anthropology Department, and San
Jose State as much as it benefits
the members.
TRIP
Cookie Sutherland, club president, and Ann Weinstein, projects
officer, explained that the club has
benefitted the community with activities such as trips to Eastfield
Children’s Home in Campbell and
a dance the club sponsored at the
Morgan Hill James Boys’ Ranch
for delinquents.
This semester the club has visited emotionally disturbed children
at Ming Quong Home in San Jose.
The club has been invited to San
Quenti n. "Not to stay," Ann
quipped.
"Social work is a helping process,
helping people adjust to their prob-

lems. It is more than just giving
out money. As long as there are
people who need help, there is going to be a need for social work,"
the coeds chorused.
HELPS PROFESSION
Leo W. Tighe. club adviser and
professor of sociology, said the
club not only helps the community,
but also the profession. The group
stimulates interest in social work.
he declared. "There is a desperate
need for more people in this field."
Ann and Cookie added, "We’re
benefitting the profession by making students aware of what social
work actually is." The club makes
students "aware" of the profession
through the field trips and speakers at their weekly Tuesday afternoon meetings.
Ann and Cookie said that next
semester the club will attempt to
stimulate interest in the field by
starting a type of recruitment
program. They hope representatives from the 90-member club
will be able to go to high schools
to attempt to interest more students in the work.
CONFERENCE
Through association, the Sociology and Anthropology Department and SJS itself, most likely

By JACK COX

profit from the accomplishments
of the Social Work Club. The club
accomplishment that benefitted the
department and college most was
probably the California Students’
Social Work Conference.
The two-day conference was "the
first of its kind in the United
States that we know of," Cookie
exclaimed. The first annual conference was held last March at
Sacramento State College.
Students from all the colleges
in California were invited. Club
member Cathy Gomes was chairman of the program planning committee. Prof. Tighe said Chuck
Hunter and Cookie also played a
large part in putting together the
student planned conference.
BLACK WELL
Dr. James E. Blackwell, assistant professor of sociology, now
on leave in Tanganyika, gave the
opening address. Speakers from the
University of California and Sacramento State also were featured.
In light club accomplishments
it was not surprising to hear Prof.
Tighe say this group is one of the
most active social work clubs in
the state.

College students, especially San
Jose State students, are known for
doing things in odd and different
ways. Hundreds of students work
their way through college changing tires, "hashing," reading for
"profs," or door-to-door selling, but
now and then an unorthodox method is devised by a resourceful few.
For instance, Ray Kunde, 27, a
1961 SJS business administration
graduate, is now financing his
graduate study by running a "Roaring 20s saloon."
1920 SALOON
Early in 1961 Kunde was wondering how he was going to complete State and then go on to his
chosen career of law at Santa
Clara University’s Law School. He
decided to open a 1920s saloon.
First he acquired an old museum
on Monterey Road in San Jose.
The museum was part of the old
"Trader Lou’s Amusement Park."
Kunde talked with many SJS students who all agreed to help him
with his new enterprise.
For example, Pat Daniels, 1961
editor of Lyke (SJS feature magazine), did all the art work for the
new saloon. Other students who
were more talented with a hammer
than a paint brush helped build
the stage.
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SOUSING A PROBLEM
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iing will he a critical
a’hough numerous Western recently
hotels have been
including the plush $13 mil with
Tokyo Hilton. Ships

sleeping facilities will he docked
in Tokyo Bay, and local citizens
are being asked by the Tokyo
Chamber of Commerce to provide
10,000 rooms in their homes.
JNR, the world’s largest rail -

DR. LEON QUERA
. . visits Japan
road, is probably the most experienced crew handling agency in
the island nation. Scheduling crack
trains at 2 -minute intervals and
training a crew of white -gloved
"pushers" to cram passengers into
the trains are only a part of the
processes of transporting 5.6 billion passengers in one year.
Showcase of JNR is the New

Tokkaido tEast Shore) Line with
its revolutionary new train. Initial
run of the new train will coincide
with the opening of the Olympic
Games.
BIG INVESTMENT
Work actually began on the new
train in. 1958 when JNR decided
to invest $500 million to speed
passengers and freight at speeds
of 125 mph over the 375-mile
stretch between Tokyo and Ozaka,
Japan’s second largest city. The
cost, partly financed by World
Bank Loans, is now at $800 million.
Pooling their engineers and technicians, major Japanese companies
developed the train which will
have a unique electrical contact.
Instead of a continuous power contact, contacts will be spaced every
few feet to eliminate high-speed
friction.
Nearly everything will be automatic except for the conductor
who sets switches for taped recordings which announce stations,
and the engineer who sits in the
front car to take over controls at
a signaled emergency or whcn approaching one of the 10 stops on
the three-hour ride.
TEST TRACK
Because the train has such
revolutionary design, JNR has constructed a special 10-mile section
of test track, where daily trials
are run to check on speed, safety
factors and smoothness of the ride.
Dr. Quera cited the language

barrier as the major problem
which will confront visitors to
Japan in ’64. After interviewing
many travelers this past summer,
he found that most of them knew
no Japanese and were traveling
on instructions given them in English.

Although the deadline f.,, readiness for the Olympics is edging
even closer, most Japanese believe
they will be ready to host the
visitors in grand style. Japanese
who work for JNR which is speeding toward the Olympics are the
most confident of all.

Co-Rec Talk
A free-for-all discussion on the
proposed SJS College Union will
be a part of tonight’s Co-Ree In
the Women’s Gym at 7:30 p.m.
The Co-R4w theme will be "Mock
College Union."
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. an hour. No one else
wed in the room while
are being tabulated.
the ballots seem corn-

plicated, they were drawn up by
the Board of Trustees, adhering to
legal requirements.
The ballot asks students if they
wish to assess themselves mandatory fees to finance the union.
Students are also being asked
If they approve the Board of
Trustees issuing bonds to pay for
a federal loan financing the actual
building cost of the union.
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By sTKVE AGOSTA
Utah Department and ASH. It is union designing nib.
Bringing voters to the polls to.Calling the Rumford Act a "con- open to the public without charge.
servative solution to a major social problem." Assemblyman William Stanton spoke yesterday as
a guest of the Democratic Club.
The Assemblyman from the 25th
61 JET TRAINING AIRCRAFT FOUND SABOTAGED
District stated that the only people
WASHINGTON I UPD Defense Department officials disclosed
the act will help is the middle class yesterday that 61 jet training planes. have been discovered sabotaged
Negro. He added that it does not at Williams Air Force Base in Ail/Dna.
solve the largest problem, the
The sabotage, the announcement said, consisted of the cutting
ghetto. "Let’s face it," Stanton of electric wires leading to the gears of the T38 supersonic trainers.
said, "minorities in California live
The department said that the FBI and other military security
in ghettos or other types of con- investigators have begun an inquiry but no culprit has been found.
centrated living groups."
All planes of the type were immediately grounded for further
Under the Rumford Act it. is inquiry.
ARMY SERGEANT DEFECTS TO EAST GERMANY
against the law to discriminate
BERLIN (UPI) --A U.S. Army sergeant has defected to Commuin housing in California. Stanton
pointed out that about 60 per cent nist. East Germany and has asked for political asylum, the East Gerof the housing in California is in- man news agency ADN said yesterday.
The official Communist agency identified the sergeant as James
volved in the act. He added that
single family homes which are (’art Moore of the US. Third Armored Division at Gelnhausen, near
not publicly assisted arc not in- Frankfurt in West Germany.
At Heidelberg, a US. Remy spokesman sal dthe ADN report was
cluded in the Rumford. Act.
At the present time the Cali- being investigated.
PAULING WINS TWO rionEi. PEACF. PRIZES
fornia Real Estate Assiiciation is
OSLO, Norway (UPIiLinus Panting, a leader of the ban-the-bond)
circulating an initiative petition,
attempting to constitutionally de- movement in the United States, and two International Red Cr’,’,.
organizations received Nobel Peace prizes yesterday in ceremonio.
feat tile Rumford Act.
Stanton, referring to the initia- before King Olav V.
Panting won the $50.000 prize for 1962, which was not awarded
tive, said: "There is no doubt that
it will he defeated and it is doubt- until this year. Ile won the prize for physics in 1954, and is the only
ful that it will ever get to the man to have won two Nobel prizes.
LAWYERS LINE UP TO MOVEN JACK RUBY
ballot:"
DALLAS (UPD- Famed San Francroo attorney Melvin Belli
The Slate Assemblyman concluded That he dreads to see the visited Jack Ruby in his mil yesterday and indicated he might help
Initiative come In it vole because defend the slayer of Lee Harvey Orwakt.
Belli was accompanied by attorneys Sam S. Brody of Los An"It will. cause a rup4iire in the
community and the people will geles, J. II. Tonshill of Jasper, Tex, and Defense attorney Tow Howard.
be hurt."

World Wire

Dee. 10, 19053

31

win nave no guarantee in vim:roe
or direct voice in what goes in the
Union, after this election, and 121
Whereas the 7:30 closing of the
polls will disenfranchise many
commuting night students who will
have little opportunity to utilize
the Union but will nevertheless be
assessed the mandatory fee, and
cti Whereas the presently proposed College Union program
places a gross overemphasis on
recreational activities at the expense of the cultural.
Be it therefore resolved that the
San Jose Democratic Club urges a
"no" vote on the Crillege Union
proposal.

Tape of Speech
To Be Featured
At YAF Meeting
A tape recording of a sPreeh
given by Russell Kirk on this campus in the fall of 1961 will he
featured at the meeting of Young
Americans for Freedom I YAlei
tonight at 14 in C11162.
Kirk is regarded as une of the
leading spokesmen for the "New
(.011Serk’lit iSM."

Prof. Kirk also has a nationally
syndicated column In many newspapers, and edits the "University
Bookman."

’res. Steve Larson yesterday afternoon explained why the
n structure will cost more a foot than several other College
the Bay Area.

it Cal, San Jose City
ri Santa Clara all cost
-about $20 a square foot. Al the
same time, none of these is as high
as the proposed SJS Union.
HIGH-RISE UNION
SJS must have a high-rise structure- about six stories --because of
the small building space allotted.
Higgins and Root, local architects, made the original space studies of the union area behind the
cafeteria.
These
architects determined
what the ianion will cost if it is
constructed in the specified area.
When a building is higher than
three stories, the firm said, extra
costs are involved.
It costs more for air conditioning and fire sprinklers.
EXTRA EXPENSES
also
transportation
Vertical
causes extra expenses. This is the
transportation of men and materials upward.
In fact, two-thirds of the construction cost will go for men and
materials and the rest for the
vertical trims:port di ion, the architects said.
Cal’s five-story’ College Uniiin its
the highest of the three student
cents-r4 that cast $20 a square foot.
San Jose’s problem, however, the
architects point out, is the small
building area.
The space is behind the cafeteria
and bounded by the Industrial Arts
buildings and was leased by the
Board of Trustees in 1961 to SJS
students.

*

*

*

Attorney General
Investigates
Union Posters
ASB attorney general Bill Holley has been asked to investigate
the circulation of posters concerning the College Union vote which
bear the name of Sigma Chi fraternity.
Chuck Grebmeier, Sigma Chi
president, said yesterday that the
fraternity has no connection whatsoever with these posters.
Grebmeier said, in his opinion,
the posters are the work of an
anti-union group, and there is absolutely no authorization for the
fraternity name being used on
these posters.
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